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Just say no 
College students 
strike to protest !: 
spending cuts\ 
Travellin' medicos 
Mobile clinic from B.C.'s 
hlldren s Hosplal set up shop 
here last week\COMMUNITY B1 





Impressive victories in Burns Lake 
by local ringetters auger well for 
the future\SPORTS A l l  
T  NDAR 
Council to axe more workers 
end commercial garbage collec- 
tion, at the expense of two union 
jobs. 
"Any bureaucracy that hasn't 
really been analyzed carefully 
and had some restructuring done 
for several years tends to get 
overstaffed," said councillor Val 
The savings will be used to hold 
the line on taxes and rebuild city 
roads, he said. 
"Our road system is deteriorat- 
ing very badly and we've got to 
do something about it." 
George predicts the city needs 
to invest $5.00,000 to$1 million a 
By JEFF NAGEL 
EIGHT MORE city jobs will be 
cut this year, saving at least 
$500,000 in annual payroll costs. 
Councillors Say they want to 
use the money to buffer tax in- 
creases and to repave city streets 
I 
The plan to elitainate the eight 
positions was agreed to last week 
at a council in-camera meeting. 
The $500,000 target represents 
10 per cent of the city's $5 mil- 
lion payroll. 
Council has asked senior ad- 
ministrators to identify the posi- 
tions to be cut and have a plan 
prepared by April 30. 
The eight positions to be Cut are 
in addition to the five other jobs 
council decided to eliminate last 
month. 
Three administrators were dis- 
missed and council decided to 
bitrary" and isn't yet official 
policy. 
" I f  administration says 'It's ab- 
solutely imposs~le - -we  can 
only cut four', council will deal 
with it at that ime." 
He also suggested the city will 
be more compassionate in issuing 
further layoff notices than they 
were when the three administra- 
tors were let go. 
"I think we learned from the 
first time," Graydon said. "The 
public response was that they 
weren't given enough notice." 
Councillor David Hull 
predicted the city will be able to 
do as good a job with leas money 
- - in  many cases by conliacting 
out work. 
"I think in the 1990s.we're 
going to see local governments 
get out of functions that aren't in 
the interests of all the people," 
Hull said. 
The councillor also brought up 
Alberta Premier Ralph Klein who 
has been both praised and criti- 
cized for cutting spending. 
"I personally admire the initia- 
tives of Ralph Klein," Hull said. 
"He is what you don't see very 
often in politics - -  a politician 
who's keeping his word." 
Virtually all members of this 
council were elected on platforms 
that called for reduced 
bureaucracy, better planning, and 
greater efficiency, says Hull. 
"I think what you're seeing 
here is like.Ralph Klein on a 
smaller scale ~ politicans keep- 
ing their word." 
George, who proposed the no- year into its asphalt "just to keep 
tion. "This is a fairly common our heads above water." 
phenomenon." Increasing taxes further are just 
"City staffing has not been  i.not on either;he said. 
looked at seriously, for quite a ~ "I feel our taxation levels are 
number of years. The time has alreadyexuremely high and we've 
come to do this." got to do everything possible to at 
The cuts are to be phased in l~sth61dthemsteady andifpos. 
throughout this year and.are:to be ~ 'sible to decrease them/' he said. 
completely in place 'by year's'~ h~Is0i0oming onthe horizon, he 
end. The savings hould show up noted~ is the possibility of a large 
in the city's 1996 bank account. ,outlay of money to build a second 
George said councib~hop~s to sheet of ice. ':':. 
achieve most of the,cuts th~0ugh • Councillor Ed Grayd0n said the 
attrition and early retirement:. 10:per cent cut was !"fairly ar- 
= Tall in the saddle 
KAREN WEINBERG is only just about to turn three yearn old but she's already "home crazy", 
says her mother, Karen. The pair regularly visit the Alywyn Creek Ranch in Old Remo where 
Karen leads her daughter and her mount for long walks. Kory Anderson and James Muller 
own 14 horses and want to expand their frail riding business by offering ovemight accom. 
modation. "The regional district doesn't like their plan, however. See page A3 for the story. 
We're not that healthy 
U'ansmitted disease. 
Millar says drinking drivers 
should be prohibited from driving 
and have their vehicles in. 
pounded if caught while driving. 
He also wants a graduated licence 
system for beginning drivers, 
Other ecommends~ons include 
more efforts to stop people from 
smoking and more efforts to pre- 
vent HIV, 
The health officer estimates that 
violence, crime, abuse and dis- 
cdmination," Mtllar said. 
Millar's comments are con- 
rained in his second annual 
report. 
He found that while life ex- 
pectancy in B.C. is higher than 
the Canadian average and is 
among the best in the world, there 
are still marked and unacceptable 
differences within the province'. 
To change that Hlllar's recom- 
mending harsher treatment for 
PEOPLE LIVING in northern 
and rural communities aren't as 
healthy as those who live else- 
where, says the chief provincial 
health officer. 
Dr. John Millar wants nmre ac- 
tion taken to reduce disparities 
based on who a person is, what 
they cam and where they live. 
"To make any real improve- 
menls we must address the most 
powerful influences on health - -  
income and employment, educa- 
tion, housing, early childhood 
care, sense of control, and the 
creation of communities flee o f  
Val George 
Union says ity cuts 
damag=ng toCmorale 
- • b . 
COUNCIL'S order that eight 
m0recity jobs be :cut this y~r is a 
tremendous blow to staff morale, 
Says City union representative 
Bob Anderson. 
The move is generating 
speculation, fear and uncertainty, 
says Anderson, the president of 
CUPE local 2012 - -  the union 
that represents city workers, 
"It's musing a lot of sUcss, 
particularly among our more jun- 
ior employees who might be 
facing layoffs," Anderson said. 
Some workers who were 
making plans to build houses or 
make major expenses have put 
those plans on hold, he said. 
"You would think there would 
be an effort to quash rumoura," 
he added. "Rumours are not a 
good thing." 
But Anderson says the union 
isn't going to take any immediate 
action - -  mainly because it 
doesn't think there are any cuts 
that can be easily made. 
"The city is already operating 
at very much of a skeleton crew, 
including administration,", he 
"I have sympathy for the ad- 
.... "P  -~.~,~t -- I, . . . .  - . , , , , , , , , ,_ JU~tm!on, ~hcre.~b.o...ate.p~oUa.~.,.. 
..... : ,  " , ' .  "~...?.' '~ ..'~",'~. bly shooting in the darkand on't 
may re commg jrom ann lmowwhat, targettoshootfor." 
where they get these fig- The idea of more contracting 
urea from." 
said. 
"Just how they're going to ac- 
complish this without reducing 
services to the public, I don't. 
, know." 
He noted that if council hopes 
to raise $500,000 by cutting eight 
jobs, then those jobs average 
$64,000 each. 
"We don't even have anybody 
in our bargaining unit who makes 
that much," he said. "It must be 
some awfully high paid manage- 
merit hey're planning to cut." 
"I don't know where they're 
coming from and where they get - 
these figures from." 
As for the senior administrators 
council has handed the unpleasant 
task to, Anderson says they have 
a tough job. 
out doesn't scsm AZders0n ei- 
ther, as long as the city is also al- 
lowed, to bid on public works 
projects. 
"We have no problem in com- 
peting as a union for our jobs," 
• he said. '~We have c0mpe~d ~,ery 
well with the contract0rs, and 
we've done this on a continuous 
basis." 
Several jobs have been done by 
city crews when private con. 
tractors were busy and bid high 
because they didn't really want 
the work. 
Anderson said the experience 
and knowledge of City workers 
often means higher oualtw. 
He said city crews nave eeen 
called in to fix mistakes made by. 
private crews that are often more 
familiar with land clearing and/ 
house ])uilding than working 
around the city's water and sewer 
infrastructure. 
Scarcity of lots stunting 
development in Thornhiil 
THE SCARCITY of lots in 
Thornhiil is being tagged as the 
main cause for the continued 
decline in building there. 
Figures released by the Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district show 
only eight new housing units 
were constructed in 1994 and 
only four of those were single 
family dwellings. 
That's a long way from the 26 
and 27 units built in 1991 and 
1992 respectively. 
The new construction had an 
estimated value of $1.2 million. 
Ted Peilegrino of the district's 
planning department says the lack 
of residential lots has cramped 
builders' tyle. 
Much of the construction in 
recent years had been filling in 
gaps in existing residential areas, 
he explained. 
And that used up most of the 
available residential properties. 
"Thorn Heights III is pretty well 
filled up," he pointed out, adding 
the few exceptions were likely 
still vacant because the owners 
weren't ready to build yet. 
2,855 deaths a year - -  that's Nov,, the trend was for property 
drinking driven and ensuring eigl!t .a. day ..-~. would be pre- to come available only when 
there is more information on con. 
tracepfi°n and'~!~:i:i~!s,~ally" ven Lea ,y  acntevtng equality in larger parcels were sub-divided. 
• nealm care...~. : "'." .... ' - - ' For ..example, the. two duplexes 
conslmcted in '94 were the result 
of a subdivision which created 
three parcels. 
More active was the mobile 
home sector, with 10 units going 
into Thornhill this year. That's 
two up from last year and com- 
pares to 17 in 1992. 
That's largely because Terrace 
won't allow residential mobiles 
anywhere xcept in trailer parks, 
Pellegrino noted. 
While restrictive covenants 
barred mobiles from some areas 
of Thornhill, he said the com- 
munity still remained the alterna- 
tive for people who wanted to 
live in one but on their own land. 
" L , "  
There was only one commer- 
cial/induslalal development in 
Thornhill last .year, a four-bay, 
steel frame truck shop in the 
Riverdrive area. 
Terrace second 
in housing stats 
TERRACE PLACED 
p laced 'second behind 
Prince George in northern 
B.C. municipal housing 
starts for 1994, indicate 
statistics from the Canada 
Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation (CMHC). 
Terrace had .139 starts 
last year compared to 368 
in Prince George. 
The next closest 
municipality to Terrace 
was Williams LakeWilli 81 
starts. Fort St. J ohn"was .  
next with 61 starts, Prince 
Rupert had 44 and Quesnel 
had 40. 
The CMHC definition of 
a housing Stads includes 
single family homes, 'multi. 
pie units and apartmenlS . . . . .  
, , I I 
~[-  . . . . . . . . . . .  ' M _ • 
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Library to 
shut down 
THE TERRACE Public Li- 
brary is closing for a week be- 
ginning Feb. 6 so employees 
can move into the new section. 
That's to allow workers on 
the expansion project to 
renovate the existing space, 
says h'bradan Ed Curell. 
"All the books are to be 
moved and that's going to re- 
quire a lot of work," he noted. 
Cureil expects the renova- 
tions to take until the first 
week of March. 
To make things easier on 
employees, patrons are being 
asked not to return items to the 
library for the week it's 
closed. Overdue charges will 
not be levied. 
Books being moved will be 
put on shelves bought from the 
Kitimat library. 
These will be 
temporarily until new sM 
are bought for the new sec 
Renovations to the exi~ 
library space mark the 
stretch of the $1.8 million 
pansion project which b~ 
last year. 
Final painting touches 
being made this ,week to 
new section and carpet is 
pected to arrive very soon. 
When finished, the ex l
sion will effectively do~ 
the space of the library. 
Among other items, paU 
will be able to enjoy 1 
washrooms and the children's 
section will be much larger. 
The library opens for busi- 
ness again on Feb. 14. 
i I n  
a l l  
P izza  P !  
. 
t 
WORK IS continuing on the new section of the Terrace Public U- 
brary. That's librarian Ed Curell looking on as worker Ron Sparks 
does his thing. The new section will be finished next week. Next 






IT'S BECOME a bit easier to 
make contributions to the Terrace 
Chiarches Food Bank. 
The Terrace and District Credit 
Union on Lazelle h now accept. 
mg cash donations on behalf of 
the food bank. 
Credit union manager Dennis 
Brewer said the donations can be 
raade to any teller. 
In addition, the credit union is 
making a $500 corporate dona- 
tion each month the food bank is 
in operation. 
The food bank is open four days 
a month for November, January, 
February, March and April. 
Ii doesn't opeiate ifi December 




PEOPLE HERE seem to be more 
interested in the cnvtronrnent than 
in at least wo other places, indi- 
cate preliminary results from a 
recent B.C. Hydro focus group 
session here. 
The crown corporation talked to 
20 people in two groups here 
recently and a similar number in 
Vancouver and in Nan aimo. 
B.C. Hydro official Alan Burr 
said the corporation conducts 
focus groups to gain a better un- 
derstsnding of how people view 
the public utility. 
"It certainly seemed to'capture 
the attention of the two groups (in 
Terrace). They seemed to attach 
more importance to the environ- 
ment and be willing to talk about 
it," said Burr. 
He said the focus group results 
v/~l also help B.C. Hydro further 
pursue its PowerSmart program. 
That program, begun in the late 
1980s, seeks to reduce lectrical 
use by conservation and by using 
other energy sources. 
Mediator to 
hear dispute 
THE DISTRICT OF Stewart and 
its unionized workers are to go 
through mediation h March to 
help solve a dispute which 
threatens attempts to negotiate a
new contracL 
Members of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees'Local 
1804 oppose a suggestion from 
the municipality that s newly- 
hired works superintendent also 
do work they consider falls 
within their jurisdiction. 
Local 1804 president Bob  
Mc.Allister said talks on s new 
agreement came to a halt after the 
municipality made its demand. 
"They say there's not enough 
work for the new superintendent 
so they want him to do some that 
comes under the jurisdiction of 
the bargaining unit. We feel the 
work should be done by someone 
wl~in the bargaining unit," he 
said. 
The mediator is Barbara Sharp 
and she was appointed by the 
B,C. Labour Board last week. Her 
first session is set for March 1 
s~d 2. 
Local 1804's last contract with 
Stewart ran out the end of 1994. 
RADELET & COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, vancouver, B.C. 
Companies • Family Trusts • Tax Matters 
James W, Radelet Phone 689-0878 Fax 689-1386 
Inn Restaurant aE avanan 
• The fr iendl iest  " Inn" town! m ~ . . ~  
Make our place.~'Your P[ace" toenjoy-an evening 
of intimate dining with ~easonal~le pri~:~s! . . . .  
For the Month of February 
From New 'Orleans 
Bayou Oysters Creole 











served with wild rice 
and melon salsa 
$1 5.95 
~ i r lo in  Steak ~ 
& Oyster  
Brochet te  
with fresh vegetables 
& baked potato 
$15.95 
Reserve Early for Valentines Day. 
King Crab legs Special for the whole weekend- Feb. 10 to 14 
Open For Lunch 
Tuesday. Friday 11:30 a,m.- 2:00 p.m, 
Dinner 
Monday- Sunday 5:00 p.m,- 11:00 p,m. 
For Reservations. 635-9161 
OUT OF TOWN - TOLL FREE 
1-800-513-9161 
FAX 635-9182 
4332 Lakelse -Terrace 
THE INTERESTS OF ALL BRITISH 
COLUMBIANS WILL BE PROTECTED 
IN LAND CLAIMS NEGOTIATIONS: 
,V . ,q  r " , ,!  ~* ,  . ;;-, O ; t , L . !L , - ;4 , , .~ . ,  
kquesti0nsaboutlan< andres0urCes .:! : ; i - :  and lastingtfeatieswillcreaiea:~67ekabieL;::ii.v:t 
,L~ that have remafned unresolved for :%! 2~  economic climate wt~ichwill:stimiJiate l~al ..... 
more than 100 years, economms, encourage outside investmen{ / 
But land claims are not just about land. and create jobs;. • - ':' ( : 
- Government ofE~C. : i[i~:i;i In fact, treaty negotiations may " -L -_ ~ ~ The 
cover a variety of issues including: .' 2..'.~_2.~=~. ~ will protect the interestsofali:. 
• interests inCrown land ~ ,"~-] British Columbians'i~n ......... open,and;:;: ; i::,: ;, 
and resources ; ~ inclusive negotiations. - • -~, 
• economic development Negotiators will als0 ensure ::
opportunities ~ that treaties maintain access to ) - i / '  
+defining self-government ~ hunt~ing, fishing and other ecre- 
• financial compensation ation for everyone. Fair compensa- 
• taxation options on treaty lands t on w 11 be pad for unavoidab e disruption 
• protection ofheritage sites and artifacts." of commercial nterests. " ! i i '  ilt 
PRIVATE PROPERTY IS For.more information about land claims 
stry Of Aboriginal Affairs, "! 
Your home, your land and qO8 Pandora Ave,, " { ~ 
will still be yours :oria, B,C, V8V !X4 










J~  MIN. PCPN SUN 
1,2 -1,1 2.1 
-0,8 -4.4 6,4 
-3.8 -6,5 6,7 
-5,7 -8,5 0,1 
-7.2 -3,8 1.4 
-2,3 -4,8 0.2 0,0 
0,9 -4,1 1,0 1,4 
LASTYEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
-1.1 -3,2 10,2 0,0 
1.1 -1.4 0.9 0.0 
2.9 0,1 2,0 5.4 
1.2 -0,7 3.4 0.0 
2.2 0.0 5.8 0.0 
2.3 0.1 0.0 
2.4 0.2 0.0 
DAILY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN. YEAR PRECIP, YEAR 
8.6 1981 -20.0 1962 23.4 1988 
6.9 1981 -22.8 1969 59.9 1973 
7.2 1968 -20,0 1957 31.0 1973 
5.6 1984 -21.7 1972 40.0 1988 
5.8 1986 -22.8 1972 15.2 1959 
5.2 1989 -21.7 1972 41.8 1989 
7.6 1984 -21.7 1972 49,5 1962 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Winter is upon us once again with snowfalls and freezing temperatures. Because of 
bridge decks, they ice up faster and more frequently than roads. 
Reduce your speed to suit conditions. Even with sand and salt, roads may still be 
slippery especially if the temperature changes suddenly. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1-800.665.5051. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
NECHAKO ~.~-~/~J~~- -  - 
~.~..~ NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES /,, / 
/7 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
An Environmental Citizenship Message From Environment Canada 
Many of our communities chlorinate their drinking water to kill bacteria. Although chlorination can also form harmful by-pr0ducts, its benefits are much 
greater than the small risk of health effects from these compounds. 
!: 
i i ~ j 
Dude ranch faces hurdle 
A DUDE RANCH is an idea 
whose time has come in the view 
of Kory Anderson and James 
Muller are concerned. 
But to the Ktttmat-Stikine 
regional district directors, the 
concept offers the spectre of un- 
authorized rental accommodation 
springing up in Old Remo. 
Anderson and Muller keep 14 
horses on the Alywyn Creek 
Ranch -- Muller's parents own 
the property. 
They started offering trail rides 
last August in response to re- 
quests from a similar business in 
the Coppers|de Estates to take its 
overflow. 
And immediately found them. 
selves being kept busy from early 
morning until dark. "It was one 
ride after another," recalled Mul- 
ler. "And we had lots of repeat 
customers." 
But there was one thing miss- 
ing, the ability to offer overnight 
accommodation. 
They decided the answer was to 
put cabins on the property. The 
plan was to construct up to six 
16ft. x 30ft. A-frames, each a 
self-contained unit with pull out 
beds, a kitchen, electrical power 
and a shower. 
The cabins would meet a need 
that's already been proven. 
Anderson pointed out customers 
from Prince Rupert had to' stay in 
a localmotel. They would prefer 
the convenience of staying at the 
ranch instead, she added. 
The need was underlined uring 
the interview hen she received a
call from a Prince Rupert scout 
master enquiring about bringing 
out to 16 scouts out on the May 
long weekend. 
"Even local people like the 
idea of being able to stay out 
here," Anderson added. 
However, the zoning on the 
property allows only a principal, 
permanent dwelling and a second 
temporary dwelling if it is oc- 
cupied by members of the family. 
Regional district directors are 
also concerned that if the busi- 
ness failed, the cabins might be 
turned into rental accommoda- 
tion. 
Given the couple are going to 
construct a house on the land, the 
district suggested they make it 
large enough to include three 
rooms to be used for bed and 
KORY ANDERSON pauses on her way to the barn to make a fuss of one of the two adult work- 
horses she and James Muller keep on the Alywyn Creek Ranch. Their complement of 14 horses in- 
cludes two six month old heavy horses and a miniature. 
breakfast. No permit would be re- 
quired for that. 
,Anderson said the idea is simp- 
ly not realistic. The couple have 
four children, three of them quite 
young. She is troubled by the 
contradiction between trying to 
teach the kids to be wary of 
strangers then inviting them into 
their house all summer. 
Another conflict was the need 
to prepare breakfast at the same 
time as she would have to be 
feeding and preparing the horses 
for the day's tiding. 
"Cabins offer visitors freedom 
to do what they want when they 
are not riding," she said. It was 
also preferable accommodation 
for families, she suggested. 
Muller also emphasized the 
cabins would not be permanent 
structures but mounted on skids. 
If, as the district fears, the busi- 
ness failed, they could be sold 
and shipped off the property. 
At the moment, the couple are 
waiting to hear whether the Agri- 
cultural Land Commission will 
approve their plan. 
But even if they do, it will be 
subject o district zoning regula- 
tions, Anderson pointed out. 
If approval comes through, they 
would have to try and persuade 
the district o either issue a spe- 
cial permit or rezone the property 
to the same designation as fishing 
lodges. 
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THIS IS ONE TEST 
YOU WON'T WANT | 
TO BLOW 
A roadside screening device 
could he in tile hands of 
any police officer, any lime, 
allywhere in tile provmce. 
41~!~, Box 22, 
V IMPROVING Terrace E] C Major Credit Cards ( YOUR VRR dA; ' Accepted 
HE'AND I ~uuO . . . . . . . . .  
STROKE I AGAINST Marjorie Park Your do,nat!on is
FOUNDATION OF I CANADA'S R~R tl R7 tax oe0ucliole 
B.C, & YUKON I + - - -  1 KILLER "" "" 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 




Valen ine'  Da J got  Jou a little 
LOON]]~? Take heart. Now a measly buck 
puts your personal 20-word message in the 
February 8 issue of the TERRACE STANDARD 
and the February 12 issue of SKEENA MAR- 
KETPLACE. Even better, we'll give half your 
Ioonie to The Kermode Friendship Centre. 
imm m mm m mm m m mm m ,m,a mmm mm mmm m am iN  m m n mm 
I Here's mybuck. Send 50 cenls to Kermode Friendship Centre | 
and put my personal Valentine's Day message in the February 8 | 
issue of the Terrace Standard and the February 12 issue of 
I Skeena Marketplace. My twenty words are: | 
I 
I ' I 
! 
1 ' name phone I ! 
Drop off/Mail coupon with payment to: I 
THE TERRACE STANDARD I 
l 
4647 Lazclle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IS8 I 
Orders must be received by 5:00 p.m. Friday February 3,= 1995. i | Not to be combined with any other offer. 
1~11 B I I1~ BBI  I I1~ I I1~ B i i i l l  ~m ~ i i1~ ~1 ~11 i~11 ~ IBIB B B B J I  : 
The Kermode Friendship Centre is a non-profit communltyser- I 
vice organlsation which offers Counselling, youth academic as- | 
sistance, and social and cultural support, among other set- | 
vices. For more information, contact the Kermode Friendship II 
Society at 3313 Kalum Avenue, Terrace, or 635-4906. • ! 
"ermodebobcotservlce_ m t R u m E  
• ro,=s,a.c.vm ~s ~ Courtesy Travel 
Boct tc .e  I ) If. teeth  12".24".36" ~,~kell -- Sit.pet 
C(x~tolo D~moill0~ -- Po~lHott At,~n 9.. I1 
OESIGNS 
. " : : :4  
KILLER WHAI 
ARTS & CIf~F 
United K ingdom & European 
Dawn¢ & Simon 5terr lt l  




Skiing At Its Peak 
R E C T I 0 N A L"~;!D R I LL  I 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
v ~ U  
Terrace Honda Sales 
4838 HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE. B.C. V8G IL6 
BUS. 638.8171 
KEVIN C0ELHO 
_ _  ~*tRE 
E.R Bd 
: . .  , -  ,~ 
, ,,, , 
KODIE  K .ERP IODE K! DZ 
. 111 
E N T U I~  E S L 
(604) 635-7' 31 
1-800-837-3574 
FAX 63.= ;.9200 
T ,=,. 4926 Hwy. 16,-r ,rrace 
t 
• + 
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Plain wrong 
PREMIER MIKE Harcourt has been telling 
people for more than a week how his govern- 
ment openly and honestly made the decision to 
ice Alcan's Kemano Completion Project. Noth- 
ing could be further fiom the truth. 
The government says it made the decision 
based on the findings of the B.C. Utilities Com- 
mission report stemming from a labourious and 
extensive public hearing into the project. So far 
so good. 
But the government had the report for more 
than a month before releasing it. And it released 
the report the very same morning Mr. Harcourt 
read out the Kemano Completion obituary. 
In this fashion the public did not have the op- 
portunity to examine and ponder the report to be 
. better prepared for the government's decision. 
Instead, Mr. Harcourt and his government made 
up their minds in secret in full possession of the 
report and with plenty of time to concoct a 
suitable public relations offensive. i 
A public that didn't have the opportunity to ex- 
amine the utilities commission report and form 
its own opinions is more open to clever and 
sophisticated manipulation. 
That's why, for instance, Mr. Harcourt spent 
more time insisting the federal government 
should compensate Alcan for the Kemano pro- 
ject's loss than he did in explaining the utilities 
commission report and his government's deci- 
sion. He apparently hoped the public would 
switch from wondering about the reasons for 
killing the project to support yet another provin- 
cial vs. federal fight over tax money. 
And that's also why the Premier travelled to 
Kitimat last week to face a hostile crowd. His ad- 
visors may very well have been banking on a 
fairly ugly reception, thus leaving the impression 
with the rest of the province he was dealing with 
a bunch of northera yahoos. Make a decision, 
take the hit, look like a guy who can face the 
music and then move on to other business. 
Public relations manipulations aside, it's simply 
wrong for the government o keep such impor- 
tant reports to itself for so long. If that's the kind 
of thing this government does, what can the 
north look forward to when land claims agree- 
ments in principle are signed? Will we be subject 
to more secrecy and more manipulation? 
How about it? 
. ,  ¢ .  
NOW THAT council has swung its cost cutting 
axe ~ and is apparently on the hunt for more 
victims ~ it's puzzling why something else 
hasn't been immediately and decisively ad- 
dressed. We're referring to the salaries of the 
mayor and council. 
Just last November council voted itself a three 
per cent increase retroactive to Jan. 1, 1994. The 
mayor now receives $20,256 of which one-third 
is for expenses and councillors receive $8,830 of 
which one-third is tax deductible. 
Council likes to wait until after it settles union 
contracts before considering its own wages. In 
the spirit of what's happening now, council 
should forego an increase for 1995 - -  and do it 
right away. 
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Drug words too predictable 
VICTORIA - -  In the 32 years 
I've spent on the fringes of 
politics, xeporting and com- 
menting on the our society's 
highs and lows, I've never 
ceased to be amazed by the 
predictability with which the 
so-called right and the left 
respond to issues of the day. 
The left, represented in Can- 
ada by the New Democrats and 
many Liberals is invariably 
more open to change, while the 
right remains firmly 
entrenched in the status quo. 
The opposition's knee-jerk 
reaction to the task force report 
on drug-related deaths by Brit- 
ish Columbia's chief coroner 
Vince Cain was as predictable 
as it was asinine. 
One of Cain's recommenda- 
tions was the decriminalization 
of drug use. Cain points out 
that society has .been spec- 
tacularly unsuccessful in fight- 
ing drug use through incarcera- 
tion and punishment. That 
solution, he says, "is founded 
on negatives: resentment, 
hostility and despair." 
Instead, Cain recommends 
that drug users are *'dealt with 
through amedical model, not a 
criminal model, even to the 
point where I 'm suggesting the 
poss~ility of providing heroin 
to seriously addicted people." 
HUBERT BEYER 
Cain also recommends that a 
commission inquir e into the 
merits of legalizing the posses- 
sion of some of the so-called 
soft drugs, such as marijuana. 
If  Cain shows compassion 
for drug addicts, he has none 
for dealers, to whom he refers 
as "the merchants of misery" 
and "distributors of death." 
The justice system, he says, 
should focus more on dealers, 
mete out mandatory life 
sentences with no parole for 
large-volume dealers. 
Recovered drug money, he 
says, should be used for pre- 
vention and treatment pro- 
grams. 
And how did our politicians 
respond to Cdn's suggestion 
that drug use be decriminal- 
ized? Attorney General Colin 
Gabelmann said the recom- 
mendation bears consideration. 
And since the federal govern- 
ment would have to take the 
lead on any such move, he 
would place it on the agenda 
for the next meeting of at- 
torneys general. In other 
words, he is open-minded. 
No such luck with the leaders 
of British Columbia's two op- 
position parties. Reformer Jack 
Weisgcrber said it was 
"appalling that the govern- 
ment would add currency to 
the idea by putting it on the 
agenda." 
Liberal Leader Gordon 
Campbell also rejected the idea 
of decriminalization, saying 
most people would see it as 
legalizing an evil. 
That's what I mean by being 
firmly entrenched in the status 
quo. Fearing public reaction to 
an unpopular move, these two 
august gentlemen wrap them- 
selves in the mantle of 
righteousness and reject out of 
hand an alternative to society's 
utter failure to win the war on 
drugs. 
It should be clear to anyone 
that not only aren't we winning 
the war on drugs, we're losing 
it. And unless we come up 
with a different way of dealing 
with the problem, it will get 
worse. 
And when someone dares to 
suggest a different way, our 
esteemed Neanderthal 
politicians heap abuse on him. 
Cain's recommendation to
decriminalize drug use is all 
the more significant, comider- 
ing his background. He's had a 
distinguished career in the 
RCMP and speaks, therefore, 
from experience. And when 
did you last hear a police of- 
ricer say something like this? 
'*We have to disabuse our- 
selves of the notion that jail is 
the answer for users. Neither 
short sentences, long 
sentences, nor uniformity of 
sentencing mean anything to 
the user. We have to establish 
alternatives toimprisonment. 
"We can no longer pour vast 
amounts of money into jails 
and prisons, all to no effect, 
when an available remedy is 
present to restrain, correct, and 
treat in the original instance." 
Cain's report is one of the 
most progressive and far- 
sighted'documents I have read 
in a long time, and rather than 
rejecting it out of hand, as 
Campbell and Weisgerbcr have 
done, we'd be well-advised to 
heed it. 
His cartoons are skookum 
FOR ALMOST seven years 
I've wondered about Doug Ur- 
quhart who draws the PAWS 
cartoon below this column. 
Then, just before Christmas, 
CBC Momingside interviewed 
Doug Urquhart about his book, 
"Skookum's North", a ten- 
year collection of PAWS pub- 
lished in Whitehorse by Lone 
Moose Publishing. 
Cartooning is Doug Ur- 
quhart's hobby. PAWS comes 
from his experience. He was 
born in Toronto but has always 
worked in the north. In the 
1960s he worked in northern 
Quebec and Ontario, assisting 
a geologist. Later he moved to 
Atlin, B.C. and lived there 20 
years, three years as a bushrat. 
He worked as a Northwest Ter- 
ritories wildlife biologist and, 
for 15 years, drove dog teams. 
He and his wife took several 
years off to travel around the 
world. When he settled down, 
he decided to try a comic strip. 
He had been drawing the 
editorial cartoon for the Yukon 
News but wanted more panels 
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most town with a newspaper. 
Lynn Johnston, creator of For 
Better or For Worse, lived in 
Lynn Lake for years but the 
newspaper never published her 
comic. Today she's syndicated 
in over 400 newspapers. 
Urquhart and his wife Judith, 
substitute teacher, have a 12- 
year-old-son, and a 10-year- 
old-daughter who won bronze 
in local figure skating competi- 
,~  ,_ tion the Saturday I phoned. 
I~..~ For the past eight years he's 
t/l:m:IOlVlO:l:l im[oI~,_l been secretary-treasurer of the 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI Porcupine Cariboo Manage- 
so he could tell a story. 
It took a year of trial and er- 
ror to develop PAWS. The 
sltip began in 1983 while he 
was working as wildlife con- 
sultsnt, drafting management 
plans for big game species. 
Today the strip appears in 20 
newspapers, mostly in the 
north. ,
A map on the back cover of 
his book charts the newspapers 
carrying his comic strip. They 
range from Alaska to Lynn 
ment Board, a body represent- 
ing 18 native communities set 
up to protect he cariboo herd 
Canada shares with Alaska. 
Urquhart's cartooning comes 
in handy on the job. While on 
Capitol Hill lobbying Wash- 
ington on behalf of the Yukon 
cariboo, each day he would 
select a politician's quote and 
draw two cartoons ~ one 
representing the political side 
and another giving the natives' 
point of view. His cartoons 
snagged the attention of 
Lake, Manitoba, the northern 
f 
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bureaucrats ahead of faxes and 
computer printouts. 
Urquhart's cartoons depict 
universal situations from 
everyday hinterland life. "I  re- 
member the time..." stories 
from readers often inspire fu- 
ture cartoons. He can be 
reached at 61-13th Avenue, 
Whitehorse Y.T., Y1A 4K6 or 
by phone at 403-633-2493. 
Since his interview with 
Peter C, zowski in December, 
CBC Radio is considering hav- 
ing him create acomic strip for 
radio, if such a hybrid is pos- 
sible. Urquhart's not new to 
radio writing; in the early 
1970s he wrote a play for CBC 
Radio in Vancouver but the 
play was never produced. 
Misty River Books has sold 
out its first order of 
'*Skookum's North" and I 'm 
now waiting for the next ship- 
ment o arrive. 
Reading is always more en- 
joyable when you know some-. 
thing about he author. Now, as 
I read PAWS, I can picture 
Doug Urquhart 




THE COST OF KILLING 
KEMANO 
HISTORY K 
[] 1950-54: Alcan gets approval 
to build the 896-megawatt 
Kcmano I project. The province 
signs water licence granting the 
company legal rights to additional 
water to drive whatever generat- 
ing capacity Alcan has in place 
by 1999. The Nechako River 
dammed and reversed. 92,000- 
hectare reservoir out of rivers and 
lakes created. Cheslatta natives 
flooded out. 
M 1978: Alean begins elling sur- 
plus electricity to B.C. Hydro and 
increases power generation to 
supply the market. Diverting 
more water, plus dry weather, 
results in very low water levels in 
the Nechako. Alcan announces its 
intention to proceed with the final 
p.hase of project, which is to take 
more water from the Nechako 
and construct a new dam on the 
Nanika River. 
[] 1980: Feds get court injunction 
requiring Alcan release extra 
waler into the Nechako to protect 
fish. 
[] 1982: 8.C.'s attorney-general 
joins the dispute between the fed- 
eral fisheries department and AI- 
can. B.C. argues water flows are 
under provincial jurisdiction and 
can't be appropriated by the feds. 
[] 1985: Alean cballenges the 
federal water flows injunction in 
a bid to protect its rights to the 
additional water it's entitled to 
under the 1950 agreement. All 
sides prepare evidence for the 
coming court ease. 
[] 1987: An out-of-c~urt deal is 
reached between Alcan, Ottawa 
and Victoria. Neehako Settlement 
Agreement gives A1can rights to 
divert half remaining water in the 
Nechako system, reducing flows 
to as little as 12 per cent of pro- 
1950 levels, against advice of 
federal fisheries cientists. In ex- 
change, Alcan gives up rights to 
divert the Nanika-ICidprice 
watershed on the upper Bulkley 
and agrees to abide by flow levels 
aimed at protecting salmon. 
[] 1988: Construction begins on 
Kemano Completion Project. A 
second tunnel is to be drilled 
through Mt. Dubose and more 
generators are to be added in- 
creasing power output by about 
285 megawatts. 
[] 1990: Tory government passes 
special order exempting project 
from Environmental Assessment 
and Review Process (EARP) 
regulations. Save the BulHey 
• Society and Carrier-Sekani Trial 
Council challenge the exemption. 
[] 1991: Environmental op- 
ponents win surprise judgment 
from Federal Court. It overturns 
the 1990 exemption, nullifies the 
1987 settlement agreenacnt and 
orders a federa~ environmental 
review. Two months later Alcan 
halts conslxuction and lays off 
800 workers. The project is half- 
built, with more than $500 mil- 
lion in the ground. 
1"1992: The Federal Court of 
Appeal overturns the lower court 
ruling. Construction can resume, 
but Alcan elects to wait out any 
further legal challenges or un- 
certainty. 
[] 1993: Victoria lawyer Murray 
Rankin tells the government i
cannot stop or significantly alter 
KCP without exposing itself to 
vast compensation claims. To 
satisfy Mike Harcourt's 1991 
election promise, the NDP 
government orders the B.C. Utili- 
ties Commission to carry out a 
public review of the project, even 
though it has accepted the 1987 
settlement agreement as binding. 
• The Supreme Court of Canada 
refuses to hear further appeals of 
the court challenge• Alcm claims 
new uncertainty is created by the 
proVhicial review, and declines to 
recommence construction. The 
company does agree to join the 
provincial review. Public hear- 
ings are held in communities 
throughout the north. 
• Alcan demands the province 
negotiate new B.C. Hydro con- 
tracts to help "revitalize the eco- 
nomies" of KCP. Premier Mike 
.Harcourt reveals that Alean 
threstencd to kill the project 
wiihout a new power deal that he 
NDP estimate would cost the pro- 
vince more than $350 million. 
• 1994: After two years of public 
hearings, the B,C, Utilities Corn- 
' mlsston hands Its report over to 
cabinet. 
• 1995: After several weeks of 
delays and a flood of speculation, 
premier Mike Harcourt releases 
the report and at the same time 
announces the province has can- 
foiled, the project. Federal and 
provincial officials immediately 
begin wrangling over who has to 
pay compensation. 
"We're open for business. All 
you have to do is obey three bas& 
rules: don't mess up the environ. 
rnen5 pay your fair share of taxes 
and treat your employees fairly, "' 
By JEFF NAG,EL 
A 
NYONE who heard 
Premier Mike Har- 
court recite that line 
at every stop on his 
tour last week knows an election 
can't be far away. 
Killing Kemano ~ a $1•3 bil- 
lion hydroelectric project that was 
to provide energy for B.C. for 
years into the future ~ has been 
an emotional high for the New 
Democrats. 
They are basking in praise from 
all quarters in southern B.C. 
Both opposition Liberals and 
Reformers endorsed the move. 
But whenever a decision like 
this is made on the basis of 
politics and the s~rong emotions 
of the electorate, lements of the 
troth fall by the wayside. 
First of these is the perception 
that the B.C. Utilities Commis- 
sion report calls for scrapping the 
Kemano Completion Project. 
It does not. 
Rather, it sets out three options 
for increasing flow levels in the 
Nechako River above what the 
1987 settlement agreement sets 
out to improve the survival rates 
of fish there. 
"Clearly the evidence showed 
that under any of those flow 
scenarios the salmon fishery 
could be at risk," Harcourt said. 
That's not all the report says, 
however• 
The sockeye rum of the Stuart 
and Nautley systems are 
threatened by high river tempera. 
tures, the report says. 
A system to release cold water 
through the Kenney Dam ~ a 
component of the Kemano Com- 
pletion Project - -would reduce 
water temperatures and provide 
better protection for sockeye. 
"Greater protection is needed 
now and with the KCP there are 
MANO 
opportunities for providing it," 
the report states. 
The cold water release would 
also replace the Skins Lake 
spillway and permit he return of 
the Murray/Cheslatta Lakes to 
natural flow levels. 
"The potential for rehabilita- 
tion of the Murray/Cheslatts sys- 
tem' is a major benefit arising 
from the Kenney Dam Release 
Facility component of the KCP," 
the report says. 
Plans under KCP included the 
return of land that was flooded 40 
years ago to the Cheslatta people. 
Harcourt wants to go ahead 
with the Kenney Dam cold water 
release. But persuading Alcan to 
build it while at the same time 
refusing to admit any compensa- 
tion is due seems farfetched. 
Secondary in importance to the 
Nechako sockeye ~ the 1993 
commercial catch of which was 
valued at $77 million ~ are the 
river's chinook salmon, nominal- 
ly valued at $150,000. 
The commission called for in- 
creased flows to protect the 
chinook, although the report con- 
cedes efforts to reach the target of 
3,100 spawners are "confounded 
by many factors beyond what 
happens on the Nechako." 
Chinook may have done poorly 
there in recent years because of 
increased fishing, poorer ocean 
survival, and downriver pollution, 
the report says. 
It suggests flushing the river 
with larger flows periodically to 
combat sedimentation, which the 
report cites as a more insidious 
problem that can slowly destroy 
spawning beds. 
The report also puts to rest the 
myth that reduced Neehako flows 
will reduce Fraser levels, damag- 
ing other salmon runs there. 
"Any minorreffect of the KCP 
on Fraser River flows would not 
affect salmon migration," the 
report's ummary says. 
The three options for increased 
flows in the river range from a 
"bare minimum provision that 
would still place chinook and 
trout at risk" to the most 
stringent scenario, which would 
give "reasonable confidence" 
that wild chinook and trout stocks 
would be maintained. 
Harcourt also points to the 
profitability of KCP, however• 
"When you look at the coo- 
nora•ca of the project, as a num- 
ber of our people have done, the 
project would have lost $200 to 
$300 million," Harcourt says. 
Taking aim at the economies of 
the project is the province's at- 
tempt o undermine Alcan's claim 
for compensation. 
Now that the project has been 
declared ead, that's the issue. 
By the end of last week, Alcan 
confirmed it has entered into 
"exploratory discussions" with 
the government. 
The company isn't talking 
about compensation, but it's a fair 
bet it will at least ask for the $535 
million it has sunk in the ground. 
Harcourt has tried to fling re- 
spons~ility for compensation at
Ottawa. 
He has successfully created the 
drama of yet another federal- 
provincial spat, while carefully 
sidestepping other revealing por- 
tions of the commission's report. 
In the months preceding the in- 
famous Nechako Settlement 
Agreement, says the commission, 
"the province was anxious to 
reach a settlement to enable the 
development to proceed." 
Meanwhile, federal fisheries 
minister Tom Siddon - -  often 
porlxayed as evil incarnate in this 
a f fa i r -  "continued to maintain 
the position that the flows pro- 
posed by Alcan were inadequate 
for the protection of the salmon 
fishery." 
During the legal jockeying of 
the 1980s, Victoria lined up along 
side Alcan and against the federal 
fisheries department. 
The province invited Alcan to 
build Kemano I, granted the 
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PREMIER MIKE HARCOURT met last Tuesday with local 
media at the airport before travelling on to Kitimat to defend 
his decision to scrap the Kemano Completion Project. 
original water licorice giving 
away an entire watershed, went to 
court against he feds to support: 
Alcan, and then dragged the reds 
into the now much maligned out- 
of-court settlement 
Brian Tobin, thepresent federal 
fisher•ca minister, is understand- 
ably indignant hat the same pro- 
vince can now tube the project 
and expect Ottawa to pay for it 
"The Govemment of B.C. has 
always been a vigorous proponent 
of the Korean, and Korean, 
Completion Projects," Tobin 
said. "I reject out of hand any 
suggestion that the federal 
government should now be 
respons~le for compensation to 
Alcan." 
Making the announcement a
the same time the report was 
released stole the limelight from 
the contents of the report. 
Incidentally, the two years of 
hearings cost taxpayers more than 
$1.5 million, and some expenses 
like the printing of the 500- 
page report - -  haven't been 
tallied yet. 
Why wouldn't Harcourt give 
the people some time to digest he 
report ~ as he gave his cabinet? 
"This matter has'been be•me 
the people of British Columbia 
for far too long," Harcourt 
responded. "I said clearly it was 
decision time• It wasn't time for 
further uncertainty. What I 
wanted to bring to British Colum- 
bia was a decision. 
"That decision is made. I now 
want people to make it work and 
to move on to the new set of chal. 
lunges we have to face." 
The responsible action to take 
would have been to sit down with 
the company and hold out for the 
most stringent option recom- 
mended by the commission. 
Aiean's hand would be forced. 
It would have to either accept 
the recommendations r else back 
away from the project and forfeit 
the vast majority of its claim to 
compensation. 
But on the public stage, 
politicians who take 
"respons~le" action on an emo- 
tional issue are inevitably slagged 
as wishy-washy, indecisive 
stooges of industry. 
Especially in an election year. 
North erners slam deciSion politics 
Battle is lost says M o j s, . . . .  . ,  North  Cent ra l  B ,C .  - 
A FEW CRIES of protest in the I ~HAZELTON 
northwest drowned out by a huge K,~wanga .~..~.f~ ~ ' ' :'!~~' ' ' : 
roar of approval in the rest of 
That sums up reaction around - ~ ~:,i.':-:.~:-:,~ ,:: 
the province to the cancellation of !::. ~ley R~,,, . !: ~"~:::  ,~, ~:~:::,-: ~ , 
the ,1•3-billion Kemano Comple. i SMITHERS4 Lain:: i,'i:'~:i: "~ z%:: ' : :  
• ion Project last week by premier ~i TERRACE ~--~'~k kwa r '~:~:: ": ~:: 
Callers flooded radio talk shows ~ "  ,me, 
last week with calls supporting ~' ) Mo,¢ HOUSTON BURIES LAKE 
the move and crediting opponents ::i~ ~ . ~,,,o, ~'~r °' 
like talk show host Rare Mair ~o,,~ -, Lrlke "~J'~f . Nan~ka gtanco~$ take with helping defeat the project. ~ '  .//?." ~,,~, ~ 
While Nechako valley residents ~.~,:~ • " " s~o~o 
and southerners rejoiced about i!:!i':~ o~, /~ ~ .  w~,t.,,.. / s~i~.~, ~., 
saving the river and defeating a ,:~:~ / "  "~" Nan,ka ta~° Mu#ay PRINCE "aan~o( t U~/~_  .-.,.f"-/d~-.. z"'~"a~'~_ ~ Lake GEORGE 
multinational corporation, long- '~'~ K~MA,O~," ~~-~*:~L[] t " "  w~,,.,.,,, Ch.,,.t,,~, . . "  c,.,,.,,,.o,,. . ' . 
time Kit•mat NDP members told ~1"~o POWER HO ako TUNNEL Resotvoi, ~ ~ '. ' Harcourt hey'd never vote for Helmut Giesbrecht • ~s . .~  '~= 
him again• purely political decision" that ~ ,~,s~/ ~ . ~  t'~° ~.~ ~ta~uz 
. Luke - ~ ' : : :  " '~ : And northwest business leaders had ~othing to do with the utili- ~/ ~ ~ ":/ '- -i. 
were left wondering what damage ties commission report. : }> 
the decision will do over the "Mr. Harcourt is deathly afraid ~ 
longer term. of the Campbell Liberals, who ~ Ma jor  Components  of  A lcan 's  Kemano Coml  
"The g°vemment has °nee had alreadY ann°uncod that hey ! ~ ,  ~ n Mul t i -Purpose  ID Second Zurflle] " '.r'- 
again signalled potential investors were going to scrap the pro- 
that they should exercise xtreme ject,"says Scott. Water Release Facility ~ Penstock 
caution when considering s pro- "It's pretty obvious that they [] Dredging of Tahtsa Narrows [] Second Powerhouse 
ject in British Columbia," said don't want the Liberals to be out- [] Second Intake [] Twinning Transmission Line 
Sharon Taylor, past president of flanking them on the left end of 
the Terrace and District Chamber the spectrum and that's clearly that happens, Scott predicts B.C. "'B•C• Hydro is going to have there'sany chance of overturning 
of Commerce. what they thought was happen- Hydro will be forced to look at no choice but to dust off some of his government's decision. 
"The attempt o foist full re- in•"  
• new hydroelectric projects, such the other projects they've had sit- " I  don't have any support from 
sponsibility for the viability of "Mr. Harcourt has put the tax- as the Site C dam on the Peace ting in limbo," he said. any of my colleagues on thin par- 
the Fraser River fishery on KCP payers of B.C. in a position of River or a dam on the Stikine - -  Scott says Harcourt made the ticular issue," he said. "This is 
is astonishing," said Taylor. potentially having to compensate both of which, unlike KCP, announcement the same day to an issue that reads differently 
• 'For the premier to suggest that $500 or 600 million to Alean for would create new flooding, steal attention away from the only in Skeens. I don't like to 
this decision will protect this the loss of this project." He predicts that a few years or report itself give up but I would say the battle 
river system and the salmon But Scott says the price north- decades down the road when "If he had given people the is finished." 
fishery forever is ridiculous in the emers pay isn't just the loss of power demand increases further, time and opportunity to look at "The tragedy is •hate deal was 
extreme. I doubt very much that this project now and the econom- the B.C. Hydro will be forced to the report on its own merits he agreed to that never eceived pul- 
KCP had anything to do with the ic uncertainty it creates for any look at new hydroelectric devel- would have been in a position to bic scrutiny and that a lot of 
missing salmon." other investment in the north, opments like Site C on the Peace have to support the project." people have been basing their op- 
Skeena MP Mike Scott Power demand in B.C. will con- River or a proposed am on the Skeena MLA Helmet Oiea- orations and theft lives on that," 
slammed the announcement as "a tinue to increase, he says. When StikineRiver. brecht said he doesn't think Giesbrucht said. 
Human toll will mount, says unionist 
WEILE PREMIER Mike Har- 
court may have thought he was 
busy last week explaining why he 
killed the Kemano Completion 
Project, Fred Glover was just as 
occupied. 
"I must have taken 60-plus 
phone calls Monday," said the 
union organizer the day Harcourt 
made his announcement. 
"That afternoon I went up town 
and heard from more people and 
from businessmen," said (}lover 
who works for the B.C. and 
Yukon Building Trades Council• 
Those calls came from union 
workers and they had the same 
message as the businessmen m
Harcourt's killing of the Kemano 
project wasn't appreciated. 
*'I think business people know 
where they get there money from. 
If people don't have jobs, they 
don't have money," said Glover. 
Glover said he has many stories 
of workers who have fallen into 
hard economic times since 1991 
when Alean shut down the pro- 
ject. 
And he says those stories will 
only get worse now that the 
Kemano project is officially dead. 
"I know one man whose in- 
come dropped $40,000 a year 
when Kemano dosed down," 
added Glover. 
" I f  Alean is allowed to sue for 
compensation and losses, so 
should the worken. Why not? 
They've suffered greatly through 
this," he said. 
Glover said some workers ei- 
ther bought or renovated homes 
after getting jobs at Kemano and 
have now lost those places. 
Others have lost their families 
as a result. 
"I've seen too much pain the 
last three or four years," said 
Glover. 
The union organizer estimated 
as many as  200 northwest 
workers were at the Kemnno site, 
depending upon the construction 
schedule, at any one time. 
"And you know these people 
can't even get jo~ in their own 
towns because of all these out-of- 
province Workers coming in," he 
said. 
Glover said too many contracts 
have been going to companies 
that bring In workers fxom the 
outside instead o f  hiring, local 
people. 
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Premier's Kemano stand blasted 
Dear Sir= ~s merely a ]udzcmus way of formerly a West Coast salmon knell of the cod f'mhery. Nor was ring stocks. 
I categorically reject outright spreading fear and loathing fisher, I made a special trip to it the little family and village So now with such bleak future 
every imaginable reason the 
Premier of B.C. has slated for 
Kemano Completion causing ir- 
reparable harm to the fisheries 
stocks of the whole FrasEr River 
system. 
These statements are erroneous, 
purely fictitious, and not sup- 
ported by the B.C. Utilities Com- 
mission findings or other 
sclcntifically documented re- 
search, 
The Premier's Outlandish and 
absolutely unfounded comparison 
of the extinction of East Coast 
cod stocks with the imminent 
destruction ofour West Coast sal- 
mon fisheries as a direct result of 
the Kemano Completion Project 
• . • • . 
throughout he province as his Newfoundland to explore and 
government pollsters prepare for /cam f'~t hand from the primary 
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a spring election. 
This comparison P irrational 
and devoid of even a fragment of 
reason. The biology and 
ecosystems of these two ~sheries 
species are a night and day dif- 
ference to begin with. 
This past summer, having been 
ocean producers in the cod 
fishery. 
What I learned, time and time 
again, was it was not industry, it 
was not pollution, it was not ship- 
ping and offshore drilling ac- 
tivities, it was not hydro.electric 
generation which were the death 
fishing fleets that had decimated 
the treasure trove. Rather it was 
the large, automated factory 
trawlers and seiners both 
domcstlc and foreign coupled to 
massive shore processing 
facilities which drove the cod into 
oblivion during the 70s and the 
80s, 
I petition to all of you that the 
genuine perpetrators in the dwin- 
dling stocks of our West Coast 
sockeye, chinook, coho and steel- 
head are in fact the over 
cspacitated unionized seine and 
gill net fleets which have rapa- 
ciously over-harvested the 
resource for decades and the un- 
sustainable squandering of her- 
economic horizons for us 
Kitimatiam, I ponder the validity 
of our NWCC Applied Science 
program's students' prospects, 
when we hear young people 
protesting over education cut- 
backs, and we all know full well 
that Ottawa is imploring all of us 
that we must address the highest 
per capita debt for you and I in 
the Western world. 
I am honestly concerned what 
legacy wc are leaving these 
prodigal children of today and 
tomorrow. 
Yours despondently, 
Gerry James Bloomer 
Manager, Kitlmnt Shipping 
Agencies 
Three I 
arr l lgos !. 
Dear Sir:. 
The NDP should [be 
ashamed of themselves ~Jr 
killing the KEmano projec~ I 
ope come election day the 
voters of Terrace remcml~r 
that Mike Harcourt, GordOn 
Campbell and Jack Weisgdr. 
bur all supported this dcdi- 
sion. 
They backed up some lotid 
and obnoxious Ecoterrorls~s 
rather than supporting ood- 
paying jobs for BritiSh 
Columbians. 
f . ,  
Darren Lowt, 
Past Deputy Leade~-, 
Family Coalition Party ~f 
British Columbi& 
Vancouver, B. C . 


















Our reps need ice time 
Dear Sir:. 
Probably of no comequence 
to many citizens of Terrace 
and the surrounding area, is 
the fact that the Terrace 
Midget Rcp hockey team (16 
& 17 year olds) has, bywln- 
nlng playoffs in the gacific 
Northwest, canted the right to 
represent the area/in the 
provincial play offs at Oliver 
March 22-27. 
The reps will also be at the 
B.C, Winter Gam~ to be held 
at Comer Feb. 23 - 26. 
This is quite an achievement 
when you consider that this 
team gets one hour of practice 
hme a week to prepare. 
Terrace teams have not 
qualified for provincial play 
offs since the Sharples team 
won the 1981-82 provincials. 
We once again have a team 
that could put Terrace on the 
map, but the team needs more 
ice time to prepare for these 
events. One hour a week is 
• not sufficient practice time to 
physically ready a team for 
these events. The teams they 
have defeated to qualify for 
these events get five to six 
hours of practice time every 
week. 
Let's show some civic pride 
by doing what we can to pro- 
vide another couple of hours 
of practice time for the Ter- 
race Midget Reps. 
What I am suggesting is for 
other ice users to give an hour 
or so of ice time per week so 
that the Terrace Rcps can do 
their best at these events. 
Practice time should be 
evenings as these young men 
go to school and must have 
passing grades to qualify for 
the team. 
Comeon Terrace, let's give 
some support to these players 
and do what we can to enable 
them to compete to the best of 
their abounding ability. 
Sandy Sandhals 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Likes foggy bifocals 
Dear Sir:. 
Claudette SandEcki may not be 
up to date on the criminal code of 
Canada. She may not be aware of. 
the offerings under Bill C-17, and 
she may have "avoided to seek 
out facts to substantiate her 
mon sense! 
"Simpletons" was the word 
used to describe Sandecki and 
those xvho share her views on this 
topic. There was also a disbelief 
that "fewer guns can save lives," 
the rationalization on which to 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
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propaganda." 
But when comparing the 
opinions of her and her critics on 
the topic of gun control Sandecki 
Exudes a characteristic that her 
opponent deafly lacks ..... com. 
base such slandering. And how 
does 0no defend such a con- 
tradict0ry opinion and justify 
such name calling'/. By suggesting 
that arming of the Jews before the 
holocaust, he Muslims in Croatia 
and the Tutsis in Rwanda would 
save saved livesl 
Had victims such as the Jews, 
Muslims, and Tutsis been sup 
plied with guns, the OUtCOmE of 
such occurrences may have dif- 
fered. But would the fatalities in 
such cvcnls have dropped in 
number? 
Not overlooking the fact that 
the above mentioned groups have 
suffered great injustices, an 
alternative outcome would have 
resulted in an equal number of 
casualticsl For it is an equation of 
mathematics that the simplest of 
simpletons can resolve. Give 50 
men on one side of a war, 50 
guns. Give the 50 men on the 
other side of the war nothing. 50 
men will die. Give all 100 men 
guns and at least 50 will die! 
Common sense tells us that two 
wrongs do not make a right! It is 
the lack of common sense that 
but he has not shown the courtesy 
of any response. 
Your paper carried the Christ- 
mas spirit a bit too far by giving 
him a B÷ for performance. 
I used to be an alderman in an- 
other city and I know that things 
are never so good that the mayor 
would not have anything to say. 
I would simply dub our mayor 
"Silent Jack" and like they say 
- -  The person who never makes 
any mistakes is the guy who 
never does anything. 
And), Habeas, 
Terrace, B.C. 
.... TI4E BEST IS BACK SALVE T]iYlE """C AVE felON 
N tives will eventually create a pos- 
" Rive. 
/ This is a message that 
lOS  Sandecki's critic should lake 
some time to contemplate. For 
e s  I I I ! these are his words on the pea- 
th ins  ~ b - - ~ b  ~ .  ~ V ~;ap- -~r ra~ V V ~ sibility of incarceration for ...... " . . . . . .  neglecting to register a firearm, 
"I will not comply with any fur- 
e Cate l l i  thor restriction on my freedom v o t e Traditional Blue Label Campbells Campbells ~ and I will encourage all others to 
C the same." Is it not such blatant acts that B.rS,~. Coffee Apple Juice Tomato Soup Soup Dog Food Oats Spaghetti White Rice do 
20 kg bag or Large Flake, 10 kg bag or Macaroni, 9 kg box Long Grain, 20 kg bag have created the problems of 
I would respond to our Selected varieities 12 x 1 litre 12 x 284 ml. Mushroom, Vegetable, today's ociety? Before Sandecki's critic de- 
Premier's decision to halt the ChickenNood/e 10 98 5,, 8 11.98 12.98 cidedheshoulddcfendtheop- Kemano. Completion. Project with 6x300 gm 12 x 284 r n l p o s i n g  side to this topic, he 
some quer, ea and conuncnts that I 9,98 9 98 5 48 8,58 ,,-t g W" destruction continues to be the have their basis in fact and not in I ~  [ ]  wether he was perceiving the political desperation. Kemano I was built at the re- topic clearly, or was blinded by quest of the B.C. government, ignorance. For the primary put- 
Successive governments on- pose behind the creation of 
couraged hydro-electric develop- Crystals Softener . , .=  was destruction, and 
meat: Our provincial government ~ =n Iv 
major esult of f'uearm use today. 
sided with Alcan in challenging BC Grown Commercial Though Sandecki's dream of 
the federal government and it w a s S e l e c t e d  rarities, 1.75 kg 10 Litre Jug Grade 13.4 L or 12 lb. box Consumer Pack, 141b box Heaven on Earth may never be 
at the request of the government 3 18 4.48 4 18 of B.C. that the 1987 settlement ~ realized, this writer would rather agreement was signed and al- ' .... peer through er clouded bifocals 
t l~_  . . . . . . .  than be blinded by ignorancel iowedittobesettledoutofcourt. J Value Priced Green Giant Wes rn Aylmer [] ii ~'~-,~.~.  
A short-term benefit of a mini- Christopher Leonard, 
mum of 500 construction jobs Ramen Soup Vegetables Famdy Tomatoes  
crea~d :and the economic spi.- 24 x 85 . plr Kusset ~ US Grown #1 Grade offs oL,.thc~.suppo~ f a major "NO Selected vafieities cons~;~0n proj ~ct Would have odles 12 x 341 m. (min,'wt,) MushrOoms 12x796 ml: 
been r'calized by Vancouver and Selected varieities Pieces and Stems ' ' 
the province as whole. Four to six 
permanent jobs would have been gm 12 × 284 m,. Potatoes Onions Muffins 
created. 10 Ib bag 
iostbenefited from all relevant taxTheE'C' con°myw°uldhaVefrom lon . This 4= 28 10 = 48 9 48 13[] 98 E.. USGrown#1Grade501bbox7 48 US Grown #1Grade 251b 48 3 98 3RainbowPac~,4pagk revenu s and disp sable income. 
Five million dollars a year, for 
two years, minimum, has been [ ]  ma 
wages does am ! [ ]  ~ [ [  i 
not include lost revenues in ex- 
cess of tens of millions of d o l l a r S f o r  busine ses in B.C. ~ ~ ~ p r  ~ "~.'T.2;. F ~ r F  
B.C. Hydro, a crown corpora-  Western Western Hunts Kraft Sliced Jumbo Sl iced Pepperoni 
tion, would have been able to :~ 
purchase this power cheaply and Macaroni :~'~r'~ '' ~'~ Bread  MUf f ins  Cooked Ham Min wt. qkg realize a profit of more than 200 Family Family Tomato 
per cent in conservative : Family Pack, 567 g x 5 pack Bacor, 12 pack  ~ Min wt. 1 kg 
estimates. This profit benefits the Beans Evaporated Sauce & Cheese ~~:"~'~ ~ CHINA 199 
econoray of B.C. andCanada. Milk n r ..... 5 39  4 ' .99  85 , ° The tens of mill ions of dollars in Selected varieities 12 x 398 ml, Din e M a y  29 to June 19, 199,5 
eamings could have been applied 12x398ml. 9 ~8 |88  6 |98  / ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou, Xlanl 
to reduce our deficit. 7. 8 1 7 12 x 225 grn . llll . 00g 00g Hohot, Datong and Beijing; 
did this mystifies me! His deci- ~ ;?~; Association fully escorted tour 
sion, based not on the B C U C f r o m  Shanghaito Inner Mongolia, 
report, but on political vote- China. Leaving from Vancouver 
getting, has dealt an economic the tour includes all meals, 
blow to our future economy. Tax ~ Scallops Hal f  Lo i  ~one less  Shoulder Butt,  transp0rtation, tips, visas and 
revenues lost, profits rejected, ns  2/4-6 Ib per pk more. English speaking . uides 
jobs thrown away, all for what? Frozen I.Q.F., 907 g Frozen Whole Head Off Tenderloin or Rib End, uncut 
~'~-F  I~-~~'~ O 8 98 44 ¢ I 7=38.92 I 68 ~~"~a'thr°ugh°ut~:t°ur'Jean Thomson$3500 Our government Is currently ~Canad ian  from ~z,,~(" vancouver. running a deficit hat this project ~ For brochure call could have lessened. Has KCP Kraft 
been killed merely to guarantee Value Priced Purex White Viva White ~ 635-M59or Gloria 
Mr. Harconrt enough votes to get 
lost my v te.re'elected? Well, Mike, you have Parkay Orange Juice Bathroom Paper [] / l oog  BI /KGLB" I I  $3~.70/KGLB" -~--,---~~ MacLeod4809 382; 
Kenneth J. Da~ Margarine Unsweetenedlconcentrate2 × 841 r L , hicken Bacon K mano, B.C Tissue Towels ~C ~ Chicken ~ r 4 x ~.36 kg Qua~er~ Legs Bologna 
6 x 8 rolls Limit 1 Case 12 x 2 rolls Breasts 
..... T Back Removed ~ ~ Whole Slab BulkStyle 
Min. 81b bag Whole, Bone-in, Back Smoked, Rind-on ~ '~ Min. 5 lb. s,.c~ ~93o 
B+ not tO  988 98 t2 97 9 98 z 18 IRem°ved'~lin'glbbag 1 78 99=2 • Your  Welcome ed Wagon Hostesses earn = M gi B [] I~B. for Terrace, B.C: Dear Sir: j $2.60/KG ~ LB. i l  LB. I !  LB. 
- -  E4737/KG $3.92/KG .18/KG I have written to the mayor a - -  If yOU have moved 
number of times on various issues 
to Terrace Or have 
Z lean I=o oCIs 
REGULAR HOURS:  Men,  - Fri. 9 am - 9D-m :: 3at. & Sun. 9 am - 6 Dm 
Prices In Effect 
from Wednesday 
to Saturday 
February 1, 2, 3 & 4 
had a new baby, ',: 
or are getting 
married, ju.~t give 
us a call at: 
Elaine C. 635-3018 
.a,.e,=. ,~7"~ 
Kelly t/, 638-7797 
=ili..w .5-a044 
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Skilled worker loss feared 
Students hammer Cuts 
STUDENTS MANNING a picket 
line at Northwest Community 
College last week to protest pro- 
posed federal spending cuts may 
have been chilled by a momlng 
wind but soon warmed up be- 
cause of the topic. 
Students passed out information 
leaflets to motorists turning into 
the college parking lot and waved 
signs, 
College students' association 
president Alex Nemeth said stu- 
dents face much higher tuition 
fees and massive student loans 
should the cuts go through. 
Those proposed cuts by the fed- 
eral govermnent are part of a 
package of changes to social and 
education programs. 
Federal monies for education 
are passed through to the pro- 
vince as transfer payments. 
Nemeth said students don't ob- 
ject to budget changes to reduce 
the federal deficit but don't see 
why they should be so harshly af- 
fected. 
"What about banks and large 
corporations," Nemeth asked. 
"The way we see it if there are 
fewer skilled workers here, 
people will have to go outside the 
country for those skilled 
workers," hc said. 
Nemeth ,said some students 
won't be able to afford to attend 
post secondary institutions should 
the cuts go through and tuition 
fees increase. 
College president Michael Hill 
went out to the picket line and 
spoke briefly. 
He said proposed cuts could 
amount to the loss of several mil- 
lions of dollars from the college 
budget. 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES held by Northwest Community College students last week at an informalon 
picket line in front of their school carried a firm message. Students say proposed federal spending 
cuts to education will result in fewer people gerdng an education and higher tuition fees and bigger 
student loans for those ~at do attend post secondary institutions. 
"F rom what we've  heard it'l l 
be one-third less money i f  the 
federal transfer payments to the 
province are cut for post 
secondary institutions. The pro- 
vince will have no choice but to 
also make cuts. It ' l l  boa  dollar 
for dollar situation," said Hill. 
Hill said cutting education is 
false economy because of  the 
short and long term impact. 
"We think a better economy 
comes from a better educated 
population," he added. 
Students at the college ntrance 
moved inside after an hour to 
hear mote speakers, including a 
representative from Skeena NDP 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht's office. 
Although students did man a 
picket line at the college ntrance, 
they didn't prevent people from 
entering. 
Classrooms were open although 
no formal instruction was sched- 
uled: Various business offices. 
Hill said students won't be 
penalized for not attending 
classes and that inslruetors will 
make up lost time during the re- 
mainder of their courses. 
The Annual General Meeting 
of the 
Terrace Pub l ic  L ib rary  Assoc ia t ion  
will  behe ld  on • 
Thursday ,  February  16, 1995 at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Terrace ~rt  Ga l le ry  
e lect ions  to the  Board  of T rus tees  wil l  take  p lace  and  
nominat ions  for  these  pos i t ions  wi l l  be accepted  f rom 
the floor. L ight  re f reshments  wi!! be  served .  
l; 1 
+ 
, ~, ; 
Michae l  Bar low O.D. 
optometrist , 
. :(i. 
Announces the Opening of his Practice 
at 4613 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B,C. 
For an eye examination call 635-4364 
L 
I 
I s t  Annua l  Mods l  Contes t ,  
M?rch ~=4 8, ;=S, 19.9.S ", 
[: 1st Prize: ::$500Gift Certificate i I 
I: 2rid P[!ze $100Gift Certificate '! I 
/ 3rd Prize ~ $50 Gift Certificate ~ 1 
p lUS  $20 Gift Certificate Prizes ~ 
in each category 
For Contest Rules and Entry Forms 
visit Ken & Kathy at: 
@ett  
"Tour Low Price Z~ 
635-1422 






Does an investment "sound too 
good In be true? 
Andrew Horowitz, a Fort 
Laudcrdale, Fla., financial planner, 
said it probably is, 
Here nre some guidelines 
Horowilz uses to help his clients 
evaluale investments, especially 
Ihose Ihat are new and unfamiliar. 
• Bewareofsa los people who push 
a sale hard and don't give any options 
~t'~ what they're selling. 
They will use a lot of adjectives; 
the pitch will be in "fluffy, soft, 
cuddly language," he said, 
Horowitz called this the sale-of- 
the-week syndrome. 
"You"ll know it," Horowitz 
added. "You'l l  feel it." 
' If  you've never heard of the 
investment, the company or the 
broker selling it, beware. 
' Get a second opinion from a 
qualified expert. If the seller gets 
upset about outside scrutiny, there's 
probably something wrong with the 
investmenl. 
, Don't be afraid to ask about 
commissions and fees. 
If you are uncomfortable about 
Ihe investment -  for whatever 
reason - -  don't buy it, 
How safe are 
RRIF's? 
(SOP) Protecting your RRIF is im- 
portant since it is hoped that it will 
pay you an income for the rest of 
your life, The Canadian Deposit 
Insurance Corp. (CDIC) protects 
RRIF deposits, up to $60,000 of 
capital and interest per RRIF with a 
particular company. Many trust 
companies and banks have various 
affiliates or subsidiaries whereby 
your deposit insurance can be 
inereasedto$120,000.providingyou 
maintain two RRIFs (you can have 
as many RRIFs as you like). 
But, remember, the maximum 
length of term protected by the CDIC 
is five years.So ira trust company or 
bank offers you a 10-year term, 
chances are you will not be cow.red. 
Some institulions' deposits are 
covered by the Quebec Deposit 
Insurance Board, which functions in 
essentially the same way as Ihe CDIC 
but is backed by the Quebec 
government instead of Ottawa. 
Self-directed RRIFs are not 
insured under the CDIC (unless you 
are holding CDIC insured deposits 
in your portfolio), However, there is 
a deposil-lnsurance plan offered by 
the securities industry known as the 
Canadian Investors Protection Fund 
(CIPF) Ask your stockbroker or 
mutual-funds representative for 
delails. 
Ninety-nine per cent of life- 
insurance companies are members 
of CompCorp, a privalely funded 
deposit-insurance plan, In the event 
thai a member company became 
iasolvenl and you had a RRIF in a 
guaranteed •interest account, you 
would be offered a onetime choice 
or elthera cash settlement for up to 
$6O,00Oor conversion ofyour RRIF 
fund Value into a life annuity with a 
maximum payout of $2,000 a 
monlh. 
)~ - : . .  +,  +> -. 
• .,, .. ~.;, .:~>', 
INSTANT RRSP LOANS, 
AT PRIME IN NO TIME 
~Bank of Montreal  
4666 Lakelse Avenue "It ,s posmble"  638-1131 
ROYAL ADVENT SECURITIES CORPORATION 
1400 - 400 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. V8C 3G2 
Tel: (6041 240-0448 Fax: (604) 943-4093 
To serve your financial needs with a wide range 
of investment choices including RRSP, Mutual 
Funds, Life & Health Insurance tc. 
For your 1994 ILRSP consider Mutual Funds of 





v' AGF Mackenzie and others 
t/Working Opportunities On Request 
Contact:  Comfor t  Osei-Tutu 
Sales by Prospective 
Tel./Fax: 635-7667 (business) 
635-3917 (residence) 
4626 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V7 
/ :o r  i11o1(' i ; ! fo r l l l f l / i on  Ol1 




It) Ot ~1 I'I!RI ORM. 
Great Pacific Management Co. Ltd. 
C.G. (Bud) Ha~lock 
5133AgarAvenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 H9 
635-4273 
All wlun~, alullled by ,.:rust & ~blolg, Chartcml Arc oullmus, an' histortral iIIIInlfll ccnnpounded Iotal 
Illft's O[ i i .nlnl  ond R'fll'cl £hatlg¢S In [1111/vtlhl(' a l l /d l f f r ibat i t ,as  it'tllVl'sted. f /ey  d0 ,J it aht + , o 
aoo lo l t  sah.~; d a ~es o ,Id ,zinislralivt'fees payable I,v IiIltlholders whhh wn, ld  have a'duccd I£t ln l lL  
I asl t le , fo l l l lanf¢ does IlOl guar , l l l ¢¢ f i l lN i r  n's l l l ts  ~b ln  nnl l  vahle tuld tlWCSll, lCltl i r t lOl l  w l l l~ztd l l -  
oh '  I l l l~orlaut ill~Olltlt 0 al) , l  t y It UI.~ I ~ COlllahled tli ils .5l II Itlficd I IlOS ~ec ts Read) o r 
Im~spectlls can'fidly I,¢Jo,e imesllng ~bt+ cnn oblain ont'Jnnn Ihcflnm~dat +hlscr Iisled abm'e 
Designed hy ] i 'hnark  [11','Csllllettt Mallagen'lcnl lilt:. 
House 
TIMBER SUPPLY AREA (TSA] - KALUM SOUTH 
You are invited to review and comment on the timber supply 
review discussion paper for the southern portion of the Kalum 
timber supply area (TSA). This is part of a province-wide program 
by the Chief Forester to examine the timber supply situation in the 
province. The review will provide the Chief Forester with 
information to determine harvesting levels that are environ- 
mentally sound and that ensure the sustainability of B.C.'s forests. 
The discussion paper summarizes the two technical reports -
timber supply analysis and socio-economic assessment - 
and identifies the critical areas of public concern in an 
understandable manner. 
Public input on the discussion paper is welcome and will 
be considered by the Chief Forester before the allowable 
annual cut is determined for the TSA. Jl 
I 
Please forward public comments to: 
Brian Downle, District Manager, Kalum Forest District, '~ 
Rm. 200, 5220 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C,, V8G 1L! ~- 
Deadline for submission is February 15,1995 ,~ 
Attend the open houses and learn more about the , ~ 
Kalum (South) timber supply review process. ,~  
February 7,1995 - 3'.00 - 8:00 pm 1 ~'*' 
Lower City Centre Mall, '~1 :F. 
276 City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. =w 
¥~,, 
February 9, 1995 - 12:00.5:00 pm P.i'.,~ 
(public meeting ?:00- 9:00 pm) .~ ,,, 
Coast nn of the West, East Banquet Room ~ ., 
4620 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. ~ - ,  
The Kalum (South) discussion paper is 
available at the following locations: ,~ 
Kalum Forest District .,d 
Rm. 200, 5220 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. -~ 
Prince Ruped Forest Region ;'~ k~ 
3726 Alfred Ave., Smithers, B.C. ¢ ,~ 
Economics and Trade Branch, ~ " 
511nlstry of Forests ~ . 
1st Floor, 1450 Government St, Victoria, B.C. ,=,~ ~ ~' ' F 
Brian For further Bawaio, information, please contact: ~ ~ k ~  ~ 
[istri~l Manager  ~ f r ~  t ,/ , 
Kalum Forest District ~, 
at 63B-5100, --. ,,~ ~, 
+u.  T 
-."~-~.- :-' '~"'; -:~-"i 
,..;.; (., c, '. ,.. ': '-,~ :...-, 
~. ." ~. f[ ' #; 
L t 
@ Province of British Columbia Ministry of Forests . k.'~... - , .~..4 ,,- ":< IP . t~ '~ : . . . .+ j  %., ~,' ~,...- 




i Mill blaze 
A SMALL WOOD processing mill on River Drive in Thornhill was 
gutted by fire in the early hours of last Wednesday morning. 
New deal won't 
hurt West Fraser 
REPLACEMENT OF West 
Fraser's Tree Farm Licence 41 
has resulted in a number of 
changes to the document. 
However, a forest ministry offi- 
cial says those changes will have 
no impact on the company's op- 
erations. 
TFL 41 extends from Lakelse 
Lake to south of Kitimat. West 
Fraser owns Skeena Sawmills 
here and the Euroean pulp and 
paper mill in Kitimat. 
Jim Langridge of the provincial 
timber harvesting branch said the 
major language changes in the 
document cover the planning pro- 
cess, public ~onsultation and the 
tying of mill jobs to the annual al- 
lowable cut (AAC) for the 
licorice. 
The planning process to be fol- 
lowed is laid out in "some 
detail" with an emphasis on pub- 
l ic involvement in planning, in- 
eluding the requirement to con- 
sult with native groups with inter- 
ests in the area. 
As for jobs versus the AAC, 
Langridge xplained the previous 
licence simply required a compa- 
ny to give the ministry three 
months notice of any plans to 
shut down a mill or "significant- 
ly reduce" the amount of wood 
being processed there. 
Replacement wording now 
makes dear that a decision to 
reduce production or dose a mill 
could result in the forest minister 
reducing the AAC. 
However,:Langddge added, that 
simply means ~e wording of the 
lncence now reflects ,changes 
made to the Forest Act several 
years ago which spelled out thee 
tie between mill jobs and harvest- 
ing operations. 
Similarly, the sections covering 
planning and consultation simply 
formalize a system that's already. 
in place. 
"It will make no real difference 
to their 0Vest Frase£s) day to 
day operations," Langridge said. 
TFL 41 was one of 19 licenees 
throughout the provlnee replaced 
late last month. Area-based 
tenures, the licenees have a term 
of 25 years but must be updated 
replaced ~ every five years. 
That used to happen every 10 
years before the Forest Act 
amendment of1993. 
Out & About 
Guns and 
money 
THE PROVINCIAL Working 
Opportunity Fund is the subjcct 
of a Terrace and Disldct Cham- 
ber of Commerce luncheon today. 
Scheduled to speak is fund offi- 
cial Anne Granger. 
Those who do invest in the fund 
receive tax write offs and invest- 
ments can be made in the form of 
an RRSP. 
The Working Opportunity Fund 
is targeted at smaller to medium 
size industries and businesses 
within the province. 
The luncheon takes place at 
11:45 a.m. today at the Terrace 
Inn. 
Gun control regulations are the 
topic Feb. 9 when Terry Morris 
of Brassand Bullets in Thornhill 
speaks to the chamber. 
He'll be concentrating on how 
new federal regulations affect he 
north. 
This meeting takes place at the 
Terrace Inn beginning at 11:45 
a.n l .  
Call the chamber at 635-2063 to 
book a space. 
Just super 
GOOD CUSTOMER service in 
the form of training under the Su- 
perhost program takes place again 
Feb. 13-14. 
This program takes place three 
hours each evening. 
Nearly 1,000 local residents 
have already taken the program. 
The cost is $20 per participant 
for Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce members and $25 
for non-members. 
More information is available 
by calling the chamber office at 
635-2063. 
Wills, RRSPs 
THE REGIONAL chapter of the 
Certified General Accountants 
Association is having a develop- 
ment seminar Feb. 18. 
On the agenda are sessions on 
wills and estates, RRSPs and 
estate planning, electronic access 
to government databases and the 
Interact. 
More information is available 
by contacting any certified gener- 
al accountant 
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Pdc g aul King 
FO   DATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6, 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non-profit 
society and has applied for registration as a charity with 
Revenue Canada. 
Correct ion . . .  
Fantasy Finishes Seminar 
will be held on 
Tuesday, March 14, 1994 
at 7:00 p.m. 
not February  14 as previously advertised. 
COLOUR WORKS 
#4-4717 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8844 
Wood stacked outside the building and equipment in the yard es- 
caped the effects of the blaze. 
Oh, Canada. . .  
The ~tory of Canada's Christian Heritage 
An exci t ing presentat ion detai l in I 
Christian religion's contr ibut ion to 
the nation of  Canada,  
Shown live on a 150 sq. foot scr~ 
Oh,  Canada. . :  will be presented by 
Michael Clarke, Director of Reel to 
Real Ministries, Canada. 
Sunday, February 5 
! .Terrace Pentecostal (:hurc 
30PM 
"'Come & hear excit# 
bets no longer taught 
today's history books. 
- -  free child care 
a love offering wil l  be received 
ee.o  








Otto n, Ooo~ 
no., OPEN TO AGES 12-18 YEARS OLD Otto lot* ~ . ~ ,  
Otto ' • " 
(FOUR CATEGORIES TO CHOOSE FRoM.'~ 
] *POSTERS l 
| *ESSAY WRITING (200 WORDS MAX} | 
/ *POETRY l 





,tilt " l~  ,~rLco~o~ 
"Ill: I. ~ :  3-MON'ITIPOOLANDI~%~SS PA~
|If0 ~T PR~ ~ EACH O~THE toUR ~T~C 
Ill0 S20.00 O~C~RT~TE FROM ~ 
ENTRIES MUST BE ORIGINAL AND BE DROPPED~ 01~ AT THE :'~'- !H~ 
TERRA~~-ITLI'3 DRVFJA')PMENT CENTRE 2510 $. EBY STREET 
BY FEBRUARY 24/95 (3:PM). NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER MUST BB ON THE BACK OF 
. . . .  Jig:: • ..,,.:....... ._------ .-------- - _~_~ _~_- -  _ --_-- _---- 
EACH ENTRY SHOULD PROMOTE AN INCREASED AWARENESS 
' ~CAUSXNOB~V"o~crs ' :: ~ ' : i  .v/ 
If you need fast, dependable and economical communications, you need the 
benefits of Motorola Two-Way Radio. 
Construction companies, sales forces, transportat ion firms, delivery and 
service fleets all rely upon Motorola Two-Way Radio to stay productive. 
This lightweight portable radio is featuz 
[] Built-in noise canceling microphon 
• Priority channel scan - Call Alert 
[] Unit ID and emergency decoder 
Motorola, one of the wor ld 's  leaders in 
solutions technology, service and support han any other supplier. From co~act  
portables to powerful mobile radios with wide-area coverage, Motorola meets :
your communications challenge head on. 
TwO'WAY RADIO... Yovl. Control 
TOLSEC Telecommunications 
3974 Old Lakelse Lake Road 
638-0577 
24 Hour Service ~~ 
and Motorola am registered tradcmar~ of Motorola, Inc. 
." 2• ' 
,. Ten Tasty,Ways To Sa: 
' 991 - "Be  MyYahntme . 
Get 10 Valentine Gift Certificates for only $1.0q 
There's a delicious treat offer on the bach of each 
fun, colourful Valentine card. You'll receive 2 ~ift 
certificates each for small fries, sundae treats, cooRies, 
cones and child's-size soft drtnRs. So stop by your 
local McDonald's before February 14th and pier up 
Valentine ~reetings that are alwav~ in ffr~at tn~ta! 
4740Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
i t 
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B.C. Hydro cuts resulting 
in local bump and shuffle 
FOUR B.C. Hydro employees 
here and two in Kitimat are being 
affected by a major re- 
organization of the provincial 
crown corporation. 
All told, 550 employees are 
being transferred, are losing their 
jobs or are being offered early 
retirement. 
Two managers from the area of. 
rice in Terrace are being moved 
out and two other employees are 
being offered jobs in Prince 
George. Two people in Kitimat 
were told their jobs no longer ex- 
ist. 
Prince George-based B.C. 
Hydro personnel manager Steve 
Benson said the impact on 
unionized employees may not be 
known for several months. 
That's because mployee~ with 
seniority can "bump" other more 
junior workers. 
"Those two employees being 
offered directed relocation to 
Prince George will still have 
Ditch 
in doubt 
A STEEP AND DEEP ditch on 
Mills Ave. has one local mother 
worried. 
Eva Kerby is calling on the city 
to do something about the ditch 
that she says is 12 feet deep at 
one point. 
" It 's very deep and very 
dangerous," she said. "There are 
a lot of little kids on that street." 
Kerby was asking the city to in- 
clude work on the ditch as part of 
a request o pave the 4800 and 
4900 blocks of Mills Ave. under 
a local improvement project 
(LIP). 
City councillors turned down 
the idea of including it in the LIP 
proposal - -  because it would 
reduce the likelihood of 
homeowners there voting for the 
paving project - -  but they asked 
city staff to take another look at 
, the ditch ~robtem.  - . . . . . . . . .  ~ ...... 
positions but they will be able to 
exercise their bumping rights un- 
der the contract," said Benson. 
Displaced workers and those 
who might be bumped will be put 
on priority lists should any job 
vacancies occur. 
The four affected positions in 
Terrace and in Kitimat are inside 
ones. Outside workers in this area 
aren't affected by the changes. 
Benson said there are now 
seven managers in Terrace and 15 
inside employees. 
Managers will be moving as 
soon as poss~le while other 
changes should be in place by 
March 31. 
The re-organization is expected 
to save B.C. Hydro $40 million a 
year m the equivalent of a 1.5 per 
cent rate increase. 
Benson said the re-organization 
is the largest since B.C. Hydro 
cut its workforce in the recession 
of the early 19SOs. 
"Then it was for economic rea- 
sons. Now it is to place us to be 
ready for a competitive future," 
he said. 
That competitive future could 
be similar to what's happened 
with phone service. 
B.C. Hydro soon could no 
longer be a monopoly producer 
and distributor of  electricity. 
Under changes being proposed, 
private companies may soon be 
producing electricity and paying 
B.C. Hydro to carry it to various 
customers. 
The re-organization divides 
B.C. Hydro into three main areas 
m power generation, transmis- 
sion and distr~ntion, and 
customer service. 
Dr. Paul Tsang 
announces the closure of his dental practice. 
All patient charts and X-rays have been 
transferred to: 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
4623 Lakelse Ave. 
(Across from the White Spot) 
Phone 635-2552 
We Welcome New Patients 
• . ~ .  Tolsec is pleased to announce the 
return of 
LEONA KLEIN 
from her recent maternity leave. 
"~' i <~i~ With over 7 years experience in 
the security industry, Leona is avail- 
able to assist you with your HOME 
SECURITY needs. 
Whether you are planning a new home, or upgrad- 
ing your existing home, see Leona for a free no-obliga- 
tion security proposal. 
CALL 638-0241 
Tolsec.,.building a security and communications 





LUCIEN the Acadian miilworker HITS THE ROAD 
Come and work the graveyard shift xvith Lucien, a compulsive raconteur 
and natural comic as he completes his national tour. 
Presented by Theatre Alive 
Wednesday, February 8, 1995 at 8 pm 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
T ickets  at Sight & Sound in the Mall 
Adults- $15 • Students/Seniors- $10 
For more information call 635-2101 
. . . . . . . . . . .  I I I 
S idewalk  Sa le  
/ 
' I I 
.. . " . 
l 
S I 4 
-u  u Mev©l  
Sa le  Ends  February  5 th!  
Skeena Mall  I.-... vlsA 
i 
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E VERY .MAN holds his property 
subject o the general right of the 
community to regulate its use to 
whatever degree the public welfare 
may require it/" said Teddy Roosevelt in 1910. 
This apothegm contains aprinciple fundamen- 
tal to the maintenance ofa democratic society. 
Roosevelt understood an enlightened govern- 
ment needed the intelligence to understand an 
issue, the skill to objectively explain it to those 
of its constituency who lacked the necessary 
ability or information to make a balanced judg- 
ment upon it, and, after that, the solemn duty to 
ascertain the public will before embarking on a 
course of action. This is the axiom that decrees 
the proper course of action is the one that bene- 
fits the majority of the population. Thus, where 
they are divergent, he needs of the community 
override those of the individual, the needs of the 
province or state take precedence over those of 
the conununity, and the national interest should 
override those of the province or state. 
The reason the governing of a society with 
democratic aspirations i so devilishly complex 
is that individual rights must be considered in 
this context. That no person should be treated .in 
an unfairly or in an arbitrary fashion is a corner- 
stone the democratic vision of government. Jef- 
ferson and the founding fathers of the American 
constitution seized on this idea and made it a 
pillar of government, and our government has 
done likewise. 
Naturally, the execution of these principles 
often falls short of.the.ideal, but another clear 
thinker, Edmund Burke, said "the practical con- 
sequences of any political tenet go a great way 
in deciding upon its value." The practical con- 
sequences ofthe political direction encapsulated 
in Teddy Roosevelt's comment have created the 
greatest societies on the planet. Our societies• 
are not ideal, but can anyone seriously argue 
that authoritarian structures in operation else- 
where confer more rights upon their citizens? 
In his campaign for president Roosevelt 
whipped those who put selfish interests above 
those of the general population. Roosevelt was a 
grass roots Republican and a conservative who 
would have been horrified at the manner in 
which Reagan and Bush ~ and in Canada, Mul- 
roney --  have deformed government policies 
under the guise of conservatism. In their zeal to 
stoke the fires of giant corporations the.se litists 
removed controls through deregulation thereby 
giving more power to the sovereign states called 
multinational corporations. Their overall 
strategy was intended to hobble government, 
and thereby thwart he will of the people. 
Decrying "Big Government" these phony 
¢,  , ,  conservatives pushed astrident Me-First phi- 
losophy, invoking Adam Smith's economic 
principles of self-interest and free enterprise as 
justification. But, in his Wealth of Nations, 
Smith wrote of enlightened self-interest. The 
entrepreneur, ~eorized Smith, pursued his self 
interest vigorously, but never at the expense of 
larger community, whose health was in the long 
run essential to his continued success. Smith's 
postulates were consistent with the philosophy 
of Roosevelt. 
In this light, judge the provincial govern- 
ment's decision to quash Kemano Expansion. 
The opposition to the project grew from grass 
rooted in the North: it sprung from meetings et 
up by local organizations in Terrace, Smithers, 
Vanderhoof and Prince George. Thanks to the 
Father Morice Society, First Nations, the Nian- 
cut Society, the Steelhead Society, and the 
UFAWU, the proposed development reached 
the ears of national and then international 
media. After more than a decade of heated 
debate the majority of people in this province 
have decided they do not agree with Kemano 
Expansion. A dolt in the midst of the rabble as- 
sembled in Kitlmat o roast Mike Harcourt in- 
sinuated that he premier had had indecent rela- 
tions with the leader of the official opposition, 
David Suzuki and Rife Malt. With his crude, 
embarrassing outburst this lout unwittingly un- 
derscored the fact that opposition to the project 
is so broad it includes a leader of the environ- 
mental movement, he leader of the liberal op- 
position, and a former Social Credit Environ- 
ment Minister. 
In arriving at its decision to halt the ex- 
pansionist aspirations of the Aluminum Empire 
our provincial government shows it is cognizant 
of the fact that its constituents are not just New 
Democrat Party faithful but the provincial elec- 
torate. 
They have shown that they understand the 
Kemano issue is not simply one of jobs versus 
the environment, but one of a few permanent 
jobs and some potential short-term construction 
jobs versus existing jobs and the environment. 
Jrs. prove too hot for Burns 
WHEN YOU'RE hot, you're 
hot. And when you're not, 
well there's always next time. 
Terrace ringetters had a 
weekend of mixed fortunes in 
/ ;  Jan. 20-22 northern league 
play here. 
Held to a 2-2 tie in their Sat- 
urday morning opener, the 
.Terrace Junior team shook it 
off to blow out Bums Lake 7- 
'. 1 in their second meeting. 
'A 7-4 win in the afternoon 
followed by another three-goal 
victory, 6-3, 'Sunday left the 
Juniors with an almost perfect 
record. 
The results bode well for the 
squad's chances in the provin- 
cial championships coming up 
in March in Nanaimo. 
In a sense, they will be 
defending champions at that 
competition. As Tweens, they 
took the title last. However, 
the powerhouse performance 
they put on saw the team 
bumped up to the Junior divi- 
sion for this season. 
As a result, their opponents 
have a higher average age than 
Terrace. However, ringette 
spokesman Roger Toombs 
said the move wasn't all bad. 
"They were blowing away 
the other teams (in Tween)," 
he recalled, adding the move 
up ensured the team got the 
level of competition it needed. 
The current Tween team had 
a rougher ride over the 
weekend, going 0 for 6 against 
teams from Prince George, 
Burns Lake and Houston. 
They got their roughest treat- 
ment at the hands of Prince 
George Team II who blasted 
Terrace 12-0 and 10-1 in their 
two meetings. 
Prince George Team I 
dropped the host team 5-2 then 
followed up with a 6-0 shutout 
while Burns Lake prevailed 9- 
2 and Houston closed out the 
sweep with an 11-1 cruise. 
Prince George I finished 
with the best record, 5-1, its 
only loss coming in their final 
game, a 12-2 blowout by 
Burns Lake. 
Prince George II were next 
with five wins and a tie, fol- 
lowed by Bums Lake (2-3-1) 
and Houston (2-4-0). 
In exhibition action, the 
Zone 7 team got some practice 
playing a Jnniors-Tweens All- 
Star squad. 
Theoretically the best of the 
rest, the All-Stars produced a 
surprise in the first game, 
edging the Games team 6-5. 
But, obviously stung by the 
result, Zone 7 cut loose in the 
second, swamping the All- 
Stars 14-1. 
[] Maximum effort 
JUSTIN SAMPSON readies for a shot at the Knights of Columbus free throw competition held 
Saturday at Vedtas. Ten boys and girls competing in five age categories won their events and 
will now have their scores compared with others in the northwest. The competition carries right 




SKIERS AND snowboarders 
will be converging on Shames 
Mountain this weekend as the 
hill hosls two days of Cam-_ 
Net Masters Ski Series racing. 
The competition opens Sat- .. 
urday, Feb. 4 with Grand 
Slalom. The first run is at 10 
a.m., the second at I p.m., 
both on the South Paw run. 
Place and times are the same <. 
Sunday, but Slalom will be the, !/~:~i,i 
event hat time. 
Events are open to all skiers : -  i 
and snowboarders. 15 years .:•~i "- 
and up and previous racing ex-. 
perience is not necessary. . . . . . . .  
"~. The registration fee is $16 . . . .  
per day and there is a $15 lift ~i 
• ticket charge as well. Skiers-~  "~:~,~i~: 
who want to take part i n :the .~ 
Series finals at the end'of  the i~ :i ;(~i~; 
season and have their po in ts  ~, ;~,~ 
Izacked for the Cam-Net Cup ~ i/ 
standings must join the BCAI- i  !: i/" 
pine Skiing Association fees : :; 
are $30 for the season. : •. ~" 
Registration takes plaee in.  , 
Room 317 at the Coast lnn0E:~ : ;- 
the West Friday night, 7!00~ ""  :.: 
lO:OO p.m. or 8:o0=9:ooalmi i ! . : 
on each race day at the h'aiiet: i:. 
across from the ski lodge;.:O.~!~i'./ 
phone Mike Ternes at 635' ':' 
6309. 
There wil l  be draws for 
prizes in Galloways Lounge ' .. 
3:30-4:00 p.m. each race day. 
THEY'RE READY for action at this weekend's 
Northern BC Winter Games. Terrace's PeeWee 
House team are seen above (not in order): 
Goaltenders - Alvin Douse and Darren Beaulieu; 
: : Defence - Tanner Hill, Heath Morgan, Cory Huff, 
Kelly Bulleid, Lance Armstrong, John 
Montgomery, Adrian Auriat, Ryan Nester, Undsey 
Smith, Jake Dickson, Steven Gervais and Paul 
Cavalhero; and Coaches John Nester and.:i ....... ~::: 
Randy Heenan, Co-managers of the team are .~' : -  ?. 
• Darcy Tait and Booker Armstrong; Forwards - Ken Earl and Maudce Bulleid. , .; ' 
' ees  have  little t ime to gel , 
PRACTICE MAKES perfect, the best unit out of all the John  Nester hoped . . . .  "But  it should be fairly ~:~ 
or so the saying goes. playersin Iheleague. .. emphasize hoped ro te  get in ; even,'.' i.:::, 
In which case, the Terrace It was a unit good enoughto another b " . . . . . . . .  
PeeWee team is going to have beat Kitimat two games headed for ' 
to find another secret to straight in the playdowns, but the Games. 
success at the Northen Winter it's also a group of players Desp i te f l  
i Games. with little experience o f  time togethc 
Only House teams, ltot Reps playing alongside ach other. Terrace to t 
are allowed in the Games, Sunday, Jan. 22 was only the medal ,  
So Terrace Minor Hockey team's second practice s ince ii ' , I  , '¢ 
se lected what it figured was  before Christmas.:. Co-coach: ¢ompetltioni 
/ 
• . . . .  . = ~  
l , . . . . . . . . . .  
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Novices show their stuff 
"THE IDEA. was to have fun and give a 
relaxed way to introduce the swimmers to 
competition." 
And, says Blueback swim coach Mike Car- 
lyle, the Novice meet held here Jan. 22 suc- 
ceeded in providing both. 
The second such meet held in the northwest 
year, it introduced swimmers to the formal set- 
ting of a meet. 
But because it is not a sanctioned meet, the 
Bluebacks were also able to introduce unusual 
events like the 25m kick. 
The kick is the foundation of any stroke, Car- 
Novice meet in November, Carlyle said there 
had been a marked improvement. 
There were also all-round improvements in 
personal best imes for all events. 
Kaela Cammidge, Matthew Courtnay, 
Severin France, Crystal Gillie, Brittany Green- 
wood, Kathryn Hartford, Danielle Marleau, 
Petra Robertson, William Shack, Christine 
Smith, Brenna Stunner, Aislin Wall and Gavin 
Wallace all went five-for-five in PBs while the 
Bluebacks overall clocked 53 per cent best 
times. 
And there were less serious events like the 
lyle pointed out. Having an event where the fireman's relay where swimmers don rubber 
kick is the sole means of propulsion gives the gloves and firemen's hat, dog paddle a length, 
coaches a chance to evaluate its effectiveness, then pass hat and gloves to the next eam mem- 
Comparing what he'd seen with the first ber who has to put them on before setting off. 
Wolves squeezed in finale 
ONLY ONE team could 
emerge from the final game of 
the Thornhill Jr. Girls basket- 
ball playday undefeated - but 
it wasn't o be the hosts. 
Hazelton evened the score 
with the Timberwolves, 
avenging a defeat he previous 
weekend by edging Thornhill 
32-29 in a thriller. 
Down five after the first 
quarter, the Timberwolves had 
closed relentlessly to grab a 
single point lead after three. 
However, Hazclton 
rebounded in the final guarter, 
outscoring Thornhill 7-3 for 
the verdict. 
Becky Schnmacher was the 
power behind the visitors, 
scoring 15 while Aeron Reid 
led the 'Wolves with seven 
points. 
Thomhill had opened with a 
predictable 41-4 win over a 
heavily out-gunned Sandspit, 
Alyssa Wyatt contributing I0 
and Bonnie Sigvaldason 8 to 





TERRACE OPEN" gets under 
way at Legion 8 p.m. with 
mixed oubles, continues with 
singles and doubles Saturday. 
REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
9 p.m.- Convoy Supply v Ter- 
race Timbennen 
10:30 p.m.- NMI Okies v 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Thursday, February Z
10:30 p.m.- Norm's Auto v 
Coast Inn of the West 
Saturday, February 4 
8 p.m.- All Seasons v Coast 
Inn of the West 
9:30 p.m.- Convoy v 
Wranglers 
Sunday, February $ 
9:30 p.m.- Precision v Back 
Eddy Pub 
11 p.m. - -  Norm's Auto v 
Skeena Hotel 
Tuesday, February 7
9 p.m.- All Seasons v Norm's 
Auto Refinishing 
10:30 p.m.- Back Eddy Pub v 
Coast inn of the West 
ALPINE SKI ING 
Friday, February 3
MASTERS RACES regisua- 
lion at Coast Inn of the West, 
7:00-10:00 p.m. 
Racing takes place at Shames 
Mountain Saturday and Sun- 
day. 
X-COUNTRY SKI ING 
Saturday, Febuary 4
CLUB DAY at Onion Lake 
Uails. Demonstrations and ski 
lessons. Guided tours of trails 
at 2:30 p.m. 
SNOWMOBIL ING 
Sunday, February $
SNOWARAMA '95, starts 10 
a.m. on Big Cedar logging 
road. Pledge sheets available 
fxom all snowmobile dealers. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., 
phone Malcolm at 638- 
7283 or fax them to 638- 
8432. 
the tally. 
Sigvaldason sank 12 more in 
the second game, a 37-20 
cruise against Smithers A: 
Centennial Christian, the 
other local squad in the seven 
team line-up, finished with a 
2-0 record. 
Five unanswered points at 
the end of their first game 
gave them a 38-33 decision 
over Kitwanga. 
Andrea VanGelder pumped 
in 10 and Megan Henderson 8 
more in the winning cause. 
It was Liza VandeVelde's 
turn to lead the scoring in 
game two with 10, Henderson 
adding six as Centennial 
doubled Smithers A, 24-12. 
STAN RD 
presents 
Caledonia Senior Girls 
BASKETBALL TEAM 
! 
Lou isa  Hendr icks  
t /A&W Restaurants 
V' Totem Ford 




Wdcome as the end of the 
NI-IL, lockout was to many, 
some local hockey fans are 
more excited by the im- 
minent return of OPOV IV. 
That's as in floor hockey, 
of course. 
It's first come, first serve 
for the 10 spots at the an. 
nual tournament. However, 
organizer Devon Kuiper 
said it may be possible to 
add another two teams if the 
demand is there. 
All games will again be 
played at the Thornhill 
Community Centre - -  7 
p.m. and 8 p.m. - -  bet this 
time on a number of dif- 
ferent nights including 
weekends. 
The cost of registration is
$20 per team plus $15 per 
player. Registration forms 
b~ p" up at the zckedcan 
Standard or by 'phoning 
Kuiper (638-0188). 




literacy in the developing world 
For information, call 1-800-661-2633 
CAM-NET MASTERS SKI SERIES 
Shames Mountain Race Notice 
Event: Two days of racing: Giant Slalom and Slalom 
Date:" February  4th (G.S.) & 5th (SL). 
Shames Mountain, Terrace, B.C. 
**Events are open to all skiers & snowboarders 15 
years and older,., no previous racing experience 
necessary** 
Registration: Daily race fee is $16.00. To register phone 
Mike Tomes at 635-6309. Registration on 
Friday, February 3rd will be at the Coast 
Inn of the West between 7:00 and 10:30 
p.m.. Room 317. 
All racers who wish to compete in the finals at the end of 
the season,, or have their points tracked for the CAM-NET 
Cup Standings, must join the British Columbia Alpine 
Skiing Association through a B.C. Ski Club. Membership 
fees are $20.00 for the season. 
Bib pick up and Late Registration is from 8:00-9:00 
a.m. at the ATCO Trailer across from the ski lodge. 
Lift Tickets: $15.00 Race Site: South Paw on T-Bar 
Start Times: Registration is a 8:00 a.m. Course inspec- 
tion is at 9:00 a.m.. The first run is at 10:00 
a.m., second run is at 1:00 p,m,. 
Reception: Will be held at the Lodge Upstairs at 
Galloways Lounge at 3:30 - 4:00 p.m.. 
Join us for a refreshment and some excit- 
ing draw prizes. 
Accommodation: Rooms can be booked at the 
Inn of the West for: 
Singles: $55.00 Doubles: $65.00 
Sponsored by: Coast Inn of the West, Shames Mountain Ski Club, 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation, Sportworld All Seasons 
Source for Sports and Effective Fitness. 
February 1995 
RoyalCana, tian Legion February Events 
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Support Your Branch 
Come To The Events 
Members  and Bona Fide Guests Welcome. For more info call 635-5825 
-~-,_ _~.  ~ ~; -~ 
.~  
LEAI . N TO TURN 
For Fzrst Time Skiers 
Includes: 
1.5 Hour Ski 
Session, 
Rental Equipment 
and Lift Ticket 
  EARN T RIDE 






and Lift Ticket 
SK, JLN IE$~J~KIER 
MOUWrr  . IE  OZVZLOPMZNT 
IF aNTrum 
t 
Mat rehearsal goes well 
TERRACE TRIO Matt Kerby, 
Greg Buck and Emie Mil- 
Homens produced solid per- 
forl~ances at the BC Age 
Class wrestling 
championships. 
More than 700 wrestlers took 
part in the Kamloops competi- 
tion and the field included all 
the province's best. 
Which makes the event a 
perfect une-up for the High 
School provincials, says coach 
SNOWARAMA 
Joe Murphy. 
And the results achieved by 
the Terracites offers hope of 
medals at the upcoming 
championships. 
Fighting in the 78kg class, 
Kerby finished fourth out of 
the 17 entries. All his matches 
were close ones, Murphy 
pointed out, all being decided 
on points. "They could have 
gone either way," he added. 
The same applied to Buck's 
74kg matches - he' finished 
fifth in a field of 24. 
Mil-Homens, in the same 
group as Buck, picked up ~;alo •
uable experience with a solid 
eighth place finish. 
The Terrace performmce 
was part of a strong northern 
showing at the Age Class, the 
Smithers team finishing fourth 
overall and Kitwanga's Tyler 
Johnson (68kg) being named 
outanding male wrestler. 
' - I I  
Hag=ng fun in good cause 
L I  
LOCAL SNOWMOBILERS will get extra en- 
joyment out of a Sunday, Feb. 5 ride on the 
Big Cedar logging road. 
Apart from spending time on their favourite 
outdoor winter pursuit, they'll also know they 
are helping children with disabilities. 
That's because the ride is Snowarama '95, 
organized by the Skeena Valley Snowmobile 
Association. 
It's the thirteenth year the club has staged the 
event in which the only competition is to see 
who can raise the most money in pledges. 
"It's a whole lot of fun for the whole fam- 
ily," event chairman Sharon Fell emphasized. 
The participants will set off at 10 a.m. and. 
with a stop for a hot lunch, cover anything up 
to 100krn by the end of the day. 
"Community support is the key to our suc- 
cess," Fell said, adding everyone who pledges 
$5 or more will have their name entered in a 
draw for a three-day trip to Rune. 
All pledge money goes to the BC Lions 
Society for Children with Disabilities and the 
Valentines 
filling fast 
goal is to raise $125,000 between th 26 clubs 
taking part across the province. 
Snowarama was originally conceived in 
Ontario in 1974 by Tipper Billy Watson as a 
winter recreational event which would also 
benefit disabled children. 
The B.C. Snowmobile Federation and its 
member clubs took up the challenge in 1978 
and since then have raised well over $2 mil- 
lion. That money has helped pay for more than 
300 specially equipped Easter Seal buses, 
Easter Seal camps and the continued work of 
Easter Seal houses which provide close by ac= 
commodation for the families of children are 
undergoing treatment in hospitals far from 
home. ', 
Anyone is welcome to participate in this 
year's ride and can obtain a pledge sheet from 
any local snowmobile dealer. If you are unable 
to take part, show your support when asked to 
pledge. 
For more information, contact Fel l  at 635- 
2934. 
SKEENA CHEM-DRY ® 
The Carbonated Carpet Cleaner 
,.,G~RP~7. 
Residential 
• NO STEAM .NO SHAMPOO 
• RAPID DRYING .NO STICKY RESIDUE 
,'REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS 
g *ELIMINATES SHRINKAGE & MILDEW* 
]1 r'~ *STAYS CLEAN LONGER* 
O0" , . ,0 o ' COMPLETELY SAFE ....... 
~,.~' ~ (~ Also Available 
.~p,_~ Deodorizing- Carpet Protector 
~ ' ~  • Upholstery Cleaning 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Commercial 635-2436 
LADIES TEAMS wanting to 
enter this year's Valentines 
Bonspiel had better hurry. 
The 44 team, 4 event 'spiel 
is filling up fast. And with all 
entrants getting a chance to 
win two return tickets to Van- 
couver, it's little wonder. 
The entry is $40 per player 
(plus GST) and for more in- 
formation phone Keith 
Melanson at the club (635- 
5583)  . . . . . . . . . .  "., 
We're b lowing  out  the  las t  of  the  94 's  w i th  
FACTORY INVOICE 
PR IC ING!  
I n t rep id  • Concord  • Dakota  • Grand Caravan  
• Raxn • Col t  & More  
You know your gett ing the best price when the 
invoice is in the windshield! 
Come Down Today  and  Make Your Best  Deal  
O TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. 
4916 Hwy.  16  West  DIr. sgse  635 71.87:1 
Out  o f  Town Ca l l  1 -800-313-7187 
I II 
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During the NHL's 3 1/2-month 
lockout, 5D-goal scorers were in 
demand on teams in Europe. The 
same can't be said for players 
who scored 14. 
But Sergio Momesso is more 
like a hockey hit man so perhaps 
that's why the godfather arranged 
a job in Italy. 
The Vo ice  o f  
he  Canucks  
;="~l~"  -- by Jim Hughson 
barely got on the ice." at home and learned French 
Momesso got on the ice in five through the common "A good friend, who's the 
godfather of our children, asked if games but the experience bff it denominator of hockey. 
was far more valuable. He traced I wanted to go over to k, lilan and 
play. have relatives there so I 
decided to try it," the bruising 
winger was saying after a 
practice with his NHL team in 
Vancouver. 
While the trip gave him a 
chance to play in a few games it 
was the education, not the 
competition, that stood out upon 
his return. Hockey, as you might 
imagine, is not quite the same iv 
Milan as in Millbrook. 
"The first thing I noticed was 
that everybody wanted something 
be-"  out of my hockey g, laughed 
Mornesso. "Skates, gloves, T- 
shirts, anything they could get 
their hands on because, if they 
could find it anywhere in Italy, it's 
double or triple the price." 
There's no pampering of the 
star import players either. 
Mornesso had to carry his own 
equipment to and from the bus 
and provide his own towel and 
soap for the shower. It was just 
like playing pickup hockey in . . .  
well, actually, there probably isn't 
another place like it. 
"Everybody smokes in Italy 
and there's no ventilation in the 
rinks so it was like playing a 
game in a bar. Even when I went 
for my physical, the doctor had a 
cigarette in his mouth. But the 
fans were great. There would be 
two or three thousand of them 
singing and making more noise 
than much bigger crowds do over 
here," 
On the ice the Italian game 
sounds considerably different, 
too. 
"The first line might be a 
decent AHL or IHL line," analyzed 
Sergio. "They'd play 40 minutes a 
game. The third and fourth lines 
we.ren'~ as good as juniors and. 
. . . . . . . . .  ; " : "~ -11"  
"When I played junior I went 
his family roots and got a chance to Shawinigan and moved in 
to use the Italian his parents with a French family, I had no 
made sure he never ost growing choice but to learn the- 
up in Montreal. language." 
A division two sbccer player, At 29 he's had a nine-year 
his dad came to Canada in the pro career in Montreal, St, 
'50s with hopes of starting a Louis and Vancouver and now 
professional league. That didn't hockey has taken him to the 
work out, but the family stayed heights of the Italian first 
and a father's interest in sport division. Even if he did need a 
was passed on to his.children, little hetp from a godfather to 
Sergio was born in Montreal, getthere. 
educated in English, spoke Italian 
All Hockey 




All Seasons  
~/Source  For Spor ts~ I 
4555 Lakelse Ave . . . .  635-2982 
1 . . . . . .  [ . . . . . .  I 
Quality Bedding . . . .  
o le Prices> 
• Multi-quilted to super soft form 
• Special Boxspring provides 
proper mattress support 
. . . . .  ) . . . . . . . . . . .  Sleep - - ; 
624 CO)L . . . .  (Combination) ' : '  ~ 
• Non-allergenic Bedding materials 
• Multi-coil innerspring system ' 
Spinapedic II 




15 Year """") Warranty 
$33 195 
* Mattress & Boxspring Sets *Cash & Carry Pricing 
COUNTRYWID 
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
CHARGE PLA L 
Owned and operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd. 
:~!: .~/:i;:~!~ ¸ :>/ f / i~ i :~:~ ;,:~;~.i~::~ ; '~,:!~i::~::ii~,~:i@F~i/!;;;:'~i~, ~! ,=/~J , :{  ~ ~I ; !L~:~  ¸  i ¸  
rll 
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TERRACE Y 
REHOUSE sALE  
• FEBRUARY 1 - 4 " 
CHEEZWHIZ / APPLE JUICE / KERNEL CORN SPARTAN~ 
lkg. Reg. orlight / l litre. (Caseo, 1258.99) / (Summer C is3p41am~e of 1 APPLES "r~r  
s,,°,,ss S, /49 ~~__~_ .  L ~ ...L EA 
~ ~ 03R6ANaGES i ~  - -  
TOMATO sou=, MARQAe,Ne LON~,Q~A,. p~0,'u0,o,~)a,,:.,a = , 
Case of 12 - 284 ml Case of 4 - 1 36 kg pkg 
• o 9 ,s$ 99 S~88 E,' S r ~ ~ 8 A S ~ 9 ' EA RUSSET VARIETY 
HARMONIE PIECES & STEMS 
MUSHROOMS 













4.54 kg pail $( ss 
I 









k 1-- GI~LI~IDI~%HHAM C°F'NI~'~IIIIRIGNG GROuNDLEAN BEEF  I SAVE Black F°rest'HMoaePl;'lOlod: ashi°ned °r 1.5 kgCr a~d el.~CFi cKze hiE(N18 kg) inWare h6/:: pack" F 
~"= 
COUNTRY MORNING SHAN~I~ ~~LDER BACK AI-rACHED 
BULK WIENERS CHICKEN LEGS 
(=~ ~,) P iCN iCS  Frozen. (Sold in5 kg cartons, :$7.50 ea) 
($2,16 kg) ($1.49 kg) 
J m m m 
CO.OP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 
4617 Greig Ave. 





, Post Office 
, Gas Bar 
4617 Grei,q Ave. 
STORE HOURS: 
Mon,- Wed ...................... 9 a,m,- 6 p,m. 
Thurs.- Fri ....................... 9 a,m.- 9 p,m, 
Saturday, ......................... 9 a m,- 6 p,m, 
Sunday ........................... 11 a.m,- 5 p,m, 
635-6347 
. Lottery Centre 
• Hardware &
Houseware 
• Spoding Goods 
. Appliances &
Electronics 
TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE 
2912 Molitor St. 
STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
8 a,rn, - 6 p.m. 
OPEN SUNDAYS 11:00 AM - 4 PM 
635-9595 
BULK PLANT 
4821 Hwy. 16 
BULK PLANT HOURS: 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 
8:00A.M. -6 P,M, 
SATURDAY 
9:00A,M. - 1 P,M, 
635-7419 
STORE HOURS: 
Mon,- Thurs .................... 9 a,m,- 6 p,m. 
Friday, .............................. 9 a m,- 9 p,m. 
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TERRACE I 
wAREHOUSE SALE 
• ~ FEBRUARY 1 -4  
I i 
L s PAR~¥ LO~°~I~.~! N Bib (3,63 kg)bag, 4 ~  TOMATO SOUP MARGARINE Product ofCalifornia EA 
Case of 12 284 m, Case o,,~ ~,,0 ~,~ RICE 
TABLE r "~ ~1~ ~;~ 
,'OTATO,='S 
2Oalta(:aO7okgJ bag" 
HARMONIE PIECES & STEMS P U R ~ ~ :  ELECTRA-SOL ' t ' ~ ~  
MUSHROOMS I BATHROOM I DISHWASHER 
284 ml (case of 12 $899) I T ISSUE J DETERGENT 
' 'I 24 rols , $ ~ 8 8  i 4.54 kg pail ! 
77 ¢, i$( ss ' " '  
" == \ " .  1 
PAPER TOWELS I IAF;PLE COOKEoD HAM I ,, vE Ii 
J SAVE 
SLICED OR SHAVED COUNTRY MORNING LEAN ~ 
-= . . . .~=m.-~ 
GRIMMS HAM -FRYING ,GROUND BEEF / rl t SAVE 
Black Forest,HMoaplye.,1OId:ashioned r 1.5 kg.CGrHe~ACFiKenS( N-  ) MiniWmareht~bS:(~;4c3k9 kg) I "~ '  ~ ~L~.  
LB B I 
COUNTRY MORNING OLDER BACKATFACHED I 
BULK WIENERS SMOKED CHICKEN LEGS__ 
(~,, ,~) P iCNiCS  Frozen: (Sol in5kg cartons' $7.50ea) 
($2.16 kg) ($1.49 kg) 
CO-OP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 
4617 Greig Ave. 
STORE HOURS: 
Mon,- Thurs .................... 9 a,m,- 6 p.m, 
Friday, .............................. 9 a,m,- 9 p.m. 
Saturday. ... ..................... 9 a,m,- 6 p.m, 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
635-6347 





. Post Office 
. Gas Bar 
4617 Grei,q Ave, 
STORE HOURS: 
ion,- Wed ...................... 9 a,m,- 6 p.m, 
Thurs, -Fri ....................... 9 a,m,- 9 p.m, 
Saturday, ......................... 9 a,m,- 6 p.m, 
Sunday, .......................... 11 a,rn, -5p,m, 
635-6347 
i 
, Lottery Centre 
, Hardware &
Houseware 
j , Sporting Goods , Appliances &
Electronics 
TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE 
2912 Molitor St. 
STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
8 a,m,- 6 p,m. 
OPEN SUNDAYS 11:00AM -4 PM 
635-9595 
BULKPLANT 
4821 Hwy. 16 
• BULK PLANT HOURS: 
MONDAY. FRIDAY 
8:00A.M. - 6 P.M. 
SATURDAY 
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HERE BY CHOICE 




HAT'S  THAT noise? 
Oh. Morning already. 
My old alarm clock jars me 
awake. Rise and shinel 
I stretch and yawn, roll over to glimpse 
out the window at the new day. 
Outside, a sheet of snow dust streaks past 
the window - -  horizontally. 
Oh, groan. 
I snuggle down deeper into the blankets, 
tugging them up over my head. 
I don't want to be here. 
The vision of a tropical paradise flashes 
before me, all green and lush and green and 
warm and green. Waves lap lazily against 
the shore, an azure ocean stretches out to 
meet a clear blue sky. Overhead palm trees 
sway in a soft breeze... 
It's no use. 
I can hear the wind howling through the 
trees next to the house. 
Suddenly a thought occurs to me: I worry 
that the kitchen window feeder may not 
have any seeds left in it. 
:..The,vision of little birds freezing to death i
=~' for lack of food has me throwing off the, 
covers and racing to Check. 
It sounds like Star Wars out there, all 
those little black-hooded juncos fighting 
each other for a choice place at the feeder, 
still full. 
Well, I'm up. As for the shine part of it - 
Moan. 
Today would be a good day for hibernat- 
ing. In fact, this might be a good day to 
work in my "winter office." 
Close the curtains, hide frotn my view the 
icicles hanging long, forming prison bars in 
front of the window. 
Fill the player full of CDs with soothing 
sounds of ocean waves pounding against a 
wanner shore, and bird songs to refresh my 
winter-weary soul. Sweet inspiration. 
Bundle up: pile puffy pillows at my back, 
mound and bunch soft blankets up all 
around me. 
With a mug of something hot and steamy 
close by, I'll spread my work out on the 
bed, and maybe, just maybe, I'll be able to 
forget what season this still is. 
Maybe. 
This time of year I would rather be almost 
anywhere than here. 
A snow bunny I'm not. 
I think the geese and the bears are smarter 
than we humans. They've got it right. They 
either flee from Winter, or sleep through it. 
It tried escaping once. ]t didn't work. 
According to my dad's observations, 
Winter leaves the Lower Mainland on Janu- 
ary 10th. 
He's usually right. Because January 1 llh 
is when it arrives up here, with a ven- 
geaneel Angry at being booted out of Lotus 
Land. 
I used Dad's timetable to flee south one 
year, deciding to visit relatives where 
Spring shows up in mid-February. Green 
grass; crocuses blooming; birds singing; 
mild, pleasant days...Ahhh. 
But I was told to go back to where I came 
from, and take Winter back with me. 
It followed me south. 
Temperatures plummeted. Thick, wet 
snow draped the greening trees, blanketed 
the green grass, the purple and gold 
crocuses. , songbirds disappeared. 
The wind howled, Everything froze. 
People scowled. I was not popular. 
Next time, I vowed, I'll go all the way 
south. Like to New Zeainnd, or someplace 
where February means Summer. 
And until I can afford that great escape to 
the far, far south, I'll do like the bears. I'll 
hibernate. Here, tucked away cozy and 
warm in my winter office. 
And try to ignore Winter's temper 
tantrum raging outside my window. 
In late winter - here by choice? 
NOTI 
f ;., 
i(!~ I ' ~ "•  .:: • ,..~, , . : i . , :~>i~: ,  " ~  




ANY STUDENT who has had a 
summer job will know this person 
well - -  an expeflenced worker 
only too eager to give his or her 
views of the world. 
That character comes to the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre with Luden, 
a one-man show courtesy of 
Theatre New Brunswick. 
Lueien's an Acadian sawyer 
working the night shift at a pulp 
and paper mill. 
When his saw breaks down, 
Lueien has the chance to en- 
lighten the summer student on the 
ways of the working world. 
Marshall Button plays Lucien 
and also wrote the script. 
The first half is spent in com- 
edy, some of it black and some of 
it not. 
The last half of the play is the 
time for Lucien to reveal more of 
himself through comments about 
what's happening around him and 
by what's happening to others. 
This is the tenth year Button has 
done Luden and by all accounts, 
the theme and material is as 
relevant oday as it was during 
the lust year. 
The production has been staged 
at major theatres across the coon- 
fit and has been featured on CBC 
Radio's Momingside. 
The show plays here Feb. 10 at 
the R~E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets 
are $1S for adults and $10 for 
students and seniors. They're 
available at Sight and Sound in 
the Skeena Mall. 
'Arti sts : 
t::.- 
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL EEG technologist Yolande Gray attaches another electrode to the head 
of Terrace five-year-old Bfltny Charron. It's another example of how bringing services north helps 
families who would otherwise have to make the Ixip to Vancouver. " ~ r i ~  "]PJ~dX0SAL'~: `~:'~" }= :" :i:i:ii' 
" • istsam.invlted ;to submit wodm" :' " 
~fOf /::: :thls'.. year'~ Northwest., 
Have clinic, will travel :, ':Xigioualauri ,  Show. 
. . . . .  .:. ~ This. exhibition will be held at 
:i i.i:,!"%ii~e'Queen Charlotte Islands Mu- 
i=, ~.~' i. ~s~m and is hosted by the-North. 
.... : :~i. !iwest Regional h~ Council 
, through alocal committee. Cohildren helped 
since she was 18 months old. 
"The expense is gone and the 
stress is gone from going down to 
Vancouver all the time," said 
Debbie Charron last week. 
She isn't alone in that opinion. 
The children's hospital clinic 
was fully booked during its leer- 
day slay with children coming in 
from Stewart, Kincolith and 
Greenville. 
In this area, a support group of 
parents with children who had 
seizures began looking in 1982 
for a way to haveEEG service 
available. 
WHEN IT'S too expensive and 
stressful for children to go south 
for medical treatment, the next 
best thing is to bring the 
specialists and equipment up 
north. 
That's exactly what the B.C. 
Children's Hospital has done 
through its travelling EEG clinic, 
Diagnostic specialists from the 
hospital were here last week for 
four days at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pitsl. 
It's a service much appreciated 
by Debbie Charron, mother of 
Brilny, 5, who has had seizures 
VOLUNTEERS 
Bureau poised to 
expand services 
not like to ask for help," 
Tyler said. "However, they 
pioneered this country and 
went through many hardships, 
and they deserve our help. We 
hope they will not hesitate to 
ask." 
The money will go towards 
brochures, a work station, 
computer, wages and office 
expenses, aid Tyler, 
Anyone wanting to request a
volunteer can call Lovina or 
Freda Schmidt at 638-1330. 
They're open from 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m: Monday to Fri- 
day. 
Anyone wanting to volunteer 
for the program is also urged 
to call. 
Training will be provided for 
volunteers. 
Tyler said the volunteer 
bureau needs miother $5,000 
to run the program for one 
year, 
Significant donations are 
starting to come in, she added. 
Fine or applied art, individually 
That resulted in the firsi Visit |n:', or  r collaboratively produced, ln- 
1986by children's hospital Staff.:~ eluding traditional and in- 
EEG is short for electroea- digenous work, in all media ~ is 
cephalograph, which measures welcome. 
electrical activity of the brain. JumPs will select 10 pieces to 
In addition to new referrals, the. represent he region at a B.C. 
clinic sees many patients who show containing selections from 
have already received treatment 13regions. 
at children's hospital. Entry forms and criteria are 
That means the children see fa- available by calling Vi Tim- 
miliar faces when they come to mermans of the Terrace Art As- 
the clinic for a follow up appoint- 
ment 
B.C. Children's Hospital has 
252 beds and serves patients up to 
the age of 16. 
sociation at 635-3751. 
In Kitimat it's Donna Bfluns at 
632-3055 and in Kemano it's 
Anita Kalnay at 634-5224. 
The entry deadline is Feb. 15!y 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER BUREAU referral coordinator Freda 
Schmidt will soon be replacing these files with a much more ef f i -  
c ient  computerized volunleer.b'acking system. It's all going to  
help the bureau start a new Volunteers for Seniors program. 
THE VOLUNTEER Bureau 
got a $5,000 boost last week 
from the City of Terrace to 
help start up a new Volunteers 
for Seniors program here. 
Councillor Rich MeDaniel 
was on hand to turn over the 
cheque at the bureau last 
week. 
It will help organizers match 
volunteers up with seniors 
who need help. 
Sometimes that will be just a 
friendly visit for seniors who 
are lonely and could use an 
outing or a talk with someone. 
Volunteers will also do well- 
ness checks by phone to make 
sure seniors aren't injured or 
ill. 
Director Lovina Tyler said 
more intensive help available 
will include driving frail 
seniors to doctors' appoint- 
ments or helping them shop 
for groceries. 
"We realize our seniors are 
a very independent lot and do 
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MUSIC 
• CALEDONIA CONCERT & STAGE 
BAND perform with jazz trumpetist DON 
CLARK at 8:00 p.m. Friday, February 10 at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Admission free. On 
Saturday, February 11, a mass School District 
#88 Grade 6 band and Grade 7 band will per- 
'form elementary band music from 7 to 8 p.m. 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
• HIGHWAY 16 WEST and friends, 
featuring Recovering Couch Potatoes, the 
Nomadies, and In Step play a Valentine's 
Dance Saturday, Feb. 11 starting at 8 p.m. at 
the Thomhill Community Centre. Tickets $15 
at Sight & Sound and Braid Insurance. A Ter -  
race Musicians Association presentation. 
Upcoming ' 
• PENDERECKI STRING QUARTET 
from Poland plays the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 
p.m. on Friday, February 17. Tickets $15 for 
adults, $10 for students/seniors. Tickets at Ir- 
win's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. A Terrace 
Concert Society presentation. 
LUCIEN, a one,man 'play by 
Marshall Button features a 
New Brun'swick paper mill 
worker expounding on life, 
work, love and marriage. The 
powerful piece of theatre has 
played to rave reviews across 
Canada. The comedy hits the 
stage at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre on Wednesday, Feb. 
8 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are 
available at Sight & Sound. 
MOVIES " 
• DUMB AND DUMBER with Jim Carrey " 
and Jeff Daniels plays until Feb. 9 at 7:15 and 
9:30 p.m. at the Tillicum Twin Theatres. Walt 
Disney's version of Rudyard Kipling's THE 
JUNGLE BOOK plays until Thursday Feb. 2 
at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. 
Starting Friday 
• TRAPPED IN PARADISE, with Nicolas 
Cage, John Lovitz, and Dana Carvey, opens 
Friday night and plays at 7:00 p.m. only from 
Feb. 3-9. Tales From the Crypt presents 
DEMON KNIGHT at 9:15 p.m. only. Also 
playing until Feb. 9 is ]DUMB AND ]DUM- 
BER. 
ET CETERA 
A STITCHES IN TIME is a spectacular ex- 
hibition of the works of 16 Terrace quilters at 
the Terrace Shopping Centre. The Terrace Art 
Association show runs Feb. 3 to 26 from noon 
to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturdayand 1 to 4 p.m. 
T H E A T R E Sunday, : i 
• LUCIEN, a comedy starting Marshall Make the Wcene! c~u 638-728] or f~  to 
• 638-8432 to add  yout levent  to the Stan- Button, goes on stage at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre on Wednesday, Feb, 8 at 8 p.m. Tick- :lard's free entertainment :listings. The 
ets are $15 for adults, $10 for seniors and stu- deadline is 5p, rn. Thursday for the follow- 
dents, A, Theatre Alive presentation, ing week's  paper. : . . . . .  : 
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Dear Fabricland customers, 
This is a very special newsletted We are excited to / 
tell you about our new "Sew Low Everyday Pricing" 
This new pricing policy is the result of talking to our 
customers. Our research told us you are looking for a 
change from retailers. We've made that change for your 
We are pleased to ann0unce that Fabr cland is the first 
major fabric chain to establish an everyday Sew Low 
Pricing policy. 
To accomplish this we have: 
• Worked with our major suppliers and utilizing our 
mass buying power, negotiated the lowest possible 
prices. 
, Examined our costs of doing business and 
instituted efficiencies without sacrificing our service 
and quality commitment toyou. 
, Agreed to lower our profit margins, recognizing 
our new "Sew Low Everyday Pricing" will result 
in greater customer traffic. 
What will'Fabridand's "Sew Low Everyday Pricing' 
mean to our customers? 
We have reduced the regular price of most fabrics in 
the store from 8% to 35%! This means fantastic prices 
every day] Our Fabricland Sewing Clul~ Members will 
save even more as we have maintained all of our great 
Sewing Club benefits -including everyday discounts 
fabrics, sewing notions and patterns - but now your 
discounts will be taken off the new lower prices! 
To make this important price change-over, Fabricland 
stores have been closed for two days. We re-open our 
doors tomorrow and invite you to join us in celebrating 
our new "Sew Low Everyday Pricing". 
Sincerely, . . . .  ~..,,~ 
SEWING CLUB 
MEMBERS 
Watch for more 
your February Mailer 
Home delivery starts 
:~:~: ~iii ii::.~!~ 
~ ~ ~ ' ~  We have 
duced thel 
~.:regular rices of fabd~ 
I()/:~0ii 
::::i ~ ............ 
l[:://m::: 
VISA 
Wednesday, February 1 
SKEENA PARENTS Advisory 
Committee hosts an informa- 
tion meeting on new school 
graduation requirements with 
Geoff Shaker at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Jr. Sec school li- 
bran]. 
Friday, February 3 
PROMISE KEEPERS, an in- 
terdenominatJonaJ Christian 
men's ministry, meets at 8 
p.m. at St. Matthews Anglican 
Church at 4506 Lakelse. 
Saturday, February 4 
TERRACE SCIENCE FESTI- 
VAL culminates with displays 
and contests from 9:15 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary. 
TERRACE PRO.LIFE Associ- 
ation presents a large-screen 
multimedia presentation on 
abortion "Massacre of In- 
nocence" at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Church on Eby St. 
at 8 p.m. 
Sunday~ February 5 
SNOWARAMA, hosted by the 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile 
Association, starts at 10:00 
a.m. at the Big Cedar Logging 
Rd. Pledge sheets available at 
snowmobile dealers. 
Monday~ February 8 
LEGION LADIES AUXIL. 
MARY hold their February 
meeting at the legion at 8 pm 
Tuesday~ February 7 
PACES DAY CARE Society 
holds its annual general meet, 
ing at 7:30 p.m. at the Fireside 
Room at the Pentecostal As- 
sembly. 
BREAST FEEDING support 
SOCIETY holds its annual 
general meeting and elections 
at 7:30 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium. Call 
hospice officeat 635-4811 for 
more info. 
Wednesday, February 8 
CALEDONIA PARENTS AD- 
VISORY COUNCIL holds their 
monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
at the school library. 
Thursday, February 9 
READY OR NOT - -  a six 
week parenting program be- 
gins at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. It's for 
parents with children 8 to 12 
years. Call Candice at 635- 
2116 for info or to register. 
TERRACE LrrrLE THEATRE 
play Firebugs will be work- 
shopped Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. 
To attend, preregister by 
phoning the McColl Playhouse 
at 638-1215. 
EL SALVADOR: Peace At 
Last - -  a slide show presenta- 
tion by Patti Barnes of the 
Northwest Development Edu- 
cation Association. It takes 
place at Northwest Community 
College's library seminar room 
at noon and later that night at 
7:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. 
Secondary school library. 
Saturday~ February 11 
LEGION/LADIES AUXIL- 
UARY hold the Installation of 
the 1995 executive at 7:30 
#211!! 
arout discounts 
up to $2000 
off MSRPi* 
? /  
!i~iiii 
• 
CHECK OUT THE P. CE, THEN COMPARE T,E B-SE.IES 4X4 re A.o  0v0 x !i 
The Mazda 4x4 comes with power-assisted steering rear ABS, independent front suspension •steel wheels; ~!~ 
i protective underbody skid plate removable tailgate, tinted glass, two optional ~i 
i i It's a great day for a test drive! ~, 
. . . .  IT JUST FEELS RIGHT .~i 
'Clearoulaiscounts, offM.S RI~, apply Io all new 1994 e.Sedes Tru~ks purchased and delivered from padlelpalzno Mazda dealers tock/tom January 5,1995 for a limtted time.St,000 off BaSe shodbe= cegular cal) 4,2 models; ~i~ 
all other 4x2 models- $1250 $1.500 off 8a~e regular cab 4x4 models; all other 4~4 models - $2,000. Offer may not be combined with other offers See participating beale,s f~" details. Supply and stock may vary by des ershlp .!!~: i!ii 
p.m. at l~e Legion. 
B.C. SENIORS GAMES 
ZONE 10 general meeting 
takes place at 2 p.m. at the 
Happy Gang Cenl~e 
Sunday~ February 12 
12TH SENIORS 
SWEETHEART dinner and 
dance hosted by the Kinette 
Club of Terrace takes place at 
4:30 p.m. at the Elks Hall. 
Free of charge. If transporta- 
tion is required, leave a mes- 
sage at 638-1726. 
Monday r February 13 
BIG BROTHERS AND 
SISTERS of Terrace hold a 
social evening for the public at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Inn. 
Call 635-4232 for more info. 
Tuesday_: February 14 
PACIFIC NOPTHWEST 
MUSIC FESTIVAL committee 
meeting 8 p.m. at 4514 Cedar 
Cres. 
February 17-18 
HEART & STROKE Founda- 
tion conducts an education 
and blood pressure check at 
the Skeena Mall from 10 a.m. 
to 8p.m. on Fdday and 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. 
Monday~ February 20 
BIG BROTHERS AND 
SISTERS hold their annual 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Inn. 
Tlut Te,'race Standard offers 
the What's Up community 
calendar as a public service 
to ils readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended for 
. . . .  ,,,,a, . . . . . .  ;zations and 
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THE TEREACE CHURCHES Food Bank could need a new home as 
early as ,April. 
It now operates out of an old home on property belonging to the 
Evangelical Free Church. But when that church built a new structure, it 
needed more parking to comply with city by-laws. And that means tear- 
ing down the house to provide that parking. 
Demolition was first set to take place last year but the food bank was 
given a reprieve for this season, says food bank organizer Terri 
Mahoney. Now it appears that could take place this spring and affect 
the food bank's last distribution month for this season which is ,April. 
"We had feelers out last year and will know look much harder," said 
Mahoney. The food bank prefers a location near the city cerise for 
easier access to as many people as possible and to make a location easy 
to find. 
One con~plication is that the food bank can't afford to pay rent. 
Mahoney said the Evangelical Church provided the house at no cost 
and covered utility payments. 
Helping build understanding 
VOLUNTEERS with the Northwest Development Education Associ- 
ation will be trying to build bridges between people next week. 
it's International Development Week and they have organized visits 
by 1Nisga'a native leaders to local schools to allow students there a 
chance to speak frankly with them. 
A slide show "El Salvador: Peace At Last" will be presented by Patti 
Barnes at noon on Feb. 9 in the seminar room of the NWCC library and 
at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 9 at the Skeena Jr. Sec. school h'brary. Barnes recent- 
ly visited El Salvador, where former Terrace resident Frances Eirdsell 
now lives with her two teenage daughters. 
For more information, call Mary C, rnydon at 635-6233. 
SAY CHEESE[ 
4~41~ ~ ormerly ' 
I I  ,~,~y,.~,~,,/ IF '"  Panagopoulos Pizza 
The Old - New Place - Same Owner 
Last 5 Years 
We specialize in: Mexican (Tats), 
Cheeseburger, Tropical Hawaiian & 
New Yorker Pizzas 
P IZZA HOUSE 
635-2401 
Free delivery in Terrace & Thomhill- Discounts for Pickup 
4720 B LAZELLE  AVENUE,  TERRACE,  B.C. 
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tablespoon would be fit to drink. 
There are several techniques used to destroy bacteria 
in drinking water. These techniques include reverse 
osmosis, distillation, ozone and UV light. Techniques 
that work well with ozone as part of a water system 
include: reverse osmosis, filters, ion exchange and 
activated carbon. 
Ozone, when compared to chlorine as a disinfectant, 
is 51% stronger and 3,125 times faster and does not 
leave any residual chemicals in the water. The result is 







WRITE DOWN those recipes and 
get them in. 
The Skeena Valley Fall Fair As- 
socation is preparing a cookbook 
of local dishes to celebrate the 
fair's 25th anniversary this year. 
Hundreds of recipe forms have 
been given out, says organizer 
Janny Wsssink. But so far few 
have come back. 
She said they're hoping to get all 
the recipes by the end of February 
and begin production of the cook- 
book. 
Recipe forms can be picked up 
and dropped off at the Terrace 
Public Library. 
So far, says Wassink, they've got 
quite a few main dishes. 
But they need more soups, salads, 
jams and jellies. 
"Ethnic recipes would be great o 
have," she says. "Maybe Christ- 
mas recipes if people still have 
them laying around." 
For more information, contact 




HEART AND STROKE Founda- 
tion volunteers begin canvassing 
local neighbourhoods this week. 
February is Heart Month and 
more than 160 volunteers for the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation 
of B.C. & Yukon will be work- 
ing on this year's campaign here. 
Terrace con~buted about 
$16,000 to the provincial 
campaign last year. 
Organizers hope to reach the 
same level this year. 
Door-to-door canvassing will be 
taking place from Feb. 1-28. 
The foundation supports heart 
and stroke research and educa- 
tion. 
Heart disease and stroke are Can- 
ada's #l killer, claiming more 
than 75,000 lives every year -  




QUEEN CHARLOTI'ES band 
Hall of Fame is about o either 
hit it big or go for a long walk in 
the desert. 
The band released its Roxy Rol. 
ler albura a year ago and their 
first hit single "Irie" got good 
airplay on radio stations across 
Canada in 1994. 
Then on Jan. 23 Much Music 
played their video. 
Now a Miami-based film com- 
pany has acquired fights to use 
six songs off the album for their 
full-length movie' 'Devotion". 
Latest word is that the Masset 
band has been invited to fly to the 
United Arab Emirates on March 1 
to open a new four-star hotel in 
the country's capital, Abu Dhabi. 
*,We're shopping for sandals," 
says band member Steve Mar- 
shall. 
They're also planning a stop in 
the Phiilipines, which is where 
two of the female singers in the 








I l i a : :  ~1 Valid at all  participating Safeway stores. Limit ofone coupon per pur- 
chase. Limit of one item per coupon. The regular price overlimil I ~::i::::i::~::< i]i[::::ii I price) will be paid on additional purchases of Ihis producl. Cou I)c 
Division Coupon I:)LU80944 must be presented ol time o~ purchase. Coupon cannot be :ombi ~e 
wilh any olher coupon offer. While stocks last. No f ' I~"~ 
Coup(m valid until closing ralnchecks. For GST taxable producls, GST is included 
t.3U So~rdoy, FebnJary 4~ 1995. in lhe face value of the coupon 
Division Coupon PLUS0945 
Coupon valid until closing 
Saturclay, Febnuary 4,1995. 
h~ust 'be presenled at time of purchase. Coupon canrlol be combi'ned 
with any other coupon offer. While slacks last. No #"~lr'~ 
ralnchecks. For GST laxable products, GST is included 
in the face value of the co~ pan. 
Division Coupon PLU 80946 
Coupon valid until dosing 
13 q I I 1:1 
I k l  "! "11 
Valid ol all parlicipaling Safeway slores. Limit of one coupon per pur- 
chase. Limil o( one ilem per coupon. The regular price (o~erlimll 
price) ~ ill be paid on addilional purchases of Ihis product. Coupon 
must b~ presenled al lime of purchase. Coupon cannot be combined 
wi h an olher coupon offer While stocks last. No 
rainche ks. For GST taxable producls, GST is included 
in Ihe face value of Ihe coupon. ~,..,W__~ / Saturday, February 4,1995. ~F 
: : . / . :  
_ .:,..: 
: 71::i 
Division Coupon PLU 81627 ~nust'b, presented at lime of purchase. Coupon cannot be combined 
with ar ' olher coupon offer. While slacks last. No ~1~"~ 
Coupon valid until closing rainche :ks. For GST taxable products, GST is Included 
Saturckly~ FebnJary 4, 1995. in Ihe face value d Ihe coupon. . ~ 
Prices effective at your local Sdeway stores until closing Saturday, February 4, 1995. We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quantities. All items "While docks last". Some illustra!ions are serving 
suggestions only. Actual floral items may vary slightly from illuslration. Some items may not be available at all stores. Advertisedprices do not include G.S.T. Some items may be subject 0G.S.T. 
Air Miles International Holdings N.V., Loyohy Management Group Canada Inc. AuthorizedUser. *On items we carry. ~ .  
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GROUNDHOG DAY 
Come out of your hole 
By DOUGLAS SCHULTZ 
TOMORROW is Ground Hog 
Day, one of the highlights on the 
calendar. 
You can just hear people 
making plans to celebrate a 
coward. 
That's the idea behind the day, 
when file ground hog sees his 
shadow, he is scared, literally 
afraid of his own shadow, and de- 
cides to take a six-week siesta. 
This last week NBC did a story 
on the fact that slress and worry 
are among the greatest causes of 
death and disease. 
When you look around it seems 
that there are a number of things 
that a person can worry about. 
Job security usually hits the top 
of the list, and around here with 
the Kemano Completion Project 
now cancelled some may be a 
little more fearful. 
Close second and related is 
finances, then usually family, and 
the list goes on. 
Maybe taking a six week siesta 
isn't such a bad ideal The only 
flaw with that solution is that the 
problem that caused us the stress 
then is just six weeks older. 
The crunch that slxcss puts on 
us is a great factor in our present 
society, and February is one Of 
the months that slxess begins to 
make itself known. 
Universities established reading 
weeks in February to combat he 
fact that student suicides were 
highest during that month. 
Counsellors find that February 
is the busiest month. It is tied into 
the fact the people have been 
struggling with light depravation, 
coming through the bulk of 
winter. 
The Christmas bills start rolling 
in, tax returns have to start being 
Idled out, and you hope that the 
government owes you money and 
not the other way around. 
So then bow do you handle the 
spider weaving a web. Within 
minutes, the little bug had woven 
' a beautiful web across the mouth View ] ',)int o=:ca ;=uers  arrived and 
wondered i[ Nolan was hiding 
stress, what are some ways to 
make sure that you do not bum 
out, or retreat into isolation like 
the gopher that this mouth is so 
well known for? 
Well, our little friend gives us 
one clue - -  check your sleep. The 
average person sleeps an hour 
less then he or she needs to. 
The American Medical Health 
Association says that the average 
perso~t needs 8 1/2 to 9 hours 
sleep a night. 
Most of us then mn on a deficit. 
Then they tell us that our diet 
doesn't help, couple that with too 
little exercise, and we find that 
we are physically slressing our- 
selves out. 
Mentally we tend to worry 
about things that we cannot 
change or affect. 
Ninety-five 
things that you worry about in 
any one day do not happen - -  
talk about wasted time! 
The challenge is to live in the 
present, net the past which you 
cannot change, or the future, 
which isn't here yet, but to take 
one day at a time. 
Jesus reminds us that today has 
enough concerns of its own, we 
do not need to borrow from 
tomorrow; and to trust our 
heavenly Father in all matters. 
There is a story of a believer, 
Frederick Nolan, who was fleeing 
from his enemies during a time of 
persecution in North Africa. He 
was pursued over hill and valley 
with only s small cave in which 
to hide, feeling that his enemies 
would soon find him. 
While awaiting what he thought 
per cent of the _ to be his certain death, he saw a 
there, but on seeing the unbroken 
web, thought it imposa~le for 
him to have entered the cave 
without destroying it. 
And so they went on. Having 
escaped, Nolan burst out and ex- 
claimed: "Where God is, a 
spider's web is like a wall. Where 
God is not, a wall is like a 
spider's web." 
During your times of stress re- 
member that there are others to 
turn to, and that there is no reason 
to isolate yourself away. Even 
ground hogs eventually come out 
of their holes. 
Douglas Schultz is Pastor of the 
Zion Baptist Church. Viewpoint 
is a column written on behalf of 
the Terrace Ministerial Associa- 
tion. The opinions are those of 
the authors. 
#EDNESDAYI THURSDAY':::  :': FRIDAY .SATURDA'~ 
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- extraction to prevent carpet staining 
- 'UN-DO' to neutralize odour 
-Thermo-fogging - odour conteractants 
- drying services 
- 'MICROBAN'  to control mildew 
and "b&cterial-growth 
635-3558 . . . .  
FRONT BRAKE SPECIAL 
INCLUDES: • Rotors Turned • Bearings Packed 
• Install Pads - System Road Test 
>.  
lb  
FEATURE >.. • 
- -  OF THE MONTH 
LITE ).- • 
. ~ .Instant Detangler and 
; Cond i t ioner  
r LITRE $ IZE 
>- • 
" " " SAVE' .0o 
~" ~" • ha i rWear  
HAIR GALLERY 
4711 D Keith Ave. 635-3729 
~~;~'~~'~1 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT WEEK 
"El Sa lvador :  
Peace At Last" 
A SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION BY PATTI BARNES 
Thursday, February 9, 1995, 12 noon 
Seminar Room Learning Resource Centre 
Northwest Community College 
AND 
Thursday, February 9, 1995, 7:30 p.m. 
Skeena Secondary School Library 
BEA RTOF Ii i i l  I AKEAN HOUR TO L RN
INTERNATIONAL ABOUT THE 
DEVELOPMENT ' WORLDANDTO 
WEEKI HAVE ATASTY 
SNACK, 
Sponsored by Northwest Development Education Association 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
FEBRUARY 1995 PALACE 
5 6 
• Parents Coalition 











































261ts  Coalition 2 Terrace 
for the ~ Minor ........ 
Advancement Baseball 
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Sat. A f te rnoon  Games  Doors  11:30 a.m. Games  12:45 
Even ing Games  Doors  4:30 p.m. Games  6:15 
Thurs. ,  Fri., Sat. Late Night Games  Doors  9:30 p.m. Games  10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 





~ Low Cost Warehouse Operation ~ ,Lid l~H#,  
' i ~¢~_~L,U["C NoComm~ssonSalesStaff ~~..~] C~]/.]~ 
B( No Melnbership Fee ,ASlC QUALITY [ PRACTO-PEDIC 
[~" No Frills, No Gimmicks 
Tw,. s99-- s199- 
DELUXE HOTEL/MOTEL 
,.,°.s. s259" s319" 
.o..,. '16P *259" '31P '399" 2 PIECE SET 
QUEEN 
[R( Direct Factory _Purchases 
B( Manufacturers'Volume Discounts 
Passed on to Yolt 
[~' Latest Styles. Huge Selection 2 PIECE SET s199~ s299" s34~ s45~ 
OPEN TO YHE PUBLIC: 







Furniture Warehouse ® 
RNANCING & 
DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
Fine Furniture l ~=~. . . " "  
4730 Ke i th  Avenue * 635-4111 
! i ,  
• |' 
Twin feasts cap 
haggis season 
HAGGIS HUNTING is out of buy me two bottles of Glen Ltvet 
season now and Charlle Meek's  
willing to bet his kilt on it. 
The city's best known 
Scotsman served up a piping hot 
haggis on a silver platter to 
Skeena Valley Rotarians last 
Wednesday to commemorate 
Robbie Burns Day. 
And he's calling on conserva- 
tion officers to make sure there's 
no illegal poaching of haggis out 
of season. 
" I t 's  the one day in their life 
that they mate," Meek said last 
week. "And I hagged two of 
them. Up off of Kalum Lake 
Drive." 
At least that's the •story he's 
been sticking to after being ap- 
proached by numerous people 
who think a haggis is an axtimal. 
: 'A  special permit is required to 
hunt a haggis," Meek continued. 
"You must get the permit from 
Frank Bowsher. But it's not a 
City of Terrace permit. These 
ones come straight from Edin- 
bur~li." 
"Anyone who's caught hunting 
the haggis out of season - -  which 
is all the rest of the year - -  must 
which I shall consume prior to 
hunting the haggis next year." 
Thus ensuring survival of the 
species, he added. 
The second haggis was present- 
ed to seniors at the Happy Gang 
Centre Thursday night, complete 
with Meek conducting the 
' ' s  p ca k ing-  to- th  e- hagg is"  
ceremony. 
Bagpipers from Terrace Pipes 
and Drums provided musical ac- 
companiment a both venues. 
Lest we be accused of pulling 
anyone else's kilt, let it be known 
that the true hunter and cooker of 
the haggis for 1995 was none 
other than Terrace city councillor 
Rich MeDaniei. 
The city father procured the 
haggis at Safeway and there are, 
no doubt, even now Scotsmen 
rolling over in their graves. 
"A  foreigner," grunted Meek, 
shaking his head in dismay. 
And now get out your recipe 
books. A haggis is a boiled 
sheep's stomach stuffed with 
mhnced heart, liver and lungs of a 
sheep plus oatmeal, suet and 
onions. 
~ TERRACE BEAUTIFICATION SOCIETY 
FLOWER CONTAINERS 
TERRACE[ AND BOULEVARD MAINTENANCE 
The Terrace Beautification Society invites sealed tenders 
for. the maintenance of its flower containers and the mowing 
of City boulevards. An option for annual renewal of the con- 
tract to a maximum of three years, based on satisfactory per- 
formance, will be included in the contract. 
' B d packages will be available from.the Parks and 
Recreation office, at the Terrace Arena, from January 30 to 
February 10, 1995, during regular business hours (8:30 a.m. 
-'4 30 p.m.). 
Sealed tender must be submitted to: 
:: D.E. McFadden 
- Parks and Facilities Manager 
City of Terrace ; 
• 3215 Eby Street 
., ..... : Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2XB 
i~: Before 2:00 p.m. on February 22, 1995. 
i The Society reserves the right to reject any or all tenders. 
i 
I Reany Feel Comfortable:th 
Home Owners ~,  
Policies. ~ ,', 
Tenants ( = 
• I•1 
Boats , ~ .,~'] 
Snowmobiles , ' , ,, 
Auto Plan ~ ' ' ' , I ~ _  , 
"Our Family, Serving Your Family For 20 Years 
Braid Insurance Agencies £ td. 




Melissa Claire Lambert 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 31194 at 4:07 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 9 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Gerry and Manon Lambert 
Baby's Name: 
Jonathan Tait Steinkampf 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 1/95 at 1:45 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs 2 uz Sex: Male 
Parent: Don & Thorine Steiakampf 
Baby's Name: 
Taylor Jenna Preece 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 2/95 at 8:45 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 14 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Joanne 7 Kevin Preece 
Baby's Name: 
Caheron Toews Menzies 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 3/95 at 8:20 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 6 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: David Menzies & 
Charlynn Toews 
Baby's Name: 
Matthew Willi.~m Savard 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 4/95 at 1:17 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 14 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: 
lackie Savard  and Gerry Davey. 
Proud Grandparents Jack and 
Ruth Savard 
Baby's Name: 
Erika Vallilee Loggin 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 6/95 at 9:49 p.m.. 
Weight: 7 ibs 13 oz Sex: Female 
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All New & Used Snowmobiles & Accessories are 
PRICED TO CLEAR! 
Hurry...with prices this low, they can't last long. 
KEN'S MARINE 
Ken Gibson Trevor Gibson 
4946 Greig Avenue 635"2909 
Q 
; l#' j  
 The t 
Inn oftheWest 
Giant Room Renovation 





All hotel rooms and bathrooms have been 
completely renovated for our guests pleasure. 
¢ 
ii ¸  ~ _ Tw 
71 
P 'zza & Shop 
Savebigonbeds, chairs, mirrors, i :  ~ .~llli1'l, l l i ] l i~  - 
head boards, dressers, lamps plus | ~ k i " 
much, much morel 
t i '.. 
i,:•:::il NOW ON 
: DISPLAY IN 
I " THE BANQUET ROOMS 
9am-5p m 
Unti l  Saturday,  








'. ::i,: i 
Phyllis Jackie :;. : :  ?:~::,: 
Phyllis and Jackie invite you to join them at PJ's Pizza & Sub shop,:: :" <~:, 1:,,:
with its bright, clean premises and friendly staff .  :" ' :: .... . .... 
They offer hot pizza's with heavenly crusts, fresh toppings and homemade. 
sauces. Their unique baked subs are made to order...Freshl ~ 
At PJ's you can eat in or take out, 
FOR ONE! 
~'~l~qq~ -'~L until Feb. 11/95 [ ]  
I II I . . . .  " :; ~ :i ¸¸  
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polio 
EAL 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1107 SQ. F'r. (102.8 M =) 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
.... ~ 
m*c~o.lcal TWO-CAR 
i ~  GARAGE 
;tO' I 20'tO 
FAMILY  
ROOM 
1~'5 I 2~'6 . ." gllla~ ...... 
~..~"~ FOYER [_~ -N" up .-I1 
_ _ :I:CL-/ ~ .!  
ble family home. 
dry door leads from covered 
to large foyer. 
)ore views open staircase and 
dining room. 
features ample cabinets and 
- :~ :.:/: provides room for breakfast nook. 
" . .~ :  ,,~: master bedroom and two additional 
'~ bedrooms complete the main floor of this 
.. home.  
.~  ~, v. 'lower level may be completed at a later 
' date adding an additional 768 square feet 
of living space. 
TOTAL: 1107 SO. FT. (102.8 M z) 
WIDTH: 48'0"(14.6 M) 
DEPTH: 29'6"(9.0 M) 
• WEINMASTEK HOME DESIGN , tPLAN~o. 9051 ] 
:i 
~IEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD, 
; Availabl, e Through 
• • 
32o7 Munroe, "terrace 
635=6273 
USK RIVER FRONTAGE 
LOT 1.1,26 acres $14,500 
LOT 2- .84 acres $12,500 MLS 
OLD REMO ROAD 
$169,000 MLS 
~08 HAUGLAND AVI~, 
Call Wanda EXC 
RI~/ERSIDE GROCERY 
1998 QUEENSWAY, MLS 
JOHNS ROAD LOT 
.36 acre,L~at~lu~ell, nice view 
from pr~. '$36,000 EXCL 
Call ~anda. 
BEAM STATION LOT 
Offers a view of the lake serenity 
of the West Side. $22,000 MLS. 
Carl Derick. 
EBY STREET LOT I , ~  . 
1/2 Acre in good location just l ~.~: 
outside city limits. $27,500 EXC. I,,~l~h~\ \ . ,~  
Call Wanda 
KALU_.M.~,~d~b 
Good ill~l;~t~o_.~e~"t~al. Lot is 
suitable fort"~iFt~l~dldling ~ith 
legal suite.'$'2"4,500 EXCL, Call 
Wanda. 






2.31 acres, 5 bedrooms, Askinc 
$139,500 MLS. Call Dave. 
I KALUM 
NI:: .8 P]ROtVII, ]P_. 8 ]RV][C]B 
Lots 1 & 2 
1st Ave, & I~cBrlde Blvd. 
.52 acre - 130 ft. 
Frontage on 1st Ave. 
$34,500 MLS 
CALL DERICK 
Jose Ventura (Owner) Dave ReyaoldS Derick Kennedy 





OF TERRACE 638-1 
HorseshoeMLS$54,900 
..... ~~'~.~ 
m • , •  • • .  • 












Copperside EXC $79,900 Bench MLS $137,900 
-~, I I . ,@'  ' 
Horseshoe MLS $59,900 Jackpine Flats EXC $157,000 
, O, o 
EXC $89,90'~'~ ' ' i Th0rnhill MLS $89,900 
Bench MLS $314,000 Th0rnhill MLS $159,500 
i J~  . . . . .  
,/i ~:!::~ii:!::ii!i  :i •:~ , ~
I I  ~" ~: ~ 






experience In I ', ~:i.!,' j~ 
realestate. I ~ ~::' 
635~~~" 






~ ~ o n  ,~ ~~ 
Copperside MLS $67,500 Thornhill EXC $105,000 
I experience in 
I real estate. 
I 635-6236 
I diana wood 
Kleanza MLS$112,500 Lakelse Lake EXC $189,900 
,!:!i ¸~¸  
I experience In ~ .~,  ~ 
I real estate, i~  
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Back to basics 
EAL TATE 
enter ta in ing .  
complete with a closet, and 
, situated close to the main 
bathroom, would make an 
ideal guest room. A walk-in 
pantry offers extra space to 
store goods. The family room 
is open to the second storey 
and features a cosy fireplace 
and plenty of room to arrange 
furnishings~ The utility room is 
la rge  enough to 
accommodate a freezer and 
extra shelving. An unfinished 
storage area off the garage, 
provides dry storage for tools' 
and gardening equipment 
during the winter months. 
Upsta i rs ,  a l l  th ree  
bedrooms are a good size. 
The master has a walk-in 
closet, a four piece ensuite 
with a raised soaker tub, and a 
feature wall with glass block. 
An unfinished basement 
awaits your own creative 
touch. 
Plans for U-893 may be 
• obtained for $440.00 for a 
. package of five complete sets 
' of working prints and $39.00 
i for each additional set of the 
same plan. Al low $15.00 
'ext ra  to cover the cost of 
I postage and handling (B.C. 
res idents add appl icable 
sales tax to plan total) :(All: 
Canad ian  residents add 7% 
, GST to p'lan total plus 
postage and handling). 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovat ive 
plans are now available in our 
home plan catalogue for 
$13.85 including postage 
and handling and 7% GST. 
Please make all cheques, 
money orders, and Visa or 
MasterCard authorizat ions 
payable to: The Terrace 
Standard Plan of the Week, 
13659 - 108th Avenue,  
Surrey, B.C., V3T 2K4. 
Plan no. U-893 |~  
BY M, TYNAN 
The t ime honoured  
country style home will never 
be out of fashion. Simple 
lines spacious room sizes, 
and subtle design features 
such as a coffered ceiling or 
french doors, combine to 
create a comfortable family 
home. 
A good sized living room 
' features a coffered ceiling 
and a bay window. French 
doors allow for a more private: ,-- 
a tmosphere  when 
The den, 
I::F_5  LTD, 
L..~59- lOSth  ,~veru~ 
5~-r~j, E~.C. VST2K4 
Plan No,  
24 9 "3 ,FT, 
\ 
.. - I - .  ~ II ' - - '1 , :~  , ,! - c .~ ,~, - :~ '  ~-~ . . . .  
_=, L~,  1="'~q .=~ 
,-'-, ----. ! 
:.:..C , : .5 .a I ',-__~.C I 
r 
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..7 ..... ~ I ~ ~ i " 
L ~ 
HORSESHOE CONVENIENCE ~ ~ ~  
Great location, perfect size and excellent 
condition. 3 bedroom home with deck, 
small shop, and knockout kitchenll This 
home could be yours for $119,951. MLS 
SHOP TILYOU DROP 
Cozy 3 bdr. home on .7 of an acre. Shop 
is 80x23 that's dght180x23. You've got 
to see it to believe itl MLS 
Rusty Ljungh 
635-5754 
DELUXE SIDE BY SIDE 
DUPLEX 
Well appointed unit featuring 3 
bedrms., 3 baths, gas fplc, in family 
room and master bedroom, 2pattos, 
neutral decor, 5 appliances, alarm 
system, built in Vac and much more. 
Less yard work, no condo fee. 
$246,000 MLS 
. . . .  : .-. HOME + ,85 ACRE 
5 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, full bsmt, 
1056 sq.lt., new roof, recent 
renovations + a satellite dish, MLS 
i $129 900. 
i 
Lisa Godlinski Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 635-4950 
~ !¢,' ~:~i ~/i~!. ' 
-i' ~ .~ ~'~ 
3617 COTI'ONWOOD 
2 year old home located in 
Thornheights. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
double garage all on a 60x125 ft. lot. 
Thi s home offers 1626 sq. It, 2 nat. gas 
fireplaces, oak parquet flowing in the 
family room and a bay window off the 
living morn. Call today on this exclusive 
listing. 
HORSESHOE- 3 BEDROOM 
Attractive starter home, nat. gas heat, 
recently up.graded, wood-stoVe, single 
garage, developed lot with sundeck 
storage shed, greenhouse, garden & 
fenced lawn. $1t 2,00 Exclusive. 
MODERNIZED SPLIT-LEVEL 
Located on the 4800 block of Soucle: 
1872 sq.lt,, 4 bedroom, 3washroom, 
skiitfuUy renovated split-level home. 
Offered for sale !hrough the Multiple 
Usting Service at $199,900 this home 
is ready tor quick occupancy. Call us 
for an exclusive viewing of this 
impressive home, 
DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE 
Possibility to subdivide this 8.21 acres 
Into 2 acre parcels. Located near the 
college with beautiful mountain views. 
Listed MLS, $t56,000, 
•, ': :, ::- ...-- ,.-~.~,. ~::~ ~'.~";. :7~ 
RARE LISTING IN TOWN 
Spacious older home in town on .81 
acre zoned Medium Density (40 ppa). 
Pedect starter home surrounded by 
fruit rees. Huge shop and detached' 
garage an added bonus. Ideal as a 
revenue property or as a holding 
property. QUICK POSSESSION 
AVAILABLE, PRICEDAT$94,900 MLS 
' HORSESHOE SPECIALTY 
2200 sq.feet, 5bedrooms, 3baths near 
schools and amenities. Only a 1 1/2 old. 
Listed MLS 
n N// 
Christel Godlinski Joe Barbosa Lynda Boyce RicWhite 
635-5397 635-5604 638-1073 635-6508 
~ • 1111 ill'-- ,- 
THE PERFECT STARTER 
Nicely upgraded three bedroom home 
with natural gas heat, ~ e6n~ret'e 
toundatlon, ew ~shingles, batht00m 
renovations and much, much •more. 
Call now on this exclusive listing. 
Priced at $91,900, 
" KITSELAS ACREAGE 
79 acres plus in the pi :ture qua I~ itselas 
Canyon Just minutes from townl Your 
dream home has been staded so call 
now for more details. MLS. 
I/ 
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Call Gordie Olson 
for more 
information, 
BE READY TO 
BUILD BY 
SPRING. 
"" " :  C 




TMENT OPPORTUNII~ .......... PRIVATE SE'rrlHG 4 BEDRO--O-M/=A,MiL¥HOME HORSESHOE I GREAT STARTER HOME 
$160,000 EXC $109,900 MLS $169,900 MLS $157,900 EXCLUSIVE I $19,900 EXC 
CALL SHAUNCE CALL HANS CALL GORD CALL GORD CALL GORD 
.!~J'~F ' .'~, ~ , !, ' " ~.'~ . . . .  ' t ~ , ~  ; ',#~'_,,.~ ~ ' ~  . "  ~L%-'41 i i /: ~ ~•2 ~ .~.~h ~ ~ - ........ ' •. ~'~'~::~•ii I~ ~ 
~ ii~ :'i~i~l:::! i ~ l  i!i ¸  
OPEN HOUSE CLOSE TO SC.OOLS S,O . OMCO s0rnON 
$27,00 MLS $137,900 MLS $64,900 M $136,000 EXC i 
FEB. 4/95 2-4 P,M, CALL SHAUHCE CALL GORD CALL LAURIE CALL SHAUNCE 
ACREAGE SOUTHSIDE RANCHER ROSSWOOD HIDEAWAY LOOKING FOR A NEED A SHOP OR BARN ! 
18 acres border on the Skeena Newly constructed 3 bedroom Check out this weekend get -  BUILDING? 4o'Xt64'ft, Quonset building 
River, level and cleared, City sewer end water available, rancher on large at Home has away property. 24x29' cabin Check out this 3400 sq.ft, shop (6160 aq.ff,) with 22" ceilings 
Asking $112,000 MLS. Cell whir poe tub, large country located on 8,8 park-like setting located on over 1 'acre of light (heated end Insulated) located on 
ktchen, single garage and Is acres. Call Jim for more Industrial land In town. 9,1 cleared end level acres, city 
Dennis638,8093. i covered by "The S Year New Information on this property Presently., bel,ng used. for servloes available, Asking 
GOOD STARTER Home Warranty". Asking listedat $36,O00. MLS. woooworKing out COUlO De $176,000 MLS Cell Dennis 639- 
$124,900 MLS Call Dennis,  ~==^.t^~n~^~ converted to many other uses, 
Good stealer, 2 bedroom mobile . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ..~m~,-,-~,nr..~. Natural gas heat, Call Jim about 8093 
on an 90x120 ft. lot. Set.up for uno, - i z3c tm~.m ~lal'r= merle on 1,75 acres. Many thls property priced at $195,000 POTENTIAL 
~1 y I11 ~.=~ R I .V l i l  ! ~.F k VV I /k  privacy. Frldge end stove renovations Including war ng, MLS 
Included. Minutes from town, This newly renovated home has .lu..~,rn,, u ~h . . . .  hr,,.~.... ' DEVELOPMENT 
Asking $M,500 MLS, Cell Hens, 3 bedrooms on nleln floor and ;;nv"i"el~lno"~;k;ng"~'~;,~ IN TOWN LOTS 
one down end else a 2 bedroom ex¢|uelve Ca"li Hans These 2fete ere within city limits Thinking of developing some land? This ¢34 acres In town on 
' suite. Close to city shopping on ' " on the Bench. City water and the Bench could be what you are 
1.2 acres in a developing area of a fairly quiet street. Listed MLS ONLY 3 LOTS LEFT city sewer at property line. Each looking for, Call Sheunoe for 
Kelth Estates, Listed $40,000, at $154,500, Call Ted today at 74'x130' fully serviced, on lot Is 711'z112' end are priced st more details. $11S,900 EXC. • 
63!1.5619 evenings or ~35.6361 paved etreet R2 zoning, $27 500 $32,000 eaoh Call SheUnoe for 
daysMLS' otCnllcll-8619Ted todaYsvenlngs,St 635.6361 days, ea, Call Dennis 638.8093 MLS, m,ore Information, Exclusive 
/ 
I ,+ ) A 
I I , 
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YOU SAVE ME 40% oN 
g--d' 
CTING MY BC TEL SERVICE~ 




~,-' ~ ! 
i 
. . .[ 
" /91 
The answer is a resounding YES! Choosing 
Westel for lo.g.distance wiU in no way affect 
your local service with BC Tel, BC Telwill still 
• supply this, take care of any line repairs as well 
as give you access to the Operator and essential 
4.0 
numbers like 911 and 411.What it will affect is the money you  
save when you call'long-distance, on ,40 Below: 40Z more than 
(8a.m. to l l  p.m.weekends and holidays), 
And Deb, there are ,0 switching fees, 
no monthl);minimum charges, no contracts, no . '  
installation needed, no obligation to sign up 
friends and 11o hassles, Al l  it takes is a toll-flee 
call to start saving with Westel, the odzly 100% B.C. owned and 
operated telecommunications company with its own network. 
BC Tel's d~scourll:ed rate_s when you call anyone, anywhere in 1 800 668  9 3 7 7  
North America between the convenient imes of 6p.m. and 11 p .m.  • ' - - • • 
N , , , B.C .  s vFe, Y ow Long-Distance Telephone Company 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 RM. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m, 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, 
TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard, When phoning i~ ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS 
20 words or less 
1 Insertion- $5.00 
3 Insertions - $12,00 
6 Insertions - $15.00 
*Additionalwords 15¢ each 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYADS 
$9.51 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
LEGALADVERTISING 
$10.36 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$25.53 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional t $9.51 per inch 
OBITUARIES 
$20.53 for 3 inches 
*Additional t $5.51 per inch 
For regional coverage place your ad In the weekend edition of the Skeena 
Marketplace. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2, Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3, For Rent 14, Boats & Mar ine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc, 16, Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17, Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc, 18, Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11, Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. WorkWanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings 
and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that Is is against the provincial Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment when 
placing "For Rent" ads, Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or re ect any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and 
to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received, Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publlcatlon;:~ . - 
It Is agreed by the aovefflser equesting space that the liability of the mrrace 
Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such adverUslng. 
I. REALESTATE 
FOR SALE OR TRADE - Ocean view 
• home on Vancouver Island. 2 hr. up, full 
'. bedroor~ suite in basement. Quality built 
home. One hour to Victoria, 1/2 hour to 
; Nanaimo and ferry. Will consider trades 
down or across with house with acreage 
or waterfront in Burns Lake area. Value is 
' $175,000, 1-245.7884 after 6 pm or Jim 
Hall, RR 4 Ladysmith, BC, V0R 2E0. 
FOR SALE: LOVELY 6 MO. old home in 
quiet cul-de-sac close to uplands school. 
Energy efficient 1720 s,lt., 2 storey with 
large garage and many extra features 
Phone 835-4872, $187,500 
4,68 ACRES ON BENCH ACROSS river 
form Silverking, views Kidd Flats, Bulkley 
! River, Hudson Bay. All services, 
excellent, unlimited supply pressurized 
water. $65,000 obo. 847-8855 
, INTERESTED IN TRADING house with 
acreage & timber in Vanderhoof area for 
homestead in Terrace area, 567-9769 
2 NEW YEAR OLD IN NEW 
SUBDIVISION 
On bench, 3 bedroom, 1,584 sq. ft. 
ranch, double garage, ensuite, jaccuz- 
zi tub, built-in vacuum, gas fireplace, 
paved driveway. $179,000, 
Coxford Construction Ltd, 
633-3653. 
KENNEY ESTATES 
3215 Kenney Street 
~" LUXURY 
TOWNHOMES 
• 1,284 sq. ft. 
• Ful l  basement  












5340 Mounta in  V is ta  Dr ive  
P r ivate  Sa le  
~0 ~ e~'O~ ~eeS\ .,~'~>-~ '..~..~,~::=~~::~::~ !~i~i!~;.".: ~~:~ ~ ::.":"~.i ...... ':':~:',i 
~~I I  ,...., 
Location: ............. Bench Lot Size'. ................ 60'xt 00' 
Area: ................... 1050 sq ,  ft. Basement: .............. Full 
Heat: ................... Natural Gas Schools: ................. Uplands 
Bedrooms: .......... 3 Carport: .................. Yes 
Great family home i~ prestigious location. Double paved driveway, carport and 
deck. Fenced and landscaped yard with established trees. New carpets and line 
throughout main floor. 15'x16' living room with open fireplace. Kitchen/dining room 
including fridge/freezer and stove. 3 bedrooms on main floor. Full basement 
Including open fireplace. 
Tel: 635-2288 ASKING PRICE: $135t000 Tel: 635-O911 




Asking $124.900 MLS 
[ Onn ssroe C" 
~ ~  In Attendance ® 
638.8093 ,ndepend6n31y~O "bed~a 6nd perated 
CTION 
1. REALESTATE 
2500 SQ,FT HOUSE 1 YR. OLD. 3 
bedroom, 2 baths, rec. room with gas 
fireplace, 2 car garage, blinds, 
appliances, sundeck, 1320 Sunnypoint 
Dr., Smithers, Reduced - $195,000, For 
appt. 847-3605, 682-0732. 
WANTED: FAIRLY NEW HOUSE with 
basement, In Horseshoe area preferred. 
Others considered. 842-5306. 
1212 SQUARE FOOT BUNGALOW on 
60'185 ft ot. Home is completely 
renovated throughout with 3 large 
bedrooms and 1 bathroom. Built.in 
dishwasher and microwave, Double 
paved driveway with carport, Detached 
Garage, 16x25 ft. Utility shed, 6x10 ft. 
Drive by 4884 Graham Ave. $137,500. 
638-8492 
CLUCULZ LK., .59 ACRES, waterfront, 
new cabin, power, southern exposure. 
Evergreen trees, boat, motor, trailer. 
$34,500. Financing available. 690-8218. 
Excellent fishingl 
IN KITWANGA, 1265 SQ', 3 + 
BEDROOM house, Full basement, 
90x120 lot. Oil/wood heat, Fenced 
backyard. Sundeck, shed, carport. 
$55,000. 649-5785 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 BEDROOM 
house on corner lot close to schools & 
hospitals. 5 appl., family room and office 
space. N/G heat & hot water. Asking 
$115,500, 635-0930 or 635-4730. 
" IO f - -U  ~qL( ,  L .  WIL I I  I l l l l b l l tdg  
basement 
- built-in appliances 
- centre island with Jenn-.Air 
- new flooring & paint 
- natural gas fireplace 
- large patio with vinyl decking 
- wired workshop 
- on 1/3 acre landscaped lot 
with fruittrees schrubs 




1. REAL ESTATE 
5 BEDROOM HOME ON KLEANZA DR. 
Asking $130,000.00. 2.07 acres, 1440 sq. 
ft, plus full finished basement, Recently 
renovated, Owner leaving town, Early 
possession. 638-1492. 
3 bdrm. full beret, home 
Bench $182,500 MLS 
3 bdrm, rancher 
Bench S189.000 MLS 
6 bdrm. large family home 
2 acres 8139,900 MLS 
Kl~anga Business 
Restaurant $124,500 MLS 
Usk Retreat 
Rlverfront lot $25,000 MLS 
Jackkn i fe  
16.8 acr~J'$59,900 MLS 
14x70 Mobile 





Braun's Island $23,900 MLS 
12xs, E~L.~i t lon  
On privag'~t~$67,500 MLS 
14x70 mobile with garage 
Copperslde $79,900 MLS 




61 Acres $99,000 MLS 
Lakelse Lake 
158 acres $79,900 MLS 
Bench Park 
Residential Lots 
$36,000- $79,000 MLS 
Call 
ERIKA & DIANA 
P.E/A4  
OF TERRACE 
638- :L .400  
o "Dedicated to Your Succ.ss" 
New 3 BR Home - 5233 Mtn. Visto Dr. 
•., -~.,~'~" 
. . . . . . . . .  
This custom design features a floor plan to take advantage 
of the spectacular view on Mtn. Vista Drive. 
3BR, 2 Bath (or 2 BR & den). 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sat. & Sun. Noon - 3 pro. 
• Spacious front entry leads to rear 
living room with cathedral ceiling 
gas fireplace & spectacular view 
• Large Master BP,, with 
walk-in closet, ensuite 
. living room and Dining area 
each access Sun Deck area. 
, Den with doset can be used 
as third bedroom 
,1356 sq. ft. plus 2 car garage 
Call Mr. McCarthy: 638"8290 
Vis  Vi v 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
WE WORK TOGETHER FOR YOUI 
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love 
635-2697 635-3004 
$185,500 MLS 
A superb family home featuring 
2,500 sq. ft, of finished area 
consisting of s large family room, 
formal livingroom with n,g, fireplace, 
oak cabinets In the kitchen plus an 
island, formal dining room, 5 
bedrooms, 4 bathe including a 
lacuzzi and skylight - everything 
expected of a quality home, 
$249,000 EXC 
E3REATHTAKING VIEWI Quality built 
home situated on 2city lots on the 
E3ench, The kitchen has plne 
cabinets, an eating area and a 
formal dining room. The Iivlngroom 
"eatures a fireplace, patio doors onto 
deck and s panoramic view of the 
mountains and city, Four bedrooms, 
3 baths, family room, garage, paved 
parking and fully landscaped, 
. . . . . .  
DS 
,i 
1, REAL ESTATE 3. FOR RENT 
2 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. CHRISTIAN MALE ROOMMATE to share 
Clean and cozy with some renovations~ 2 bdrm condo, Fireplace, dishwasher, 
new vinyl windows, Garage, $102,900, cable, close to downtown, $400 ruth, 
635-6962 utilities included, Jeff 635.0849 leave 
ACTIVE EMU RANCH 160 acres (60 message, References required. 
acres hay), 4 breeder Pairs, 18 juvenilles ROOM FOR RENT with kitchen facilities, 
(capacity 7 pairs- 50 iuvenilles) also herd 
of 15 Katahdin Ewes (hairsheep), Old log 
house. Electricity, phone, new complete 
water/sewer system. Some timber. 
Reason for sate - retirement Takysie 
Lake, 604-694-3789 eve. 
FROM $64,700,00, 5% DOWN 
PAYMENT, Lakeview Condos in Salmon 
Arm, B,C,, guaranteed rates: 1 yr, at 
8,25%; 2 yr. at 9,5%; 3 yr. at 9.75%. 
Phone: 832-7051, non or Tyler, Remax. 
1500 SQ.FT HOME ON BABINE Lake. 
Lots of features. $75,000, Call: 1-403- 
675-3022 
HOME ON 112 ACRE IN Telkwa. 3 
bedrooms up, 1 down. Municipal sewer, 
16x20 shop, lots of recent renovations. 
$98,500, Low interest mortgage, $98,500. 
Low interest mortgage available, 846- 
9337 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
LAST OF THE 94'S at Boulderwood 
MHP, 14'x68', fully set up, ready for 
occupancy, vendor will carry o.a.c. Call 
Gordon, 638-1182 or Mary to view 638- 
0800. 
1982 14X70 3 BEDROOM, shingled roof, 
wood siding, $26,500. 1973 14x70 3 
bedroom, F/S, $16,500, Free delivery. 
Call 1.306-694-6282. 
FOR SALE: 1993 14X70 WINFIELD 
Mobile Home, 3 appliances. $49,000. Call 
1-604-567-2152, Vanderhoof 
1993 14X70 I~OBILE HOME. 3 BDRM, 2 
baths, 3 appliances, Only 5% down 
payment for 1st time home buyer. 
$65,900. 635-5510 
635-2258 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE for 
rent. Fridge & stove included. No pets, 
non smokers. References required. 638. 
1967 
DELUXE 2 BDRM SUITE. Laundry 
facilities included, $800 mth, 635-6795, 
Available Feb. 1/95, 
3 BDRM, NEW DUPLEX IN Terrace. 
$800 mth, no pets. References required, 
Damage deposit, Available Feb. 1/95, 
Utilities not included. 632-4406 Kit/mat, 
ROOM FOR RENT FOR A Working 
person with full facilities, 638-8293, 
2 BEDROOM & DEN CONDOMINIUM. 
Security entrance, dishwasher, firepTace, 
laundry facilities. References required, No 
pets. Available Feb. 1/95, 635-5893. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY small 2 
bedroom house. Close to downtown, non- 
smokers, Pet okay. 4 appliances. Written 
reply to File #3, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1S8. 
IMMACULATELY CLEAN 2 BDRM & 
storage room mobile in SunnyHill Trailer 
Court. 4 appliances, available 
immediately to non-smokers, $610 mth. 
635-2126 
2 BDRM DOUBLE WIDE IN Adult Park. 4 
appliances. No pets. References required. 
$550 mth plus damage deposit. 635-7411 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION IN 
HOUSE. One room available. Bench 
area. Call 635-1236 or 835-6169. 
3 BDRM. BASEMENT SUITE FOR rent. 
No pets, non.smokers. References 
required. 636ol 934 or 835.9507 anytime, 
QUIET COUNTRY SE'I-I'ING 12x68 
Trailer, $700 ruth, References required. 
835-2124. 
FOR RENT: 1 BEDROOM HOUSE for 
single person, 4710 Welsh. References 
required. Available Immediately, 
$40O/month. 1-604-558-5642, 
FOR RENT: ONE ROOM in town. 635. 
7176 
FOR RENT: ROOM & BOARD in private 
residence. Phone 636-2842. 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 
apartment close to town. $2501mth. 
Includes hydro, No pets. Phone 635-1432 
after 7 pm or before 11 am, 
3 BED SUITE FOR RENT working family, 
perferred, no pets, no smoking. Call 635- 
3827 available March 1/95, 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE 
immediately. Quiet residential, area, 
Working person only, 635.1553 
MALE/FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, 
$300 rent + 1/2 utilities, in a two bedroom 
house in Thornhill; call after 6:00. 635. 
5882. 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT for gentleman, 
with kitchen facilities, Call 635-5893. 
FOR RENT 
Centrally located in attractive building, 
Warehouse or Retail space 
in Thornhill 1,080 sq,ft, 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
• No Pets. 
Call: 635-5968 
3,FOR RENT 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, clean, 
security entrance. On site management, 
Downtown location. Sorry, no pets. Call 
638-7725, References required. 
RETAIL AND OFFICE SPACE available 
at the Houston ~1a11. Reasonable rates. 
For information call: 1-604-635-6316 
N/S CLEAN2 BDM, 2 BATH condo with f 
& s, dishwasher, fireplace, security 
entrance, Sorry no pets. Security deposit 
+ references required, $725 month, 
Available Jan. 1. After 4:30 635-4640, 
2 BEDROOM SUITE, CLOSE to school & 
hospital, suitable for quiet working couple 
or single parent. No pets, non smokers, 
For more info. please call 635.3208 after 
6 pro, 
NEW DUPLEX, 2 BEDROOMS, all 
appliances, full basement, large backyard, 
Horseshoe area. quiet. NO smoking, no 
pets. References required. $890 ruth, 
635.9544 - available Feb, 1 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 North Sparks St. 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
reception, central location next to 
Heritage Park. We can accommodate 
20 - 100 people for weddings, meeun =, 
etc, Full bar and kitchen orovlded. I: ' :  
tendtng available, v~ease Call HOC 1 
Flnlayson at 630.1231 for viewing 





1,000- 7,000 sq.ft. 







Limited Time Offerl 
Our 'Guests' will receive: 
• Mature Adult Oriented Apadment 
Uvlng 
.Free Cable"IV (Inst, Incl,) 
.Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Storage 
• Appliances & NeW Venetian Blinds 
(incl. coin laundq/facilities on 
B10 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 1, 1995 
CTION D 
3. FOR RENT 
2 BDRM. HOUSE. REFERENCES 
required. Wood/electric heat. S500 ruth. 
635-2898 
SMALL FAMILY NEW TO Terrace 
4. WANTED TO RENT 
RETIRED COUPLE FROM Albuquerque, 
N.M., USA, wants to spend summer at 
Terrace or surrounding area, Want to rent 
roomy, bright, furnished 1 -2 bdm house, 
working in a financially secure job, seeks cabin, etc. June 15- Sept. 15. Can handle 
3 bd house in town for Feb./March. 635- all maintenance, repair,- yaid work, etc. 
7177 Will provide references. Write to T. Krein, 
6103 Custa, Albuquerque, N. Mexico, 
USA, 8712.{) orcal1504-899.8312. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Heat (Oct. • April inclusive) 
References Required 
1 Bedroom Apt. S450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt Ssso.00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $650.00 
No Pets. (When Available) 
OFFICE DAYS (9 - 5) 635-5224 
3, FOR RENT 
5, FOR SALE MISC, 
BIRCH FLOORING TONGUE and 
groove 4 sides. 3/4 in. thick, 12 in. and 
longer. Rustic grade $3.10 per sq. ft. 
Clear grade $4.15 per sq. ft. Francois 
Lake Woodworking. 1-695-6616. 
LARGE STOCK OF NEW APPLIANCE 
PARTS for sale, laundry, range, etc. 1/2 
price of wholesale cost. For sale as whole 
lot only. 635-5549 for information, 
PRE-FABRICATED WOOD constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops, 
Joeyshacks, etc. Phone- Dirk Bakker. 
638-1768 after 6 pm. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Buy and sell. Bill's Guitar Shop, 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639-9879 
Stayfor $59"and i, 










L ~  
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• Winter bed ~: [~:  :" ~.... '"" '; '.'.. ( :" 
an(]  o rea l¢ laSt  ' "<~'"  "" ' 'z I L l  ~U " : 
special includes i ~  "'~" . '['~" ..... 
complimen,ary 5..tag q l 
away-from-home . . : ~  
• Stay'n Save Motor Inns conveniendy located in Vancouver Airport 
four of BC's mos~ popular destinations Victoria 
• Beautyrest '~ rnatu'esses, free spores and movie Kamloops I 
channels, family restaurants and more. Kelowna I 
'Coupon. must bepresented upon checlc-in I" 800-663-0298 I 
"Si.gle/Double pc," night basis. Valid Nov,  1194 to Feb. 28195. FAXIfne (604} 273.9522 I 
Available at all I .catlous. Subject to availability. Taxes extra. I 
- - -~- - - _ .1  
... . , 
:Hudson Bay Lodge invites you to take 
: ~:advantage of Ski Package Specials 
: starting as low as 
4 5 .00 
' ~' TWo:people * 2 days of'skiing * Accomodations 
:"..  Group packages available i ! '  
• For Information & Reservations call: 
Hubson LobGe 
(604} 847-4581 1-800-663-5040 
" " "  •""  •""  Save  Th is  Coupon/  I . . . . . . . :  
Prince George 
I 
double room for • 
or 2 people  for ' 
I 
msecutive nights , 
race Reservations Only) m 
E,,~lo. "-~ -":h~ 
I ~ / /  ~ . , .  "'-'~.. 
• v "'~i t, .t, 
ff~, / ,." AIRP nt - 
J l "  ... ",~.4t 
Connaught  Motor Inn 
Prince George, B.C, 
1-800-663-6620 






5, FOR SALE MISC, 
WIN AN ORIGINAL PAINTING of your cat 
by renowned folk-artist John Simpkins. No 
purchase or entry required. Contact 





txe, ~xs, ~xzo • Rough 
• Plain 
H CHANNEL j--J .Timbers 
lX6, lx8, "Boa  ms 
Ix4, Ix8 material 
Top-quality Tight Knot - 
interior & Exterior 
Compare Our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Flexible Hours - Please Call First 
Box 7 










ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. ENGINE 
remanufacture from $995. 
6 months to pay. 6 Year 
120,000 warranty. Bond 
Mechanical building en- 
gines for 28 years. 872- 
0641, 8-8; 7 days. 
CANADA ENGINES Ltd. 
Quality remanufactured: 
engines 6 cyl from $995. 
V8 f rom $1,095. 6yr 
120,000km limited war- 
ranty. 580-1050 or 1-800- 
665-3570. 12345-114 
Ave. Surrey. BCAA Ap- 
proved. 
TRUCKS STARTING 
from $199 per month. All 
makes, Fords, Cummins 
Diesels, Explorers, 
Cherokees. Low rates, 0 
down. Free delivery. 




SUNSHINE COAST Se- 
cret Cove, B.C. Salmon 
Fishing operation. Sales 
$200,000 ¥ low down pay- 
ment, financing available. 
Ideal outdoor family busi- 
ness, 1-800-663-8755. 
START YOUR own import/ 
export agency. No invest- 
ment. Full advisory serv- 
ice since 1946. For free 
booklet call Wade World 
Trade 1-800-322-9233. 
LEARN OF a business 
opportunity, new to the 
Canadian marketplace, on 
howto make"professional 
residual Income levels" on 
everyone's"ultimateprod- 
uct". Free report. 1-600- 
700-5822. 
YOUR OWN Business 
selling exercisewear part/ 
full-time. Fitness contacts 
an asset. Generous prof- 
Its. No investment. Cana- 
dian made. Free details. 
Flnelines, 2768 Dufferin, 
Toronto, Ontario M6B 
3R7. 
ATrENTION: BUILDING 
Industryl Dealers Re' 
guiredl New Innovative 
buiiding product for Res,, 
Comm, & Indus. Sales 
potential unlimited, mini- 
mum investment required. 
Contact sales manager 
6.(.6~245'5194, 
B.C, FOOD Courts Mrs, 
.Non Smoking Rooms m I Vanelli's Pizza & Italian 
"' I Foods  franchising since • Licensed Restaurllnt m 1983 wlth~over 84 ioca . 
,AlrCondltlonln9 " tlons offering opportunl- 
n tlesfor Kamloops, Vernon, • Kitchenettes : m 
• CablsTV . . . . .  " " Kelowna, Williams Lake, 
I 
I • Frldgee In every room 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Nightly Movies 
• Indoor Pool, Sauna & Swirl 
Subject to Availability. One Coupon Per Stay 










Pentlcton and Vancouver. 
To join our team of suc- 
cessful franchisees con- 
5, FOR SALE MISC. 
BELL PIANO FOR SALE $1600. Eveni~ 
635-2274. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing i~ Ovation and 
Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 632-4102 
Call today. Fax 639-9879. 
FREE FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, roses 
and perennial catalogue, Quality plants, 
reasonably priced. We ship anywhere in 
Canada. B0ughen Nurseries, Valley 
River, MB, R0L 2B0. Phone (204) 638- 
7618. 
FOR SALE: ONE TRAP line at reduced 
price. Ph. 638-0020. Serious Inquiries 
only. 
COUCH AND LOVESEAT. G.C Neutral 
colours. $450 obo. 638-1956 
AVOID ILLEGAL TAXES! Original Hart 
System shows how legallyl 46 years in 
operation. 2 book set, For more 
information call or write (204) 837-2138, 
Aasland, 10 Thackery, Winnipeg, R3K 
0H1. 
STORE FIXTURE& DISPLAY cases, 
clothing rack, shelving, glass cubicals and 
framing supplies, (training conditional) 
627-1039 Pr. Rupert, Mort. - Sun., 7:00 - 
10:00 pro. 
FOR SALE: ONE SINGLE BED with 
frame. $150 obo. Phone 635-4238. 
THREE TIERED IN DOOR floral lights. 
Never used. $300. Ph, 635-7843 
I 
5• FOR SALE MISC. 6. WANTED MISC. 
INGLIS DISHWASHER HARVEST WANTED: FOUR 1989 HONDA 
GOLD. e.c., $80 obo. G.E. electric stove, ACCORD 13" steel rims. 87 - 88 may fit 
s.c. $50.638-7992 atso. If you have this item for sale, call 
FOR SALE: 2- 5FT. LONG steel double 635.9341 ask for Bill. 
pole coat racks with wheels. $50 each. i 8. CARS FOR SALE Phone Debbie during the day at 635- 
4550. 
~,NTIQUE "FOLEY" ENGLISH BOISE 
China, 50 pcs, $700. Knock down flat 
panel Oak kitchen cabinets. Save over 
30%. Lydian 635-9440 
WATER BED. QUEEN SIZE. complete. 
Canon - Fax 120. Pay master. Ribbon 
writer, Wossbere. 12 ex. new. Pentax 
1000 zoom - wide angle. Reg. ens & 
case. Ncma Canadiana - snow blower- 8 
hp. 635-2194 
1991 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM V6 AUTO, 
air, tilt, am/fro cassette. Excellent 
condition. $8500 obo. 696-3384 Topley. 
1987 HYUNDAI PONYCX 1600 4 door, 5 
speed, excellent condition. Very low kms., 
am/fm stereo cassette. $2800. 635-1549 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL, 50,000 
ORIGINAL miles. Good running condition. 
Selling $2500. Call 567-9813 Vanderhoof. 
FOR SALE: 1994 PONTIAC Sunbtrd, 
$10,000 obo. 635-2658 
Deal On ABusiness Level 
I am specifically trained to serve the Business 
Community. If you need one car or a whole 
fleet I can find the vehicles to suit your needs. 
Norm Flann 
~ ]  p"on. 635"4941 Cornmercial & Feel 
1-800-8MCEWAN (1-800-862,3926) Manager 
McEwan 
l Nil : I  ~ I Ill ; I  =1 I BALEB & SERVICE Terrace 
Hwy. 16 West Terrace 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604)669-9222. 
EMPLOYMENTOPPS. 
EXCITING OPPORTU- 
NITY for a paraprofes- 
sional with a background 
of parenting experience 
and/or special needs edu- 
cation to work together 
with another staff mem- 
ber in a group home with 
special needs adults. 
Regular shifts of five days 
orl,apd ten days off. Send 
resbrffl~ to: Burns Lake 
Christian Supportive' So- 
ciety, Box 1142, Burns 
Lake, B,C, VOJ lEO. 
ALBERTA FARM Dealer- 
ship requires ervice man- 
ager. Mustpossess work- 
ing knowledge of farm 
equipment industry and 
experience in mechanical 
field. Must be neat In ap- 
pearance and able to deal 
with public and fellow em- 
ployees in friendly man- 
ner. Computerexperlence 
necessary. Forward 
resume to: Box 96M c/o 
B.C.Y.C.N.A., #230-1380 
Burrard St., Vancouver, 
B.C.V6Z 237. 
EClUIPMENT 
9 LOADERS BUCKER or 
Grapple, 6 excavators all 
sizes, 8 Backhoes 4X4 
and 2X4 single axle dumps 
single axle water trucks. 6 
Motorhomes, 21 ton tilt 
trailers new and used, 8 
compactors, 5 service 
trucks, T/Awatertanker, 3 
Trldem Bellydumps, 
Gravelpups, 6 Iowbeds. 
Call Vic (604)493-6791. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Straightwah 
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 




$5.00 each additional word 
FOR SALEMISC. MISCELLANEOUS 
KARAOKE - MR. Enter- 
tainment, Canada's larg- 
est Karaoke dealer, has 
the largos selection of 
slngalong tapes and re- 
lated Karaoks products. 
Call now for our free cata- 
!0gues 1-800-661-7464. 
HELP WANTED 
TAKE THiS job and love itl 
Lant&'na.ls a leading fash- 
ion network marketing 
company looking for peo- 
ple like you to become 
Fashion Consultants. Call 
1-800-762-2387. 
HEATING/VENTILATION 
Technician. Clean, neat, 
unsupervised work. Resi- 
dential, commercial appli- 
cations Involve refrigera- 
tion piping, control wlrlng. 
Ticket(s) preferred not 
essential. Located In 
Courtenay/Campbell  
River. Resume, expected 
payrate c/o Glendale Serv- 
ices Ltd., Box 452, 
Campbell River, B.C. VBW 
.501, 
MOM & POP Team 
needed to operate/man- 
age small Gulf Island re- 
sort. Telephone Sales, 
office management, cus- 
tomer hospitality relations 
and property management 
skills essential. Fax 
resumes to (604)537- 
1118, Return by Feb. 7th. 
FORD DEALERSHIP on 
beautlfulNorth Vancouver 
Island requlres Automo. 
tlve Journeyman with 
strong Ford background. 
Remuneration and ben- 
sills above industry stand- 
ards. FaxresumetoServ- 
Ice Manager 1(604)949- 
6063. 
LARGE SIX-LINE R.V. 
Dealership, upper Fraser 
Valley seeking experi- 
enced Sales Personnel & 
R.V. Technicians. Submit 
resume to Bey Nalder, Box 
190, Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 
6,11. Fax:l (604)792-6732. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Many jobs 
available. Trained Apart' 
ment, Condo Managers 
needed-all areas. We can 
train you nowl Job place- 
ment assistance & financ- 
Ing available 681-5456/1- 
800-665-8339. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Vancouver 
offers correspondence 
courses for the Certificate 
of C0unselling Studies to 
begin on the 15th of the 
month. Forabmchure phone 
toll-free 1-800-665-7044. 
BE A Successful Writer 
...and write for money and 
pleasure while learning 
how. You get Individual tul- 
tion from professional writ- 
ers on all aspects of writing 
• Romances, Short Stories, 
Radio and TV Scripts Artl- 
ces and Children'sstodes. 
Write, call or fax today for 
our free book, "How To Be 
A Successful Walter." Toll- 
free 1 (800)267-1829. Fax 
1 (613)749-9551. The Writ- 
Ing School, 38 McArthur 
Ave. Suite 2264, Ottawa 
ON KIL 6R2. 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
School of Aucticneering. 
Next course March 6-18/ 
95. For a free brochure 
call 1(403)777-9388 or 1- 
800-252-3313 or write to: 
8315-40 St., S.E., Calgary, 
AB, T2C 2P1. 
BOOKKEEPING AND In- 
come Tax Coursesl Learn 
Income Tax preparation 
and Bookkeeping by cor, 
respondence. Earn your 
certificate now. For free 
brochures, no obligation, 
U & R Tax Services, 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Win nipeg, 
MB, R3T2B6,1-800-665- 
5144 over 20 years of tax 
training experience. 
MAKE A Differencel Train, 
upgrade or retire in a pow- 
erful new profession, Be- 
come a certified Master 
Hypnotlst/Hypnot herapist. 
Free Information package. 




ALBERTA FARM Equip- 
ment dealership requires 
additional experienced 
paris pe rsons/managers 
to stock and maintain ag 
parts Inventory, Clean ap- 
pearance and abllty to 
deal with public in friendly 
manner necessary, Com- 
purer experience neces- 
sary. Send resumeto: Box 
97M c /o  B.C,Y.C.N,A., 
#230-1380 Burrard St., 
Vancouver, B,C, V6Z 2B7. 
tacttheFranchiseDepart- WE ARE Looking for an 
ment 1(905)823'8883, enthusiastic; self-moti- 
vated person to be our 
BUSINESS PERSONALS sales rep, Farming back, 
T -H-RE- -~-R~ c~round and experience in 
havesomethlngspeclalfor tarrn ag sales field re, 
youlTry ourexcltlngper, qulred, Weofferfalrcom, 
sonal photos and fanta' mlsslonwlth base saiary, 
sles. Free discreet infoi Sendresumeto',Box98M, 
Karen, Box 670,GBi c/o B.C;Y.O.N,A., #230- 
Kelowna, B,C. VtY 7P2; 1380BurrardSt;,Vancou. 
Adultst . . . . .  .y_e.rJ?~.O_,__V_6Z_2B_7_, 
NEW 18" SATELLITE 
Dish I Amazing Laser Disc 
Quallty Video CD quality 
dgltal audio. Featuring 
150 channels of premlum 
programming, pay per 
view movies/sports. Do- 
lt-yourself easy Installa. 
tlon. Call now for Incred. 
ibis priclngl 1-800-890• 
3824. 
FUTUREsTEEL Buildings 
- Quonsets 25'X30 ° 
$5,462.00, 30'X40' 
$6,593, 35'X50' $8,478. 
Stralghtwall Quonsets 
25'X30' $5,922, 30'X40' 
$6,999, Endwalls, sliding 
doors, freight to Vancou. 
ver&GSTincluded 1-800. 
668.5111. 
LiVE YOUR Dream and 
achieve Success l The re- 
markable guidebook,"DIrt 
on Success", has shown 
thoiJsands howto achieve 





sistant Manager. Duties 
to Include service writing 
assisting Servlce Manager 
with Ford warranty and 
customer service. Appli- 
cant must have Ford war- 
ranty experience and have 
achieved a hight C.S.I. 
level. If Ford experienced- 
fax resume Attention 
Geoff, Hosklns Ford, 
Smlthers, Fax: (604)847- 
4653, Ph',(604)847-2241. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock, 
countertops/Vanltles also. 
Kitchen Craft Factory out- 




**19700 Bypass, Langley 
534-7273 
**800 Cloverdale Ave., 
Victoria 475-1159 
*'561-11 th Ave., Campbell 
River 287-8787 
** 1868 Spall Rd., Kelowna 
860,6638, 
POETRY CONTEST 
$24,000 In prizes yearly. 
Posslble publication. 8end 
one original poem 20 lines 
or less: National Library 
Of Poetry, Box 704-1368, 
Owlngs Mills, Md 21117. 
MOBILE HOMES 
FACTORY DIRECT. "The 
Ultimate In Modular and 
Single Wldes". Trades 
welcomed. Quality Manu. 
factured Homes 1-800- 
667-1533. 
BUY FACTORY Direct. 
Let Noble Homes team of 
architects design the 
home of your dreams, 
Unique in every wayl Top 
Dollar for Trades 
1(403)447-3414. 
PERSONAL 
26 THIS YEAR? Boy born 
June 28, 1969- Foothills, 
Calgary. Birth mother, fa. 
thor & four half-brothers 
would love to meet you. 
Please contact Post Adop. 
tlon Registry 1(403)427. 
6387. 
WOULD YOU Itke to cor. 
respond with unattached 
Christian people across 
Canada for companlon- 
shlpormarrlage? S.A.S.E. 
Free Information, State 
age. Ashgrove, Box 205, 
Chase, B.C. VOE 1MO. 
LIVE PSYCHICS. Poilce 
use us.,.Harness your 
destiny. Your present and 
future revealed. *Love, 
*Success, *Money. Find 
out now. Call 1-900.451- 
4055. $2.99/min. 18+. 
MAJOR EARTHQUAKEII 
Will It affect you, are you 
prepared for it? Consult 
our psychlcs. 1-900-451- 
3004 Ext. 223. $3.98/ 




For 8ale by Owner. Small 
lots to large acreages. 
Oceanfront, lakefront, 
streams, ranchland - lo- 
cated throughout BC. 
Terms avallable. Free bro- 
chure. Niho Land & Cattle 
Company Ltd. 521-7200. 
WHYBUYPrimeRsslden. 
tlal Building lots In 
Atlkokan, Ontario? Ask us l 
For property, house con- 
structlon, community In- 
lormatlon, write', Country 
Creek Estates, Box 1048, 
Atlkokan, Ontario POT 
1CO, Fax: 1(807)597- 
2739, 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear Out 
Of ICBO. Major CBC In- 
up/claims. Joel A. Wener, 
trial lawyer for 25 years. 
Call free 1-800-665.1138. 
Contlngencyfees, Simon, 
Wener & Adler. 
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• 8. CARS FOR SALE 
1979 PONTIAC LEMANS, FOR PARTS. 
Good motor, body rusted, $200, Call 638- 
1353, 
1991 OLDS CALAIS 4 DOOR, Mute, 
am/fro cassette. Only 56,000 km's, New 
tires, perfect family car. $7895 638-8171 
dlr# 9662. 
1991 HONDA CIVIC CX HATCH-BACK, 
5 speed, Only 66,000 km's. $8495. 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662, 
1986 BUICK RIVIERA. LEATHER, 
cassette, auto, power seats, locks & 
windows. $4495, 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
"1989 PONTIAC SUNBIRD SE. Cruise 
control, auto, am/fm cassette. $5495. 
638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1988 RED HYUNDAI 4DOOR Excell. No 
rust, g,r.o. Asking $2500 obo. Call 635- 
0930 or 635-4730. 
1984 HONDA ACCORD, 5 SPD, 4 door, 
e.c., very reliable; 635-2189 
1991 HONDA CIVIC 3 DOOR, 661000 
KMS. Over 1 yr. warranty left, $7,495. 
Call 638.8171. dlr#9662, 
1989 HONDA ACCORD. Super clean, 
$8,995.00~ Call 638-8171, dlr#9662. 
1986 BUICK RIVIERA. On board 
computer, leather, $4,495.00, 638-8171, 
dlr#9662. 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
1985 SUBARU WAGON 4X4, $4,995.0D, 
638-8171, dlr#9662, 
1983 VOLVO 760 GLE Full load & Iull 
leather, $6,995.00, 638-8171, dlr #9662. 
1990 VOLVO STATION WAGON. 
Loaded. Includes leather seats: four 
mounted summer.winter tires. Rear 
mounte~ child's seat, 115,000 kin. 
$15,500, Serious enquiries only, Call 845- 
7220. 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1985 F350, DUALS, STEEL AND 
aluminum 10' flatdeck, 460 standard, 
good condition. Without Neutral gas 
conversion $5900, 846-5505 
DUE TO MODIFYING OUR operation we 
are selling our single axle cab over 
machinery truck. 1980 Magierus 6 cyl. 
Fiat diesel, 10 spd. Air, good rubber, 24' 
deck plus beaver tail. hydraulic winch, Hi- 
Ab, 2 underslung storage boxes, 2 fuel 
tanks. Lots of new & used spare parts 
incl. Complete .engine, pump, trans,, rear 
end dif., drive line, etc. Asking $18,500. 
S.I.T. New & used, Smithers, B.C., 847- 
2519. Closed Sundays and Mondays, 
1987 FORD F150 4 WHEEL DRIVE p.u., 
e.c. asking $9000 obo. 632-3531 
BAILIFF SALE 
1990 Ford F150 pickup 4x4, extended cab, good condition. 
Standard 5-speed transmission, 220,000 kin. 
For an appointment to view, call 635-7649. All sales are on 
a "as is-where is" basis, no warranties or guarantees are 
implied or given. 
R. Smith 
OOO0 O • OOOO0 eo  OOO0 O0 • • O O O O O O O O 0  
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1993 LUMINAAPV, 7 PASSENGER van. 
Fully loaded. Anti-lock brake system. 
57,000 kms. $16 500 obo. Call Randy 
845-2143, 
FOR SALE: 1961 FORD 4x4 with lift kit, 
35 inch tires. Good shape, good running 
condition. $3500 obo. Phone 638-7203, 
1993 MAZDA 82200 EXTENDED CAB, 
pickup, auto, cassette, Only 20,000 km's. 
$12,995. 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1980 CHEVY 3/4 TON PICK-UP, Auto, 
rebuilt 350 V-8, only $2500. 638.8171 dlr# 
9662 
1988 CHEVY 1/2 TON. AUTO, new tires, 
brakes, exhaust, Only $6995. 638-8171 
dlr# 9662 
1991 F-250 XL 4X4, 5 SPEED, V-8, 
$14,995. 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 CHEVY 3/4 TON 4X4, 5 SPEED, V- 
8, $11,995. 638-8171 dlr# 9682. 
1987 F-150 XLT LARIAT 4X4. $6995. 
638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1983 FORD 2 WHEEL DRIVE, new 
brakes, new tighrod ends, D.C., $3000 
obo. 635-4216 auto, trans, 6 cyl. 
1987 GMC SUBURBAN, 170,000 
highway km., D.C. Seats 8, great for 
family travel. Asking $9500. 635-6442 
FOR SALE: 1988 15 PASSENGER Ford 
XL club wagon window van. C/W tilt, 
cruise, air, elec windows and locks, am/fro 
radio cassette deck, rear heater, cloth 
seats. Complete new exhaust system and 
natural gas fuel system. Excellent 
condition, $10,995 obo. 638.1427 
1993 FORD F250 EXTENDED CAB, 
heavy duty, 3/4 ton, diesel, 7,3 litres, 
turbo. Fully loaded, every option (trailer 
package, a/c, cruise, auto trany, running 
boards, box liner) etc Mint condition. 
$24,500. 635-1705 
1988 CHEVY C1500 2 WHEEL DRIVE, 
Auto, professional rebuilt engine, 
$6,995,00. Call 638-8171, dlr#9662. 
15. MACHINERY 
VAN TRAILERS 5X8 SINGLE axle, also 
triple axle 5-wheel tandem flat deck. 847- 
3000 
1980 JD 510 BACKHOE, EXTENDED 
hoe, replaced transmission, $17300 obo. 
GMC 6500 fuel/water truck, 10 spd 
Roadranger R.A. 34,000 Ibs, c/w 4 - 500 
gal tanks, $3500, Int. 4T farm truck, 2 
excavator attachments, wrist-a-twist, fits 
200 size. 1980 Chev 1/2 T, 4x4, $4800 
obo. Willis Jeep -offers, 1-604-692-3423 
or 692-7292. 
1206 CAT GRADER C/W WING/dozer 
and new chains, clean/good shape 
$32,09 or will trade for gravel truck of 
equal amount. 996.8147 Fort St. James. 
SNOWBLOWER - 3 POINT BLOWERS 
right or left Requires 30 hsp. $300 ÷ get. 
Cummins Ranch, S. Hazelton. 842-5316 
16, FARM PRODUCE 
HAY, ALFALFA, ALFALFA -BROME, 
Timothy square bales. Cummins Ranch 
Hwy t6 west, South Hazelton. Hauling 
available. 842-5316. 
HAY FOR SALE. Large round bates 
approx, 1500 Ibs. AIphalfa grass $65. 
Clover grass $55 (no rain). Buy now and 
save. 690-7431 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain, 
$3,50 per bale. Delivery available. 635- 
3380 
HAY FOR SALE, $2.50. NO rain. Donne's 
Hay and RV storage. 50 miles east of 
Terrace. 849-5329 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
AI-rENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For confidential, 
professional bookkeeplng service, Manual 
or Computer call 635-9592. 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES. Backhoe, 
earth auger, angle broom, snow removal, 
1993 MAZDA B2200 EXTENDED CAB, angle blade concrete breaker, •pallet forks, 
• ~ • ~qnnn ~.,.~ ,=~o,,a=nn ~=, ~ tracks, 5 ton dump 638-8638 Mobile _u,uvu ,,,,,... ~,.-,~.,._. ~=,, w~-u171 =,~o o,~o " ' 
• ~ • dlr#9662, uo,~-,~ouo: ~__  _ _  . 
• • ~ F ~ E ' E ' L ' ~ 5  SNOWCLEARING. HAVE YOUR • • 
draveway or parking area cleared by a speed, 65 000 kms, $14,995.00. Call 638- _"  " 
• • 8171 dlr#9662 uoncat or truck with blade. For more 
• d ~  ~ # ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~  • ' " informaUon phone 635-1238. 
• • 11. RECREATIONAL UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE, 
•  • VEHICLES resumes, typing. Call C.J. Secretarial, 
• • 638-8006. 
o • 1980' GMC BUS: MIDSIZEI camperized, ~ 
• • 366 industrial motor, good condition; standard fitina garment, have something 
n, 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
= . . . .  
REG, POLLED HEREFORDS Spring 
Bulls and bred Hereford Heifers, for fall 
1995. Commercial & Reg. Contact Lone 
Fir Ranch, Fort Fraser. 604-690-7527. 
PUREBRED SCOTISH TERRIER for 
sale. Female, 2 mths old. $600. One left. 
624-4475 
BULLS FOR SALE: Charolais & Red 
Angus yearling bu!ls. Giddings Bros., Box 
83, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0. 846.5628 
ARCTIC ALASKAN HUSKY/WOLF 
highbred puppies. Excellent sle~ dogs 
and bush companions. Personality plus 
$300.00, 635-3772. 
21. HELP WANTED 
A I~ATIONAL FOOD 
COMPANYAND MARKET 
LEADER 
is seeking a career-minded individual for 
a Territory Sales Position, Based in 
Terrace, B,C., this position involves travel 
in the local area. The Company offers; 
base salary, bonus program, company 
vehicle, and benefit package 
FAX your esume and covering letter to: 
Christie Brown"& Co., Vancouver, B,C, 
Fax #: (604) 257-3905 
RECEPTIONIST- PAYROLL CLERK 
This is a permanent part time position. Duties to include: 
- Reception and Switchboard 
-Typing and Filing 
- Payroll and other accounting functions as required. 
The successful applicant should possess proven office skills, good 
communication skills, type 50 wpm, have computer experience, have" 
a cheerful disposition, be able to work independently and well with 
other office staff. 
Please submit your resume in confidence by February 3, 1995, to: 
R.J.A. FORESTRY LTD., E.A. Sturby, Office Manager, 
4641 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8. 
nl 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
PART TIME (1/4) 
TEACHING VACANCY - PHYSICS 11 
Applications are invited frQm qualified teachers  for a 
temporary position in Caledonia Senior Secondary to teach 
Phys ics  11 in the second semester to June 30, 1995. 
Appl icants must be eligible for membership in the B,CI 
College of Teachers and must have significant University 
course work in Physics, combined with recent work teach- 
ing or completing courses in Physics, Because of the 
school timetable, the hours of work will vary each day. The  
total hours are at .29 of full time, including paid preparation 
time. Duties to commence as soon as possible. 
To apply, please submit resume together with reports 
and references to arrive as soon  as poss ib le  to:• 
Mr. M. (Skip) Bergsma 
Assistant Superintendent of Schools 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #88 (TERRACE) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace British Columbia V8G 3E9 
FAX: (604) 63B-4409 
i . mechan ca,ysound. 30.000m,es, $6000, custom ade to your figure  pe. BrSda. j A ou 
• 847-3998 formal, evening professional, casual, For 
• ~ :  TRAVEL TRAILER with appt, call 638-7966, A B /~J~D C 
• working stove and heater, Handyman ~ p h o - " ~ o s  into 1 =uI3~ i i l l | |  COMP.  2S, S ITEK,  R .R .#I ,  HAZEL3 'ON,  B .CV(L I IyO 
• • fixer Okay1638-8703 albums, 638-8318 • I.M _ " Im l i | l  Phon¢((,04)~42-S24.or(604)842.5249 F,x(~(H)8 2-S~H 
I 
B 
J ACCOUNTING CLERK ,, 
• . • classic travel trailer. Excellent condition. ! EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
• • Full awning, air conditioning, microwave, 
• • stereo, cable hook up. Full bath, private 
• t • bedroom. Sleeps 8. $19,500 obo. 638- 
• • 8722 
• • ~ |Sa lary:  Negotiable '~: i=,: 
F Location: Kispiox Band Office • • ft. camper, as new, Bathroom, large I 
• • fridge, etc. Must be seen, Phone 635. Q 
• • 4672. I ualifications 
• • | .  Must have experience in accounting or. have a diploma iffaccount ng 
• • 12, MOTORCYCLES | from a College or Institution of be a 3rd level student in a p~ofessional 
• • HARLEY DAVIDSON FOR SALE: 1992 | accounting program ' • .~ " 
• • XLH Sporster Hugger. Comes with | ,  Must be able to work independently under the supervision of the Band: 
• • Mikuni, Super-trapp, and Andrews gears, NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS AND I Administrator. , • : ' !. 
• • Plus extras. Phone 632-6279, Jeff, readers: When purchasing airfare through | ,  Must be experienced with computer accounting. Programs in use include 
• • private parties, please be aware that I Acc Pac- General Ledger, Payroll, Accounts 1Sayable and Lotus 123. • • 13. SNOWMOBILES airline companies may ask for appropriate 
identification when boarding and may | '  Must be able to complete monthly financial statements, hi-weekly payroll, 
• • 1994 SKIDOO GRAND TOURING SE deny boarding privileges. | monthly accounts payable, montl~ly ;bank reconciliations and other 
¢4~'~'O~c~ J 670 Rotax, 325 km. Electric start, r e v e r s e , . ,  I '  | related duties. . . . .  ~ ' !  
• • Excellent family maching. $7900. 847- 19. LOST&FO ND 
• • U This is a 40 hour per week contract for 1 year ~ .:... : :  i 3060 days, 847-2212 evenings. Smithers. 
Please • • 93' WILDCAT MOUNTAINCAT 700 E,F.I. MISSING 1983 (APPROX,) FARM SAVW / submit resumes by 'February 31 i995 :ai* 4:;00 0rote the 
• • Brand new 2" paddle track, Elcomb recent bar and chain, Reward. 635.6940 |attention of Linda Peterson atthe following address: • ;~ i  ~ ' : 
• ~ • Aluminum skis, Showroom condition. FOUND 3-4 MTH OLD puppy, Labcross, I KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL ~;"i-i: i~ : "  
• •• $7000.Comes withNo joyC°Verrlders. & pickedseriousraCingenquiriestrack, no collar, Birch Ave. area. 638-8006 after 1 COMP. 25, SITE K, R.R. #1 
iw.ce~ 0 (Lo~t9861~eS~ t~olihol3ty R'5:cafe) A:;~./ko~tw~mU:n 4:30pro. ' 
• • only, Call 845-7289 after 5:00 pm. HAZELTON, B,C., V0J 1Y0 
• t • 1993 900THUNDER-CAT, 1000MILES, 
• • skins, good shape, good for one who likes 20, PETS & LIVESTOCK 
• • speed. 847-9835, $6500, DOG AND PET GROOMING. 635.3772 
d '87 SKI-DOe STRATA, 500 cc, warmers, CKC REGISTERED LAB puppies for sale, e r e 0 
skins, paddles, Ex. family machine $2500 For more information, 635-3265, 
obo. 635-9238 
~ 1988 NOY SPORT SNOWMOBILE, REGISTERED MINIATURE STUD COLT; 
Phone 624.5824, 19 months old; dun-flaxen mane & tail; Persona l  
$1000 •obo. Draft horse nylon driving 
~ ~SNOWMOBILERS FOR A harness.adustable leather collar. Like I nvestments  
• ~ snowmobile poker ride. $5000 in prizes, new, $500. One 14 black saddle; $200: 
Feb,26, in Burns Lake. For more two inch tan brown saddles $600; rear Manager 
~ information call John after 6 pro, 1-604- cincha one homemade cedar cart single 
692-3417, $250; phone: 845.7739 after6 pm This yhallcnging p¢~sition I,ascd within our 
~ 1994 POLARIS XLT 580 TRIPLE PiP. 1" l'~ctail Ihnking Ihnctlon tn Terra¢:c and serving 
) • - 
< thor Northcr l l  conlmunit ius  is • ideal lbr  a aggressive track, sky skins, and cover, BABY LOVEBIRDS. $25 AND UP, Male motivated individual Widla pro,yen track r~'c0al 
~ E.C. $7000 638-8683 red factor canaries • $55 each. Purebred i. ~alc.~. 
Roftweiler pups, German bloodlines, • 
O Q 14, BOATS & MARINE ready the end. of January, Serious As a,, ideal candidate .you 'will i)oss~:ss 
Inquiries only- approvedhomes. Phone c×c~ )tional marketing and 'Col~m'uhk'athm e e • • • • • • e-00- -0"0 -e  • FOR SALE: 1992FORCE 9,griP short daytime 9:00-5:00. 635-6770 ask for skills as ,veil as, a~lld:hnderstamllngol' 
shaft. Outboard. Approx, 25 hrs on motor. Jeanette. Evenings after 5:30, 638.1246. investment and retirement proilficLs.-?,,,i: L ~ 
• • $1000 obo. 635.1354 FOR SALE: CKC registered Dalmatian Your Iinandal scrvicc.',.Vs~les bat, kgrot~ml will 
O 15, MACHINERY puppy, lO months old, has been include the compi~tlon,bi'!itlt,~C~nacJl.~n: 
: ml~ f~ L IBi l l  !~1~ I I I~A i~  ipnl ~1~ neuteredl . Excellent health, all ~ccuritics Course, a!~,CgistcrcdMu{ualFUnd ~ 
480B TIMBERJACK LINE SKIDDER 5000 vaccinations to date, Ear tattoo, some ]~,cprcscntativc titlc and t l~ cOmi~lct 0n or 
M U N /  D M A ~ i l B ~  ~ hrs. with job In Hazelton area. Contact training. Lovable, good natured, and . . • L. r ..... ~ , corrmutmcnt to enroll i. c,gmr d~c CcrUlled 
Steve at 842-5395 after 6 p.m. smart, Must go to a good farm home with Investment Manager or Ci~artdrcd Financial 
Regular 393 N.H TUBGRINDER, EXCELLENT. children, Wee asking $650. Now reduced. ~ 
Price will Include reg. transfer fee. Serious Planner I)rograms. ',i ' ; "  ~ ~ 
• "ce  95 = condition. Has always been stored inslde, inquirlesonly, Ca l1567.9846evee.  Ifyouarcintcrcstcdinworkinlllnourdxcitlnlz~, 
Asking $10,000. Call 1-845-7193 or 1. 12 BRED CHAROLAIS/SIMMENTAL cnvmmmcnt, ideal tor ,agoaL-or lent~d 
O o Parts Extra 690-7226. individual, please forward yo~r r~,~u'mc to: cows, calve Feb, & March. Top quality 
~ ~ ,PlusTaxes ~ 1978 LW KENWoRTH 3408 CAT engine cows selling at $1300 each Call 567- Manager. Human"; Reso'ut'ce~, -
FREE 7-po in t  b rake  inspect ion  RTO 12513 tran 44 Rockwell rear ends 9813Vanderh0of, Scotiabank, B,C. Northwest & Yukon 
Vice-Preside PLUS af ter - job  road  tes t  ~ with 1976 peerless trailer, All ext. cond, WE SELL HORSE AND livestock trailers. Hastings St 
842-6530 avenings only, ~:' New 16'x6, $4475. 2 - Horse, $4775, 
~: Pack the Bearings &Turn Rotors ~ 1988668F CLARKLINE SKIDDER, front Gooseneck 16'X68", $6675, Nothing ] IP3 Fax; (( 
O :lht Trucks 
. . --A~';~"Zhlcl~es • .----...~r~e~Expi~Feb~"r~tge5 • wheelchalns, 2700h0urs::odginal t ires down, no payments for 1.~year, We I " ' " "° " ' "  
O 65%. Uke new, 636-9027 de vet, Uomar Farms, 1-403.672.6807 w~ll L~ contactai. . . . . . . . . .  
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21, HE LP WANTED 21. HELP WANTED 
EARN UP TO $20/H-R if you are a HERE'S YOUR CHANCETO earn agreat 
certified mechanic with your own tools, incomel Tolsec Canada Inc. has an 
I~ust be able to work on most makes and immediate opening for a Tetemarketer. 
models. Alignment, exhaust and brake The successful applicant must have a 
work experience a must. Submit resume prove~ track record, a definite team 
to Kitirnat Husky Service, 884 Lahakas 
Blvd., Kitimat, V8C 2H9, 632-5559 
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION SEEK~ 
self-motivated individual for short-term, 
bar'-time mployment, Send resume to 
File #10, c/o The Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, BC VSG 1S8. 
HAIR STYLIST WANTED, Min, 3 years 
experience full or part ime. Send resume 
to Fourth Ave. Hair Design and Boutique, 
Box3100, Smithers, BC, V0J 2NO or call 
Laurie 847-3182. 
PHONE TODAY. START TOMORROW. 
Looking for neat, self starting people who 
like dealing with the public. Commission 
or salary. 635-2165 
WANT TO WORK? Full time or part time 
l;ositions available with electrolux 
Canada. Phone 635-3066 
SEEKING A LOVING CAREGIVER for 2 
me. and 32 me. old children on part-time 
basis (may be full time) to start possibly in 
February. Will consider daycare, 
babysitter or in my home care. Call 635- 
1814 (Margret). 
.~=xxxxxx~xxx=xxxxxxx~ 
Lt Look, ng for ~! 
Child Care? f] 
R Skeena Child Care Support f,~ 
~1 Program can he!p you make ~'I 
~1 the right choice for your chi=d. ~ 
~1 For information on choos[n~) ~1 
l~J care and available options, call ~:1 
l:J coco at s38-1.3, tl 
A free service pl;ovided by Ihe Tdrrace [] 
;[] WAornen's Resource Centre and funclcd tJ 
:H by the Mlnlslry of Women's Equality. H 
: _xKx.~x ~z~X_ JtZ.X .xz .zxx;=zzJ 
player with excellent people skills. Some 
travelling may be necessary, vehiclesand 
expenses reimbursed. Please send your 
resume and a handwritten cover letter to 
Mr.-Ed Graydon, 3238 Kalum St., 
Terrace, BC VSG 2N4 0r fax to 638- 
0210. 
CO-ORDINATION FOR AN ADULT DAY 
CENTRE. Health Or Social Worker type 
background preferred, The successful 
applicant would also work on the initial 
setup. Closing date Feb. 3rd. Send 
resumeto: Terrace Home Support 
Services, 1-3215 Eby St., VSG 2X6, 635- 
5135. 
ON CALL WORKER FOR THE QUICK 
RESPONSE PROGRAM. Must have a 
Health care background and a wide range 
of available hours. A combination of co. 
ordination and field work involved. For 
information-call 635-5135. Closing date 
Feb. 3. Resume to Terrace Home Support 
Services, 1-3215 Eby St. VSG 2X6, 
DISCOVERY TOYS EXPANDINGII 
Clothing and personal care products 
March 1st, Award winning sol,ware now[I 
Top-rated toys, games, books. Managers 
and PT sellers required immediately. 
Excellent commission and bonuses. 
Flexible hours. Free kit option. Winter sale 
until Feb. 28. Margo Group Manager 
(604) 727-9800. 
MEDIUM SIZED HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
repair company requires heavy duty 
mechanics for general repair as well'as 
engine overhaul. Applicants hould have 
journeyman heavy duty mechanic 
cetificate. Preference will be given to 
applicants with Caterpillar repair 
experience. Positions available for diesel 
engine repair in Prince George. All 
applicants confidential. 
TECHNICAL  SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
EXPLOSIVES 
* FOR TERRACE, B.C. 
* STARTING IMMEDIATELY 
* EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY FOR RIGHT PERSON 
APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS 
*Explosives and blasting experience - surface and underground 
*Ability to work with limited supervision and manage your own crew 
*Strong desire 1or success and high degree ot ambition - you're a winner 
*Successful previous experience in sales 
*Comfortable ither in a corporate office or on grade 
*Presentable with a great sense of humour 
Please send your complete resume in confidence to: 
RANDY DE LUCA, GENERAL MANAGER 
AUSTIN POWDER LTD. 
4919 N. ISLAND HIGHWAY 
COURTENAY, B.C. V9N 5Y9 
PH. 334-2624 FAX334-2652 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
, . ' . .  
INTERCONNECT 
205.4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 188 
Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
STUDENT ADVISOR - TERRACE 
Temporary Full-time 
Northwest Community College in Terrace has an opening for a 
temporary full-time Student Advisor commencing as' soon as 
possible and terminating May 26, 1995, This position will be on a 
flexible schedule and some travel may be required. The salary will 
be in accordance with the college Agreement with B.C.G.E.U, 
Support Staff Level 8 scale. 
Under the general supervision of the Coordinator, Access 
Services, the person we are seeking will work to assist students 
and prospective students in exploring programs appropriate to their 
educational and career goals; will maintain a regular liaison with 
local high schools; will maintai~ a high-profile in providing 
information concerning the College's programs and services to 
students, parents, community and industrial groups, 
Qualifications: A university degree or an equivalent combination of 
post-secondary education and work experience. A practical 
understanding of the workings of the,educational system, A 
demonstrated ability to speak effectively to community and other 
groups. Strong interpersonal skills and an ability to work as part of 
a team toward the overall assistance and recruitment of students. 
Experience with a cross-cultural setting. 
We thank all applicants for their Interest; however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted, Resumes should be 
submitted not later than Feb, 3, 1995 to: 
Competition 94.1 08B 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
CTIO N 
21. HELP WANTED 
ARMSTRONG & ASSOCIATES 
CONSULTING Foresters Ltd., located in 
the beautiful resort community of 
Invermere, B.C., have job openings for 
two dependable, self motivated Forest 
Resource Technicians. Applicants must 
be certified silviculture surveyors, 
Preference to applicants with recent 
surveying experience, Wages based on 
experience and abilities. Starting date 
April 10, 1995. Please submit detailed 
resume with references to D Armstrong, 
Armstrong & Associates, Box 2217, 
Invermere, BC, V0A 1K0. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY': OFF 
highway logging trucks, top rates, short 
haul. Call 564-9321 days or 564.4378 
eves. 
LOVING & RELIABLE BABYSITTER 
required for our 2 young children, Monday 
- Friday, 8:00 am- 4:30 pro. References 
required. 638-8492 
SEEKING SALES PERSONS for new 
homebased business opportunity, Proven 
to be reliably profitable. 1-800-900-1050 
anytime. 
CASUALJON CALL employees are 
required by the Choices Program. If you 
are interested in working with people with 
mental handicaps and have or are willing 
to obtain a ,  first aid ticket • class 4 
driver's license - TB & Tentanus 
Criminal Record Check, then pick up an 
application or bring in your resume. For 
more information call the Choices Office 
at 635-7863. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: FRONT end 
loader owner operator for Takla Lake 
Bush job. Call John and Kurnar. 584-9321 
.days or 565-0164 eves. 
TERRACE NEEDS FOSTER PARENTS 
for teensl Exp. as a parent is greatly 
valuedl Ministry of Social Services. 638. 
3527 
THE MINISTRY OF SOCIAL Services 
invites proposals from any interested 
party to provide independent living 
support services to the mentally 
handicapped in the Houston/Granisle 
area. You will be expected to provide a 
range of services such as self care, 
• socialization skills self management, 
home management, financial 
management, supported work, etc. For 
additional information please contact 
Grant Wolkosky at 847-7780. Proposals 
must be submitted in writing by 4:30 pm 
on Feb. 27/95 to the area office, of 
Ministry of Social Seivices, Bag 5000, 
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0. The proposal 
must include - a description of proposed 
programs, operating budget, start up 
costs, statement of relevant experience 
and training. Two-three references to be 
provided. A bidders conference will be 
held. Feb. 17195, at Houston Social 
Services on 2238 Law Ave., Houston. 
Criminal history checks will be mandatory 
for all employees. The lowest or any 
proposal.will not necessarily be accepted. 
21. HELP WANTED 
INLAND TIMBER MANAGEMENT LTD.. 
Consulting Foresters is accepting 
applications for seasonal Forest 
Technicians. These positions may cover a 
"period of Feb. - Oct. and may include 
work on inventory, operations, and/or 
silviculture projects. The Forest 
Technician is responsible for field data 
collection, interpretation a d related office 
work. Applicants hould have education 
and/or experience in Forestry/Renewable 
resources including knowledge of Silvics 
and ecosystems. Submil Applications to: 
Inland Timber Management Ltd., 103-197 
North 2nd Avenue, Williams Lake, B.C. 
V2G 1Z5. Phone: 392-7177, Fax: 398. 
5941, Attention Philippa Mahon. 
Application Deadline: February 20, 1995. 
ACCEPTING APPLICA-IONS FOR heavy 
equipment operators (backhoe & cat 
operators). Experienced applicants only 
need apply. Reply to Box # 5, c/o Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, 
BC, V8G 1S8. 
23. WORK WANTED 
2 YEAR RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL 
experience. General construction 
experience (plumbing, carpentry, etc.) 
635-4200 Gary. 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. Yes it's 
1996 already, time to have those 
renovations done that you keep putting 
off. Bathrooms, basements, ceramic tile, 
you name it. Please call Lenny 638-0017. 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY home. Copperside 
Estates area. 635-7105 
LOG SCALER AVAILABLE. Fbm, metric, 
coast and interior. Weigh scaler scfibner. 
Log exporting. Forest echnician. Hourly 
or contract. 536-1571 or 328-4905 
LOOKING FOR DRYWALL jobs, including 
finishing. Basement, additions, etc. 638- 
0850 Shane. 
24. NOTICES 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to 
general public, videos; pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human if° issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia..Studenl 
enquiries welcome. Call 635-3646. 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact or 
Fiction. Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
5758 for recorded message. 
Peter's Tat Chi 
Every Thursday Night 
Jan. 12 thru to mid Nay 
Time: 6-7 pm 
Place: Kermode Friendship Centre 
(upstairs) 
Cost: $10forthe whole season 
For further into, call Benita t 635-7670 
between 8:30-4:30 Mon.-Fri. 
~[~!  DLAN D~ li!/i] ',/!, ~' 
CANADA krr) 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
(,.... i!i~li ° Autotel Rental 
/ 
, Marine Security 
: ..,ii&: ~ ' Home Automation/Security 
• I"S , No.. 4- 5002 Pehle 638-0261 
~'~/~t~,~,  Phone for experienced and Speedy Service ~ 
"'- DELIVERY & EXPEDITING_] 
Son, cos " ~ ~  
o o ,  . . . . .  638 8530 PtesctipUons IBm Appliances 
Restaurant & ~ j  
~.,,°..~on~ Anyt ime 
Agents for: u~s.c~ Anyth ing  ,,, 
~0.~°~ c.,,,°, Anywhere  
Cargo Vans Cube Van-1 Ton ~otShotSeMC° P-~ AIRPORT SERVICE + 
COZY CORNER =::-~':::~:~'~~:::;~-. 
FIREPLACE , 
R6al & Barb  LaFrance ~ ~ . 2 ~ 4  ............... !:i. ~" 
3756 River Drive ~ 5 : m  ~.2. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N9 ~i  
(604) 635 - 6477 '-'- - 
FIRST RESPONSE 
First Aid Services 
Update your kit to new 
WCB standards: 
$8.76* Personal kit 
$39.48* Basic kit 





• WCB Level I First Aid 
• Convenient imes /~ 
• Group rates 
638-1831 
DS 
SKEENA KALUM HOUSING SOCIETY 
4616.4,, HAUGLAND AVENUE 
P.O. BOX 969, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 4R2 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
The Annual General Meeting of the Skeena Kalum 
Housing Society will be held on Saturday, February 11th, 
1995 at 1:O0 p.m. The meeting will take place in the 
Library at Skeena Junior Secondary School, 3411, 
Munroe Street, Terrace. 
New members are wel comed. 
Please call 635-1996 for more information or contact 
any Director. 
Has your carrier given you 
exceptional service? 
Rain, snow, sleet or hail, do you get your 
paper without fail? 
If so, n'omlnate your carrier for Terrace - 
Standard's "Carrier of The Year'l 
Call 638-7283 
and tell us/ 
TOLSE(3 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FEEE -- t-800-661-2616 
VICTOR R I, MWE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
Business Directory 
ADVERTISING 





For only s26.84 per week (bElled 
monthly - 3 month contract) your 
business can be part of the 
Terrace Standard's Business 
Services Listing 
Call  Our  Ad  Depar tment  
Today  638-7283 
TERRACE STANDARD 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 1, 1995 - B13 
24. NOTICES 
KATHY 'S  FUN FIT 
Every Monday Night 
Jan. 9th thru to mid May 
Time: 6:15 - 7:15 pm 
Place: Kermode Frlendshi p Centre 
Cost: $1.50 per drop in 
or 
$10 for the Jan. - May Session. 
For further info; call Benita at 
635-7670, 
Men. - Fri. 8:30 - 4:30 pm 
BC Liberals 
Skeena Riding 




R.R. #3, S-6, C-A7 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 4R6 
or call 638-8900 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638.1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 




Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 
~ Sunday's Cool Club 9:30 
for ages 2-12 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thornhill Community Ha!l, 
First MIU~.M'.S. Program 
9:30 a.m. on the 1st Tuesday 
Cubby's All other 
Thursdays ai 9:30 am 
Adult Mid-week Bible Studies 
Teens Youth Group 
College & Careers 
Pastor Ran Rooker 




FRANCHISE - PROVEN PROFITABLE: 
Dr. Specs Optical now accepting 
applications for Franchise locations 
throughout British Columbia, Seeking 
sales-oriented people. No optical 
experience required. Turnkey operation, 
$89,000. Call Brian at (604) 922.3504. 
LADY REMINGTON NEEDS reliable 
sales reps; we train you to show the latest 
]ewlery, n home fashion clinic. Start your 
ow~ business with no investment. Earn 
free jewellery, beautiful prizes and 
glamourous trips as well as the highest 
commissions in direct sales. Call (collect) 
Mr. Beier at 1-604-469-9820. 
Color Your Wcq.ld 
Paint yourself a brighter future 
Own a 
Color Your World 
Decorating Centre in your 
Community 
What you can expect when you 
loin this successful team of 
professionals: 
• National Brand Name 
Recognition 
• Extensive Training 
• Marketing Expertise 
• Site Location Assistance 
• Ongoing Support 
Investment levels $60,000 - 
$80,000 Bank financing available. 
CONTACT US TODAY! 
BOB SKINNER 
Authorized Dealer Sales Manager 
Color Your World Corp. 
Unit 1,7560 Vantage Way 
Delta, B.C. V4G 1 H1 
(604) 940-0433 





NATIONALLY FRANCHISED RETAIL 
electronics tore Iocate~ in the beautiful 
Nicola Valley. One of the fastel growing 
regions of BC. Owner retiring. Write to: 
P.O, Box 2850, Merritt, BC, V0K 280, or 
phone: 604.378.2151< 
BEGIN YOUR OWN BUSINESS, selling 
personal growth books, tapes and tarot 
cards in your neighbourhood. Call 800- 
762-0262 for our catelogue, 
WELL ESTABLISHED LOCAL truck- 
mount carpet cleaning business forsala 
Inquiries please phone Jackie 638.0743 
evenings till 11 pm. 
CREATIVITY A MUSTI SMALL sewing 
shop with large cllentel includes all 
notions and fixtures, equipment. Serious 
inquiries only. Call 638-8762 eves. 
REQUIRED AN AMBITIOUS, hard- 
working couple or individual interested in 
our environmenl, Position available Io 
person who would like to be self- 
employed in a fast growing franchised 
company, Exclusive opportunity will be 
given to the successful applicant from 
Hazelton to Burns Lake No investment 
required, a vehicle and a good sense of 
smell are required, Applications and/or 
inquiries can be sent to 3514 Clore Ave., 
Terrace, BC, or call 635-1112 ask forJan. 
HAIRSTYLING SHOP 
FOR SALE 
Modern, efficient, well maintained 
salon with four chairs & two sham- 
poo sinks in good location. 
Potential is good for ambitious 
entrepreneur, 
phone 635"5544 
OPPORTUNITY FOR OPERATOR/INVESTOR 
TURN-KEY OPERATION 
High Tech impulse Vending Operation in Terrace region. 
Investment only $7,000.00 dollars with guarantee of return 
of full investment within 24 Months. 
Requirement of Investor/Operator must bein good financial 
standing.:Require~ approx, only 4 hours Per mo~th to~'ser- i 
vice accounts. Example - Collection of monies from 
machine & restocking. 
This is a partnership opportunity with a'major vending 
operator base in Victoria, B.C. 
Serious inquiries only. 
Phone 604-380-1091 leave message. 
D 
F- -  
- " 7 -  ~ .~ ~ 3 ~ - 
donatio,,s, a're ma~i,,'~ a ii'rerence. 
His pacen,ak'isr isi6s{ 6i{e; exii,A t, 
the medical aclvances th, save lives each 
day. But the battle isn't over yet. 
Please give to the Heart and Stro]~e 
Foundation. 
He s a pacemal; er. 
 our ctona  ons17.  
someone a secon:], c,-lallcei 71[i 
Heart disease aliJ sh'o ,'e ,,re Ca . ,a&s# 1 i;;l: ;7;:,: 7;i+ (,,<,,'e 
.<,t fighti,,~ a losi,,~, l~attle. Over.tlie pa}t:40.wai:.~: d6atl{s 
from ]~eartdiseas(, and S: o]~e have <i,:oi;pd.i.,;':s00,o. 





Will do finishing, renova~ons, install cabinets, patio, 
painting. Also will build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak.Available in naturaJ and various 
cdours. (No sanding required) Size 3/4' x 21/2' or 31/4" 
CALL 635-6277 (leave a message) 
  Harmony C lowns  638-8608 
Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~ '~,  
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~;..';[,~' 
"Gyzmo" and "Pebbles" ~ 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES PICNICS SPECIALEVENTS ' - -  
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WE;DINGS & MEETINGS ~!~ 
Leave the Decorating and Clowning to Us! 
Accounting 
Br ida l  Consu l t ing  
Clothing Sa les  









Weavmg,,,...~ ' ....~ 
.... ??????% :.,~,,< ,~.",i,'-: 
If you own a Home Ba~yd Business, be" 
sure to have it featured in our 
Home Based Business Listing 
To book our space, or for more informa- 
tion cat] the advertising department at 
638-7283 
v~vvvvvvvv~ 
Terrace Musicians'  ~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
Association ~ COLLEGE is seeking 
: proudly presents : proposa ls  fo r  the  
e VALENTINE'S management  of the i r  
DANCE e RACQUET & F ITNESS 
: " musicby : CENTRE located at the 
Terrace Campus,  5331 
: / -~ /~.~/~AY 16  : McConnel l  Avenue. This 
opportun i ty  has ar isen 
: ~ : because of a decision by the 
with special guests current operators (NWCC 
Recovering Couch Potatoes ~ Student Association) to cease 
' The  Nomadics  ~ management of the facilities. 
In Step ~ Interested part es are asked 
= = to submit  a complete  
" 'Hckets $15 Available at business plan to Anthony 
Sight&Sound&graidlnsurance -"_ Reddy, Manager, Ancillary 
• " Saturday, Febmary II • 
Thornhill Community Centre ~ Services by 4:00 prn, Friday, 
Doors Open at 8:00 pm ~ February 17, 1995 for 
Courtesy Van 
Must by 19 years 
W v 
Proceeds to the 
Terrace Musician's Association 
vVvvv~vvv  
consideration. For additional 
information regarding this 
opportunity please call Mr. 
1-5426. 
Industry/Trades/Technology Training Department 
h ~  In partnership with 
I North Island College 
is pleased to be offering Ihe following course: 
"Gas Fitting "B" License" 
(March 25 - April 5, 1995) 
this course is designed to prepare learners to write the Gas Fitter "B" 
Ucense examination (a requirement of the Ministry of Municipal Affairs - 
Gas Safety Branch). 
To BO EIIoible You Must 
have minimum four years experience in Piping Trade, (ptpe fitter, steam fit- 
ter or plumber) or completion of the Gas Fitter Apprenticeship Program. 
have written aoproval from the Gas Safer v Branch i of the Ministry of 
Munlcleal Affairs. For those uncertain of their qualification check with your 
local gas inspector or call (604) 660-6231, ( 
Course Cost . . . . .  
$1200. Includes all required learning materials, ~ : ~ 
course Parllcloant Limit: 12 ' ~ ~ ; 
CoumQ ~chedule/Locetlon 
Course length is 1 O0 hours (12 consecutive days), i 
March 25 through Apr 5, 1995-Ba.m.,4pm, I 
Trades/Technology Building, Northwest Community College ..... i 
Terrace Campus. i ' '  
i 
Please be advised that a Provincial Class "B, Exam/nation fee is required, 
CalI NWCC Registration Office at (604) 635.651f i ,  
• We Accept VISA & Mastercard . . . .  
NWCC, 533i McConnall Ave.i Terracei B'C. VBG 4X2 o¢ FAX: 635.3511 
' 
andra tiness Service 
JiJ Affordable & Reliable Computer ized JiJ 
Ill Accounting f : r  Smal l  Business JlJ 
Ill • General Ledger Subledger Maintenance Ill 
I l l • Monthly Financial Statements III 
Ill . • Year End File Preparation Ill Ill Payroll Personal Income Tax , Ill 
635-4500 By Appo intment  
Lenuik Bul 
• Unique Gift Ideas 
• Terra Cotta 
• Bird Baths & Feeders 




• Garden Supplies 
• Wicker Baskets 
. . . .  Phone 638-7697 
Fax 638-7671 
Create Some Excitement 
__~~ Craft Supplies & Accessories 
..-~'~ .... J~, Plastic Models 
t -  - ~ i  ]-4~il~Radio Centre led Planes & Cars 
. _ ~ ~ "  Tole Painting Supplies 
. . . .  Something for Everyone/ 
rhe Creative Zone 
Skeena Mall 635.1422 
A Le~/e  Of f  The  Top  
January N • - 
[ , ! l ] i l i ] .~ l -~  i-i 7111ill l Ill ! i i . i !  | I l l i t - l - l~ l  l i - '~  [1"[--~ t . :  . . . . . .  
, i : : :  ;Ph6ne 638,030 1 • 
• M0"] -;{Fri;7:lO a~":8:,~~:7:7(. ,satuTaay:~Oea.m:-:75;'pm":7 
.... ::7 : :i i:.; ::BT!:App0intnieni 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
(~,~ 638-0877 
d "~ \ Business Image Design Small Volume Publishing 
/ J )  (omputer Tutoring 
y .;/;L () ,d'  
QUE RSWAY CUSTOM 
LEATHEE WOttKS 
Personal Leather Sewing 
Chaps • Pants,  Jackets • Vest • Saddlebags 
Camper & Trailer Cushions & Curta ins  
Load Strap Repairs.  Boat Cover Repairs 
4493 Queensway Dr. 635-7721 
r._. IPRIMERICA 
 Financial Services 
PETE ARCADI 635-7800 
#1-4619 Lakelse Ave, 
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY 
Insurance orfeled lhtaugh Filmsilea Lifo Insulance Company or Canada 
Muluol Funds offer through PFSL Invesfmenls Canada Llcl, 
Head Offices: Misslssauga, Ontario 
i= 
Professional Nail Care 
~ ~ for that i Manicures ~ picture • Nail Tips 
~ ~  perfect look. , Silk Wraps 
461s Lakeise Ave. 638-8880 
t ~) i 
B14 -The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 1, 1995 
I 
K.G. CLARK 
(GEMS & GOLD), LTD. 
TAKE NOTICE 
A Notice of Motion asking for 
payment of monies out of court has 
been filed in The supreme Court of 
British Columbia on behalf of Her 
Majesty The Queen In Right of 
Canada, naming you as a 
Respondent under No. 7927 
Terrace Registry. If you wish to 
defend the action you must file an 
Answer in the Registry at 3408 
Kalum Street, Terrace, BC, within 
thirty (30)days of the publication of 
this Notice. In default of an Answer, 
you will not be entitled to notice of 
any further proceedings. A copy of 
the Notice of Motion and supporting 
material will be mailed to you upon 
receipt of a written request to the 
above named Registry. 
Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V8G lS8 
Province o1 Ministryof ( ~  
British Columbia Forests 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders for 3590.4. ha of Free Growing 
Surveys contract number t8940-501SU95DKI-- 
001 in the Cranbe~'timber Supply Area will be 
received by the Distflct Manager, K]sptox Forest 
District. P.O. Box 215, Hazelton, British 
Columbia, VOJ 1YO. 
All Surveyors must be cedified with at least one 
codified surveyor with five years Silviculture 
Surveying experience. A Corporate resume 
outlining personnel must be submitted with your 
tender. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and In 
the envelope supplied which along with the 
padiculars may be picked up at the K]spiox 
Forest District. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders i  10:30 a.m., 
February 20, 1995. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
The Ministry Contact for this contract isKate 
Porringer (604) 842-7600. 
These works will be administered bythe British 
Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
P,'ovince of ernish Columbia 
MItllMP/of Health and 




RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant to 
the provisions of the "Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULLi 
Audny Uhrig 
ADDRESS : #44 Church St, 
CITY: Greenville, B C, 
POSTAL CODE: V0J iX0 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Uhrig 
GIVEN NAMES: Audny 
TO: 
SURNAME: Torland Voll 
GIVEN NAMES: Audny Rakkel 
DATED THIS 1st DAY OF February, A.D. 1995. 
Provlnce of Ministr/of ( ~  
British Columbia Forests 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
A45559 
Take notice that. pursuant to Section 16 of the 
Forest Act, applications will be accepted by the 
District Manager, Cassiar Forest District 
British Columbia, up to 4:00 Am, on Februar 
16, 1995, for Timber Sale Licence A45559 
authorizing the harvest of Timber located near 
Thomas Creek, 
VOLUME: Spruce: 2,368,1, Balsam: 
7,177,2, Hemlock: 703.6 
Grades: 3, 4 and 5: 913.0. 
Total Volume: 10,248,90 
"more or less". 
TERM: 14 Months 
LOGGING METHOD: Conventional ground 
based methods. 
BILUNG METHOD:Scats based 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $32,25 .cer cubic metre 
for all coniferous species, 
Tenders will be accepted from all applicants, 
Tenders will be opened at 0900 a.m. on 
February 17, 1995, at the Casslar Forest 
District Office. 
Additional information may be obtained from 
Dan Rehill at the Cassiar Forest District O~ce, 
P.O. Box 247, Dense Lake, British Columbia. 
VOC 1LO. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SeartlhdeTen d~;~12na~e d ' C9o~le%0e 1 ' Cc:tr;c:: 
(Dormitories and Cafeteria only) will be received up to 2:00 
p.m. local time the 6th March 1995. Those available at that 
time will be opened in public at: 
Northwest  Communi ty  Co l lege  
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tendering documents may be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on the 17th February 1995. Tenders 
must be filled in on the forms provided, in sealed and 
clearly marked envelopes. The lowest or any Tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Please direct all enquiries to: 
Northwest Community College 
Attn: Mr, Peter Crompton 
Facilities Manager 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
Phone: 638-5406 
CTI()N 
Notice to Creditors 
in the Estate of 
Mary Alice Neilly, 
deceased, late of Terrace, 
who died December 24, 1994. 
Take notice that all persons having 
claims upon the estate of the above 
named must file with the undersigned 
~,dministrator by the 10th day of 
February, 1995 a full statement of their 
claims and of securities held by them. 
Brian Short, 
Administrator 
SS3 Site 8, Comp. 31 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 2S7 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATrER of Duplicate Certif;,cato of
Title No. M3809 to Lot 2 District Lot 6250 Range 
5 Coast Distrid Plan 5463. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Duplicate 
Certificate of 11tie No. M3809 to the above 
described land. issued in the name{s) of
Dslrnar George Plytey & Lorraine Eva Piyley 
has been filed In this offioa, notice Js hereby 
given that I shall, at the expiration date of two 
weeks from the date of first publication hereof. 
issue a Provisional Certificate ofTitle in lieu o1 
the said Duplicate, unless in the meanlime valid 
objection be made to me in writing. 
DATED this 191h day of January, 1995. 
Kenneth Jacques 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBUCATION 
JANUARY 25th, 1995 
G.W, WAYNE BRAID 
Notary Corporation 
4648 Lakelee Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1 R2 
(504) ~-1 ~.S 
Fax (6041638-1361 
Rt I nv i ta t ion  
to Tender  21st Century 
Description Reference Closing Date 
Renewal of 30 single phase poles LWC E705.89/95 9 February 1995 
BC Hydro is inviting proposals from Qualified Electrical Contractors 
for the renewal of 30 single phase poles along Highway 16 on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. Deadline for bids is February 9th at 11:00 
a.m. 
For further information please call the Masset BC Hydro Office at 
I 626-3362 and quote LWC E705-89/95 AfJ 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways would like 
to let the public know of the deadline of March 15,1 995 
for the registration of h i red  ei~uipment~'in the :Sk~ena 
District. The t ime between March 16 and April 1, 1995 
will be used to compile the new seniority lists for the 
1995/96 fiscal year. The office will try to make personal  
contact with currently registered owners who have not 
yet re-registered. Letters and forms will be sent out to all 
currently registered owners. 
Registrat ion received after March 15, 1995 will be 
recorded on the late registrations list, and consequently 
may not receive a share of the available work, 
If you would like to register your equipment, forms are 
available at the Skeena District Office, #300 - 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
L. Z.urkirchen 
A/District Highways Manager, Skeena District 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 




Rural and Native Housing 
i i  
CMHC is commilted to providing aboriginal people greater Influence and 
control in rnanaglng the Rural and Native hou.~ing portfolio. As a consequence 
CMHC is now looking for community based abor g nal organlzationsl firms, 
or individuals to submit proposals for the property management functions 
associated with these units. The RNH Housing portfolio Is comprised of " , 
approximately 1,000 housing units located in rural areas and small Communities 
throughout the Province. Interested parties will be given the opportunity to : 
bid on portions or all of the portfolio, with local representation and qualifications 
of key importance. 
To obtain the ~roposal documentation and general conditions, please contact 
your nearest CMHC Branch Office. 
Vancouver (604) 737-4111 Kelowna (604) 868-4042 
Victoria (604) 363-3103 Prince George (604) 561-5470 
Deadline: Proposals must be received by 2:00 p.m. 
Vancouver time, March 3, 1995 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9514 
Location: Central/North E~st and North West Regions 
Description: To supply a 1990 or newer self loading tandem axle flush 
truck, minimum of 350 FWHP, capable of hauling 14,000 litres or more. 
Equipped with an adjustable 1.2 to 3.75 metre spray bar and 2 front 
and 2 side flushing, commercially manufactured clam shells,. 
individually cab controlled. 
"TENDER AWARD SUBJECT TO ADEQUATE APPROPRIATION" 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender 
on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L 
3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on February 16, 1995, when tenders will 
be opened in public, (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be 
sent to: (604) 565-7016). 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with 
the conditions of the tender.) ~ ~. 
A pre-tender meeting is not scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, | D~P ' - . _ J  
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender are 
available from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3H9 at a cost of $16.00 per set 
plus 7% PST ($1.12) and 7% GST ($1.12) for a 
total of $18.24 or may be ordered/viewed through 
any Regional Office of the Ministry of Bu~d~I~B.C  
Transportation and Highways between the hours fOl'th¢ 
of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 2|st Century 
Where re0uired, payment for contract 
documentation shall be made by certified cheque 
or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further Information contact Mr, John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565-6065, o.r address #213- 
1011 Fourth Ave., Prince George, B.C. V2L3H9 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily ~ j Jim r 
be accepted, . ~ ~ / , ~  
MinistryofTransportation ~ . ~ ~ j r  ~v  
and Highways ~ ~ ~L . -~ ~,d~ 
Government of British Columbia ~ 1p 
D 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9511 
Location: Central/North East and North West Regions 
Description: To supply five tandem dump trucks as and when required 
to haul granular materials. Units will be required to haul and dump into 
a highway spreader, to fly spread sand when required, and to haul to 
pre-selected stockpile sites. The trucks must have a legal weight 
capacity of a minimum of 8.5 cubic metres and come equipped with an 
acceptable hitch for hook-up to the highway spreader. 
"TENDER AWARD SUBJECT TO ADEQUATE APPROPRIATION" 
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance with the Conditions of Tender 
on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L 
3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on February 16, 1995, when tenders will 
be opened In public. (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be 
sent to: (604) 565-7016). 
A security deposlt/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with 
the conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting is not scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, | m ~F- - J  
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender are 
available from the Mlnistry of TransportaUon and 
Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B,C; V2L 3H9 at a cost of $16.00 per set 
plus 7% PST ($1.12) and 7% GST ($1.12) for a 
total of $18.24 or may be ordered/viewed through 
any Regional Office of the Ministry of BuildingSC 
Transportation and Highways between the hours for  [tic 
of 8:30 a.m, to 12:00 p.m,, and 1:00 p.m, to 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 2lst Century 
Where required, payment for contract 
documentation shall be made by certified cheque 
or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations, AI! purchases are non-refundable, 
For further information contact Mr, John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565-6065, or address//213..  
1011 Fourth Ave., Prince George, B,C. V2L3H9 j 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily ~ • ~ j AI##I 
Ministry of Transportation ~ ~ ~ pr  
and Highways ~ • ~ l i t  ,~r  r~ 
Government of British Columbia ~ V " ~1 ..,mm W 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9512 
Location: Central/North East and North West Regions 
Description: The contractor will supply, one, two or three pilot vehicles 
as necessary to maintain up to twenty four hour piloting through various 
jobs up to seven days a week and an average of five flagging personnel 
will be required daily. Vehicles will be 1991 or newer, a fuel tank large 
enough to cover approx. 500 kilcmetres. One traffic controller per shift 
Is required to possess a valid Level 3, Unrestricted First Aid Certificate. 
"TENDER AWARD SUBJECT TO ADEQUATE APPROPRIATION" 
Sealed tendersl completed in accordance wltl~ the Conditions of Tender 
on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L 
3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on February 16, 1995, when tenders will 
be opened in public. (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be 
sent to: (604) 565-7016). 
A security deposit/surety bid bond Will be required (in accordance with 
the conditions of the tender. ) 
A pre-tender rrleetlng is not scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, 
. plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender are 
available from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C, V2L 3H9 at a cost of $16.00 per set 
plus 7% PST ($1.12) .and 7% GST ($1.12) for a 
total of $18;24 or may be ordered/viewed through 
Regional Office of the Ministry of Bu~dJl l~B.C, any 
Transportation and Highways between the hours fo r  t l lc  
of 8:30 a.ml to 12:00 p,m.i and 1'.00 p.m. to 4:30 
p,m; Monday to Friday excePt holidays, 2lst Century 
Where required, payment  for contract 
documentation shall be made by codified cheque 
or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations~ All purchases are n°n'refundable' 
For further Information contact Mr, John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565.6065, or address #213, ,  
101t Fourth Ave., Prince George, B.C. V2L 3H9 j 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily -~ ,  .if ,~11r , eocoo,o°. , i l d / J  
and Highways ~ A W ~ ~r ",d~ 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9513 
Location: Central/North East and North West Regions 
Description: To supply on an hourly all found rental fee, a 3 cubic metre 
loader, to load graded aggregates into dump trucks. The loader shall be 
1990 or newer, four wheel drive, with a minimum of 170 horsepower, 
The minimum dump clearance will be 2.75m and have a bucket 
carrying capacity (at full extension) of more than 6 tonnes: 
"TENDER AWARD SUBJECT TO ADEQUATE APPRO, PRIATION" 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender 
on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transpodation 
and Highways at #213 - 1Oll Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C, V2L 
3H9 until 2:O0 p.m, (local time) on February 16, 1995, when tenders will 
be opened in public, (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be 
sent to: (604) 565-7016). 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with 
the conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting is not scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, 
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender are 
available from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at #213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B,C, V2L 3H9 at a cost of $16,00 per set 
plus 7% PST ($1,12) and 7% GST ($1,12) for a 
total of $18.24 or may be ordered/viewed through 
any Regional Office of the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways between lhe hours 
of 6:30 a.m. to 12:O0 p.m., and 1:00 p,m. to 4:30 
p,m. Monday to Friday, except holidays, 
Where required, payment for contract 




or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further Information contact Mr, John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565-6065, or address #213. 
1011 Fourth Ave., Prince George, B.C, V2L 3H9 . .d r  
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily N i 
Algl  ! 
Ministry of Transportation ~ ~ ~ P',  ' 
and Highways ~ • ~r ~ g ?'~ 
Oovernment ot Britteh Colum~~=--------~ ' E ~  I '
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i. 25. BUSINESS 
~ OPPORTUNITIES 
i S:rART YOUR OWN BUSINESS: Call for 
:~ information for free demonstration of 
Herbalife ~roducts that have created 
health and wealth Ior thousands. Call: 
845-2830 evenings. 
TRAVEL. TURN TRAVEL into profitable 
part or fulltime business. Many perks. 
Free semmars. Terrace, Slithers, Burns 
Lake, Prince George. Details Victoria, 1- 
800-919-0032 
26. PERSONALS 
LOOKING FOR NORTHWEST STAMP 
collectors, to buy, sell, trade or just chat. 
Write to: Stamps. P,O. Box 673. Terrace, 
BC V8G 4B8 
IF YOU ARE happy with your 
investments, that's your business If not, 
that's our businessl Great Pacific 
Management Co. Ltd. 5133 Agar Avenue, 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1 H9, Call 635.4273. 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS (ALL 
TYPES), Business, Personal, criminal, 
civil, personal Injury claims, missing 
persons, applicant screening. 
Government licenced and bonded (22 
years). Spectrum Investigations. Call 1- 
800-660.9188. 
WHITE CHRISTIAI~ MALE, 5'9" TALL, 
180 Ibs, physically [it, dark hair, blue 
eyes. Considered good looking. Marriage 
minded. Seeking attractive Christian 
woman in 20-30's for courtship. If 
interested please send brief description, 
photo and phone number to file #12, c/o 
The.Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, BC, V8G 188. 
MAKE EXCELLENT MONEY. Meet 
exciti'ng and friendly people. Most of all 
have some fun. If this sounds good to 
you, call me at 964-0991. Carol. 
NO MORE LONELY nightsl Find romance 
or friendship. Call the Action Dateline for 
the hottest singles. 1-900-451-4010 ext. 
3633. $2.99/min. 
LOVE ADVISOR. THE LATEST gossip, 
discreet, intimate, live 1. on 1. 900-451- 
4812. Something on your mind? Let's talk. 
Call today. $3.99/min. 
SWF, 29, BLONDE, FAIR, HAZEL eyes, 
5'~", Florida teacher, very .attractive, 
shapely easy goin q Christian who loves 
fi~hing,'~ampin'g; football, kids and 
romance. Looking !or serious relationship 
with SWM 21-40, tall, outgoing, non- 
smoker who enjoys same, write to me, 
Jennifer, P.O. Box 951242, Lake Mary, FL 
32795.1242, (Coming up in June 95, 
please send a picture). 
FUN-LOVING 30 YEAR OLD couple 
looking to meet an open.minded single 
female for outings, friendship, romantic 
encounters and travel. Reply to file #17, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V6G 
1S8. 
28 YR. OLD A'I-rRACTIVE white female 
looking for the same to share a discrete 
romantic relationship end long-term 
friendship. File #25 c/o The Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazella Ave., Terrace, 
BC, V8G 1S8. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE seeks other 
males fcr discreet encounters. 635-3626 
EFFORT I 
Life does not require us to be the biggest or I 
the best, it asks only that we l~. I 
North Coast Health & Fitness I 
4550 Greig 635.6500 J 
Lose Up To 
10 Ibs i. 3 Days! 
With the 
Supplemental Diet Plan 
• Try it/ It  works/ 
Using All Natural/ngredients. 
J~i ,4b  
Available at: 
Northern Drugs, 
4741 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-6555 
For Info. call 1-800-361-4720 
i 
27, ANNOUNCEMENTS 
4626 • DaV isAvenue 
.... • -:-. ~ Zerra6ei.:B.c. " ''r' "~ 
635:2444)  ' ' Fax 635'.2160 
Stephanie Diane 
~ "~ Born: Januaw 
~ ' 10:32 a.m. 
"~ "x Weight: 
,' ;?&, 
Length: 19 3/4 inches 
at Prince George 
Regional Hospital 
Prince George, B.C. 
Parents: 
Diane & Jean Mailhot 




• :::.~[::;~ ;~:.,  i;: 
Congratu la t ions  
to our parents, 
Carmel & Roy Atrill 
on the celebration of their 
40th Wedding Anniversary!  
Happy Anniversary  
Morn and Dad! 
-with 10ve from all of the family, 
26. PERSONALS 




Look who's  
40!  
From family & friends 
26. PERSONALS 
Lock Out 
Auto  Cr ime 
SecureYourVehicle 
Night and Day, 
It Makes a Difference. 
Road 
Sense  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
28. CARD OF THANKS 
Thank-~ou.~ 
~The Family of the late M~ 
/Hodges would like to expressl 
their sincere thanks to relatives 
and friends for their love, sym- 
pathy and support at the loss of 
their  dear mother and 
grandmother. 
Thank you to Father John 
[;mith for the beautiful mass, and 
to the ladies of the C.W&. for 
preparing and serving the lovely 
luncheon. 
A special thank you also to 
Morag's dear friend John [;myth, 
for the eulogy. So thoughtfully 
prepared and delivered at the 
service 
Thank you to all those who 
sent cards and beautiful flowers 
to our homes. They are very 
much appreciated. 
All of the love, prayers and 
kindness hown will never be 
Compla ints  
about the 
Press? 
Fairness and accuracy are 
essential elements of good 
newspapers. The B.C. Press 
Council works to ensure that 
standards are upheld. 
A voluntary body, the council 
considers specific, unresolved 
complaints from the public 
= forgotten, about the conduct of the press 
Love to you all, 
: : Alex, Catherine, John & Tonia, in gathering and publishing Ralph & Valerie = Lloyd&Maggieandallour newsandopinion. f,'imilies. Address c mpla'ints or 
Do not stand at  my grave inquires to: 
~ ,,,,d ~r~, British Columbia 
I atn not there; 
: : I d~a .or ,~ie. Press Box Councils:~l 4 
• V 
: We hea,'a about your new. .  W ( 1in 5 CANADIANS "~ 
; romance .  ,; : : m CAN'T BREATHE PROPERLY m ; . • . . . .  .:: : .... , I .  But you can bent the odds on mung disease. / 
"., You looked pretty cozy : / Ass0c i ° t iOn ' |  . A rm yourself with the k=test lung focts from the B.C. lung | |  
' d " '~ :  L " . . : -  " ~ J • Reduce air pol lut ion from residential wood smoke and auto | 
/ emissions with lips from the Association. ' " : / Bavarzan Inn. . , ; I °Supp°rtadvancedresearchandpr°vince'widec°mmunily. l 
. . . . . . .  - " - - -  ~ " " " - - -  -- ~ i _  educati°npr°gramssp°ns°red byyour Lung Association,. ......... .1  
l ~ ,  B.C. Lung Ass0ciati0n.,hox 3a~:,9:s;:.i06 ~. v,,;:ii',vL,~,:, fi.d,~/r¢:4h~ I 
BURN 
! STUsPE IAL DcE I IT 
~ ~'a,~0,~!!:" II/ Valentirie's 
: Day got  you : o~o**,,,~,o~,o, Y"-'°°"o;"L ~'~~°'~ ,= o., 
:?: a little " ~o.  ~'".~,-, °o ,
Amessagefromthe t O O kl i E. ? ,~ ~o. -~"o~ g, " .~  : ~. aoov 'lOath ~a  ^rises BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNGASSOCIATION 01~: .ClUo,.~ ,i ' 'u  }hl lo~2 
&or/.o'.Y ~ re  ; , t  
30. OBITUARIES Take heart. Now a ~ k-,., ~tRId, 
- .  measly buck puts your ~" c~o~ Ifrfs. 8; :' 7~RF~ 
MacKay's Funeral message in the February cru~'s""-,,e g t, va,, nti' even 
N. .  , h',, n~o 
Serv ices  Ltd. 8th issue of the Terrace 
ROBERTSON, Gordon Salomon 
(90 years) 
Date of Death: January 22, 1995, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. Services held 
January 27th, 1995, United Church, 
KIUmat. Burial, Terrace Muntcipal 
Cometary, 
* lk'k * .k  
HANSON, Robert Arthur 
(50 years) 
Date of Death: January 22nd, 1995, 
Kitimat General Hospital, Services 
held January 26th, 1995, KItimat 




Date of Death: January 21st, 1995, 
Mills Memorial Hospital, Services. 
held January 26th, 1995, MacKay's 
Funeral Chapel. Burial, Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery. 
The preceding notices are ~ 
compliments of 
The Terrace Standard & 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. : 
mm mm mmm mlmm iN  llmm m mm m m mmm lm m m u mmm n m mm mm m 
Standard and the Febru- I I'll ~ LF'T'L6 LOOMi~.I 
12thissue of Skeena ! So here's ary my | Valentine's Da Marketplace. You can I February 12 is 
• send-a message (up to 20 I 
~i:ii words) to your valentine I 
and Support a good • I 
~!-.,, cause 22.The Kermode I " : ~" "" 
" : I ' . .  Friendship Centre | . . ,  :~,.~, 
I ;_ ? 
I . 
m unless youmqu 
" I 
JK. m T.zT: 
5 m ~e,..e's, 
mlmm m= mm= =m= mm N 
:), T : :~  Friendship Cenl/e is a non-p/ofit T Fl2..i6MPg(-li~ Not to be combined with any other offers. The Karmode 
i(:i:(i~il counselling, youth academic assistance: ~ ~d ~i" : CEikJ~I~..E. community s~rvic¢ organisation which offers 
: i social and cultural support, among othor services. FOr more.information', conrad t l)e )@ '. :;": 
:i!~!!i(:i(,:'~~ or635~906:, ,'~: ... .  ~ ~: : : : i  
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NEWS FLASH 
Ann Gervais, 
barber/stylist, formerly of 
Hairwaves, will be joining 
Jean Charbonneau at 
Sharp Cuts 
Barber Shop, 
in the Co-op Shopping Centre. Starting 
February 2. Ann welcomes former and new 
clients to come to Sharp Cuts Barber Shop. 
635-4152 
CRIBBAGE CHAMPIONS AIf Defrane and Judy Green won 
for the second year in a row in zone playdowns at the Royal 




TERRACE'S A l f  Defrane and 
Judy Green have something 
to be happy about. 
They are the 1995 cribbage 
champions at the Terrace 
Royal Canadian Legion 
(Branch 13). 
They were the winners the 
previous year and this time, 
during zone playoffs held in 
December, Alf and Judy's 
luck was with them again. 
As zone champions for this 
region, they'll travel in March 
to Golden, B.C. to compete in 
the B.C. provincials ~ and 
hopefully come back as wiv- 
nets .  
I[ tlaey sttcceeA in Golden, 
they will advance to the Do- 
minion championships. 
Last year Alf and Judy, 
along with Keith Norman and 
Bernie Peters, travelled to 
Cloverdale for the provincial 
playoffs. 
Good luck to Alf and Judy in 
their second trip to the provin- 
cial cribbage championships. 
Don Highe has just retruned 
from Vancouver and he tells me 
that Inn MacDonald from 
Burnaby says hello to all his 
friends in Terrace. 
..':;RE ".-T,E. E • 
YVONNE MOEN 
We'll pay 
There's ,'m aging second fi'idge chompil 
in the basement. Or perhaps you're thin 
buyinga new fridge but you're not sure 
do with the old one. In either case, B.C. 
will payyou $30 and haiil it away. 
Free pick-up of your old 
euergy-guzzler. 
We'll pick up your fi~idge ,'tS o lg as 
it's in working condition and between 
10-24 cubic feet.* And using environ- 
mentally sound rnethods, we'll.safely 
recycle the ozone depleting CFC 
refrigerant'and all the metal. 
egngdro 
Lul it away. 
d save ellergy and the etlriront/le/lL 
gcs can use tip to twice as mucll clec- 
y as today's cnergy .c f l i c i cn t  models. 
By turifing in your okl, operating 
frid,,e._., you can reduceyour Hydro 
fill and the energy ou save takes a 
d off the cnvironmeiit. 
To arrange lor lice pick-up, call 
P, cli'ieerator Buy-Back Hot ine at 
i63.2274 through- 
'. o,'683-2274 in [ ]~W~i~{~[~ 
Saves More 
Than Money 
~htli.ltAIII I tv t J  Ier ftLtlolllt'r, l~,~*]{vdft# st'.~¢lrl'l.lhe right } 
h l l l l t  l ' O l "  " t" " ]  I I¢ '  ~f l i '  ' f l l  l i l l y  I l l l l l '  t t ' i l h# l  '11  t r I # I l l 'd ,  
Meanwhile, Terrace Regional 
Museum Society volunteers are 
rooting around in attics and 
closets in search of some historic 
clothing and assorted treasures. 
They're gearing up to celebrate 
Heritage Week from Feb. 20-26 
with a "100 years of Fashion" 
show to be held at the Terrace 
Arena Banquet room from 1:30 to 
4:00 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 26. 
It will be an afternoon of enjoy- 
ment for the entire family. 
And maybe you have an old 
trunk of collectables or some 
family treasures that you 
wouldn't mind displaying. 
Static displays of fashion 
through the decades will be 
shown, plus a live show of fash- 
ion using authentic heritage 
clothes worn by our Terrace and 
area families. 
The clothes will be modelled by 
some of our young and not-so- 
young locals, Admission is free. 
The event is being sponsored by 
the Terrace Regional Museum 
Society, Terrace District Scouts 
ad Guides, the City of Temce 
parks and rec deParlment. 
To help us out or for more info, 
call Mamie Kerby at 635-2508 or 
me, Yvorme, at 638-0423. 
Remember, never throw ou~ old 
clothhtg, old newspapers or any- 
thing potentially historic. We col- 
lect anything. Call us. 
A litde reminder: 
The Terrace Beautification 
Society monthly meeting will be 
held on Feb. 2 upstairs at city hall 
at 7:00 p.m, 
The society's looking for new 
members, o please come out and 
help to make Terrace a more 
clean and beautiful place to live., 
For more info on the Beauh- 
fication Society, give me a call a t  
638-0423. 
V Jim McEwan Motors THE PONTIAC 
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- :  ~ • BaSed on a 36 rnoniil lease for vehicle equipped as described. A down payment of $2,713 and $300 refundable security deposit are required. Other flnancifig options a!e available, Of!er applies t o qualified retail customers bnly. 
• ~ Totai obligation iS $11,28L Some mileage conditions apply. Llcence, insurance and taxes not included. Dealer order or trade may be necessary. Denier may lease tor less. t some charges may appv. seo dealer for detnlls~ 
